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If
If you want the best security deposit a certain sum with us each
month. It will be invested in first mortgages on real estate.

THBEE-TUHE8-A-WEEK
Warren Educator Attending
Subscription* $3.00 per year payable In
advance: single copies three cents.
Summer School Meets Sev
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
eral Old Friends
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1 184b. In 1874 the Courier was established and
Supt. Frank D. Rowe, of the War
j consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The
Free Press was established In 1855 and In den. Union and Matinicus school
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These union, is attending summer school
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
at Chicago Theological Seminary,
the address of which is .5757 Univer
sity avenue. In a letter to a member
•*
of The Courier-Gazette staff Supt.
•••
True wisdom Is to know what Is best
worth knowing, and to-do what Is best — Rowe says:
“Dr. Randall J. Condon looked me
••• worth doing.—Humphreys.
•••
••* up today. He is in the city for a
H I •* ••• *•* (••• *•* *•*
!>•> •*« r•« »«. (•#•
*«. ••• gg
few days on his way home from the
National Education meeting in Co
A HANDY HOLDER
lumbus. I was very glad to see him.
“I was also surprised to find here
Interesting Household Aid I* Being Albert Robinson. Mansfield Robin
son’s youngest boy, who graduated
Marketed By Former Local Man
from Warren High when I was prin
C. W. Frohock, formerly of this city. cipal. He is a graduate of Colby and
Is placing on the market an inven then went to ‘Law’ in Washington.
tion of his own known as the Dial He is now a very successful patent
dlshpan (holder, designed to avoid attorney with a large firm here. I
scratches and chipped edges on was surprised indeed to have him call
enamel sinks. It is constructed of me the other evening on the phor.e.
wood and serves also the purpose of He lives right near here and asked
avoiding much muss ahd spilled me if I wouldn’t like to run down,
water. Mr. Frohock was formerly which I did. While I was there his
connected with the Gowdy Gum Co. brother Ray and his wife drove in
of Boston. He is now located at 147 from Columbus for a few days’ visit.
June street. Worcester.
They left this morning and are Ito
visit in New York and Washington.
As if it weren’t enough to have Albert has taken me over the city
the city air (tolled with soot and several days.
grime, one of the European police
My Bowdoin room-mate of 1906 is
radio stations Is broadcasting finger a professor here at the University,
prints.—Detroit News.
so I am well looked after in every
way.
The University surpasses my every
The Rockland Shoe Repairing Co.
(Milligan’s) Is under new manage expectation. The campus covers 95
ment—Donald H. Fuller, with E. G. acres and the green is beautiful. You
Williamson In active charge. Mall hardly realize that you are -in the
orders solicited, prompt service.— heart of a city. There are many’
buildings but they are scattered. Al
adv.
81-83
though there are over 8000 here you
would never realize the fact."

Own
If you went ee large a return en your eavinge aa can ba had with
safety, invest with ut. Our dividends have been at the rata of
5'/z% for the past twenty-three years.

IF
If you want your money to stay at home and help in the upbuilding
of this community, invest with us. Not a dollar of your funda will
go outside of Knox County.

A
Radio?
Is your Antenna properly

protected

against

Light

ning?

IF
If you want to be of service ta your neighbors and friends, invest
with ua. We loan your money te them to buy their hornet.

If you want full information about this moat worthy business, call
at our office and ask all the questions you can think of.

Phone 721 and our Serv
ice man will inspect your

installation without charge
and tell you the cost of the

proper protection as re
quired by the Fire Under

Rockland Loan & Building Association
Office

18 School Street

Opposite Postoffice

Rockland, Maine

ROWE IN CHICAGO

writers.

House-Sherman, Inc.

658tf

Electricians
47Stf

RHODES

WITH

The
Rockland
National
Bank welcomes opportuni
ties to be of service to the
people of Knox County by
giving
information
and
counsel on investment prob
lems, large or small.

Bankers are particularly
fitted to give advice of this
kind
because
investing
money safely is a part of
their business. They are
trained in investment analy
sis, they know the good
from the bad, and they rec
ognize that safety is always
the most important consid
eration in any investment.

Through
Fidelity - Ireland
Corporation, the investment
unit of Financial Institu
tions, Inc., this bank is in a
position to obtain the facts
about any investment offer
ing and we have at our dis
posal the investment knowl
edge of men who have
spent their lives in this
work.

•A Bank.
Account

Masonic Temple Association

North^

National?i
Bank , z

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Rocklanfa Oldest

Banking Institution

SEVENTY-SIX
YEARS

North National Bank

A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP
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CONFESSED

TO

FAKE

FALL

Frank Smith, alias Frank Buck, Then he came East to see if he
result was that his baggage was de- who was being treated for a broken couldn’t get “a decent job.”
Rockland boys of my time liked to livered to me and mine was delivered i hack at Knox Hospital as the result
In Bridgeport, Conn., last Decem
go over to Thomaston to see Mary to him, hut we have made the nec
of an alleged fall on the stairs at ber he fell In the railroad station of
essary
exchange
and
now
we
are
Jordan. Notv that she is Mrs. IRay
the New York, New Haven & Hart
W. Harriman, wife of the principal happy. Mr. Rhoads is a lending
- - J I' 1,0,el Rockland one week ago this
of the West Hartford High School, merchant in Richmond, president of ' morning.
recovered
miraculously ford Railroad, and was confined in
and lives near me in West Hartford. Miller & Rhoads, incorporated, pro Thursday afternoon when Lieut. A. a hospital two months. This was a
I like to continue this old custom prietors of one of the largest depart
W. Cushman and Deputy Sheriff C. real fall, he declares, and his spine
and our families are occasionally to ment stores in the South, and al
It was this injury
though
I
had
known
of
him
for
many
Earle Ludwick visited his ward and was injured
gether of a Sunday afternoon, either
at her home or at mine.
years I had never met him before. 1 i laid on the table the information which assisted in the temporary de
One Sunday last winter when we found him a most interesting and ' which had come into their possession, ception of the surgeons at Knox Hos
were at her home 1 'happened to agreeable companion. He was travwhl{.„ was prp,entwl
connid- pital
mention that I was contemplating ellng with his son, his daughter, and
In Middletown. Conn., he faked a
erable
detail
in
Thursday's
issue
of
a trip to Europe this year. Her father two other young ladies, and had a
fall in a business block and remained
and sister, Miss Margaret Jordan, large Packard car with him in which The Courier-Gazette.
were then visiting her. and when he and his party are to tour prettyThe young man arose from Ills bed. six weeks. A sympathetic nurse gave
Margaret heard me say this she said, well over western Europe.
dunned street attire, and without him $.5 in order that he might go to
very kindly* and with some compli
When Rhoads and 1 were reading
ments. that she had read my letters | some historical items regarding I protest accompanied the officers to Meriden to obtain a position. There
written to The Courier-Gazette at Naples while on the boat, and found theCourt House where he made a he worked for a while in a hospital,
various times, from Washington, j °“t that it was settled by the ancient I cleanbreast ofthe case,admitting
leaving with Bill Downey, another
traveling around the country on dif- ' Rhodians, we concluded that we were that two of his three “falls" were employe, to come to Maine.
ferent trips, and from Europe during on our way back home, and as we
They arrived in Rockland at 9
the war. and she asked me to write I "ere driving to the hotel I looked at fakes, done in attempt to excite
letters on this trip. This, therefore, a statue and wondered whose it was. sympathy which would lead to his o’clock Fourth of July night and
is my excuse, and adopting the old He happened to be in the same bus securing a job.
registered at the Narragansett Hotel.
army custom 1 am passing the buck with u», and he said that he thought
A nemesis had been close on When Downey was asleep Smith took
to Margaret Jordan for this impo it must be some of our old Rhodian
Smith's trail, some hours, for while $14 from his clothing and quietly
sition which the readers of The Cou ancestors.
rier-Gazette, or those of them who
Now that I am settled a little I will tile officials were amassing evidence slipped out of the hotel. To The
m-ayread these letters, are about to be glad to outline some of the events that would prove Smith a fraud, a Courier-Gazette he explained that
experience.
of the past two weeks, which have sharp-eyed nurse at Knox Hospital Downey owed him more than that,
Just a word regarding the purpose been eventful ones with us. for they
and he was simply getting back hi»
of this trip. Ever since I returned mark the consummation of the desire bad also made a discovery which
from Europe after the war I have which my wife and I have Cherished spelled doom to the Arizona man’s own.
planned to take another trip over in of revisiting Europe ever sirce vur hopes, whatever they may have
It was about 1 o’clock Saturday
about ten years, and during all of my return after the war.
morning when Smith registered at
been.
life since I have known anything
The Start
Entering his room in the quiet Hotel Rockland and paid in advance
about the performance 1 have wanted
We
left
West
Hartford for Boston manner which is a good nurse's stock for a room on the second floor. He
to see the Passion Play at Oberammergau. As the play was resumed on Tuesday, May 6 to Join the Patria, in trade she was amazed to see the “washed up” and returned to his
this year this seemed to be my op Fabre Line, sailing from Boston for man with the supposedly broken back room, only to leave it a few minutes
HE GOT THE VOTE
portunity, so I made my plans to go Naples on May 7. The boat sailed
make a complete turn in bed. She later and stage the fake fall at the
and take my family with me. You
Dwight W. Morrow’s Campaign Ex know the story, so go ahead and read from New York on 'May 6 and called notified the hospital surgeons, who head of the stairway. His supposed
at
Boston.
It
was
more
convenient
penses In Recent Senatorial Con these letters if you have any curiosity
for us to Join her there than at New resorted to the use of pins to see if slate of unconsciousness was mere
test Were 349,571
to know anything about what I saw York. On the evening of May 6. the young man's lower limbs were ly a pretense. At the hospital he
and some of my impressions regard
Ambassador Dwight W. Morrow. ing present phases of European life. while at the Parker House, my good really paralyzed or he was sham proved such a good actor, and simu
friends Wilbur nnd Bessie Pressey
Republican nominee for United States —J. E. R.
ming. The experiment was not en lated such a degree of pain that the
came in to call on us. You probably
Senator from New Jersey, has filed in
• • * •
nurses were moved to great pity for
remember that they were in my class tirely successful, for while the pa
the Secretary of State's office ac
Hotel Santa Lucia. Naples, May 19. in the Rockland High School, the tient wineed and flushed he uttered his condition.
counts showing expenditures of
great and glorious Class of 1893. and no word to indicate that he was suf
Smith shuddered a hit as lie re
$49,571.54 in his successful primary Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
campaign.
We. meaning my wife, my boy the friendships of that class have fering any special pain.
called the pin test. “1 felt it, all
Contributions to the Morrow can Richard, who is now eight years old. never grown dim. Another good
But what the pins failed to accom- right.” said he.
didacy are listed as $63,608. Expenses and myself, are now at the hotel and friend who called on us was Ruth
Following the accident in Bridge
listed were $10.R46.77 for advertising: comfortably located, and have just Benjamin. whom 1 had known in plish was brought about by Deputy
port Smith had no thought of bring
i $13,406 for political meetings. and gotten a mixup over baggage Paris when she was one of the Stall Ludwlck’s grilling.
$25,318.77 for maintenance of head straightened out. for there was an Secretaries of the American Uni
“He made me feel like two cents,” ing suit against the railroad, he said.
quarters in the state. The excess of other gentleman by my name. Web versity'Union. which did so much for Smith subsequently told The Cou The idea was put into his head by a
contributions
over
expenditures, ster S. Rhoads, of 'Richmond, Vir American college men in Paris at that
lawyer, who took most of the $475
rier-Gazette reporter.
$14,036.46. will be returned on a pro ginia. on the boat with us, and he time.
We started from Boston about noon
Be that as it may, he told the story that he was awarded by way of
rata basis to contributors.
came along to the same hotel. The
on May 7. My brother iRich came
of his wanderings .since leaving his damages. After the hospital hills had
from Portland to see us off, and in our
home
in Tucson, Ariz., and the tale been paid he had barely $60.
cabins we found tokens from many
Smith says that he had not intend
I of our friends, flowers from Rich and checked accurately with the narra
ALWAYS RELIABLE—
' his wife. /Ruth Benjamin, and our tive which he gave the reporter of ed to sue the proprietors of Hotel
| friends Mrs. Mary B. O’Conner and
In time of financial need is a
this paper. Twenty-four years old, Rockland, but rather that he had
! her family, of West Hartford, candy
bank account. Friends may
adopted the ruse so as to became
J from one of my associates in the stranded on a distant coast w’ith less
fail you in an emergency:
office, a box of nuts from Mi»s Flor than $5 In his pocket, knowing no known in order to obtain a job.
ence Bryant, of Hartford, telegrams friend, or where he could turn to earn
His discharge from the hospital
your earning power may be
j from my cousins Lucy Rhodes and money enough to get back home, his promptly followed the exposure of the
curtailed or stopped entirely,
(Taro Littlefield, and from the staff of
fake.
Thursday night he was
but money in the bank is al
. The Travelers Bank and Trust Com- predicament was certainly not a
ways reliable — ready to
pany. and after we got out to «ea 1 cheerful one. and those who heard released from custody by Lieut. Cush
finance your progress, pur
received a radio from my associates the story could not restrain a certain man and Sheriff Harding, no charge
in the Ur Department of The Travhaving been preferred against him.
chase a home or provide
amount of pity for him.
1 Hers. This was truly thrilling, and
His fixed idea seems to be to ob
modern comA'rt’d and conveni
Smith had no education beyond the
I I felt that we had received a wonderence*. Why not open an ac
grammar grades and what he had tain employment somewhere In order
! lul send-off.
count here TODAY?
picked up in other sources. Medicine that he might earn money enough to
Our Fellow-Passengers
appealed to him, and he read vari get hack home.
The passenger list of an ocean liner
Before being released he was taken
is an interesting composite. It is a ous works which might give him an
to a local photographer, and one of
ROCKLAND, MAINE
cross section of the cosmopolitan inkling to the profession.
world. We had alhout one hundred
But the idea perished, and he began the pictures will be aent to all medical
and seventy-five cabin passengers on
a roving career, which took him “all journals as a precaution against a
the Patria, and I found some mosl in
teresting and companionable people over,” to use his own expression. He i epetitlon of the deception. But It
among them. Most fortunate of all worked for a while on an oil seems quite likely that the lesson
was the fact that there were three tanker, running from Frisco to Chill. born of experience will bear fruit.
other children on board about the age
of my hoy. and they kept things going.
The mentor was Betty Miozzi, eleven
LESTER IS STUMPED
years old. whose father is an Italian
and whose mother was an American.
Her mother is now dead, and she was
Holders of Second Lien Bonds which matured
on her way hack to Italy to live with Connecticut Naturalist Could Do Almost Anything But
June 1, 1930, are requested to present same to
her father after a long visit with her
Fool the Rockland, Maine, Hens
grandmother
in
Brooklyn.
The
the
others were Val Bonhert, a little girl
about eight years old, from New
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
Rochelle, New York, and -Joao (John)
"So great has been the demand for
Here's a good story, with a local
or the
Agaus, a little Portugese box six
touch, that conies out of Prospect, Lester Green stories that the famed
years old. on Ills way hack to Portugal
Conn, in the form of a United PreHH naturalist—in the person of MortisROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
with his mother and baby brother.
son—has been signed up for a series
Perhaps the most distinguished despatch:
‘Nationwide attention lias been of radio broadcasts.
for Redemption
on the Patria was Dean iF. S. Jones,
brought to thia village of 266 Inhabi
former Dean of Yale.’ Dean and Mrs.
"The first broadcast , In which
tants by the marvelous stories of
Also holders of First Lien Bonds Numbers
Jones were going to Europe for a
Lester Green, farmer, naturalist and Lester told how he increased egg pro
long stay. The Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Oc
74,75, 80,81,125,
each $100
inventor. The stories, sent to the duction by splitting his hens into day
tavius Applegate were another de
Waterbury Republican by Lou Mor- and night shifts, caused trouble in
65, 157, 158,
each $500
lightful couple. Dr. Applegate is a
tisson, town tax collector and country Rockland, Me. A Rockland poultrygradua.te.Qf Trinity College. Hartford,
correspondent have been reprinted In man wrote that he had tried Green's
are notified to present these Bonds to the
and is high in the councils of the
system of putting electric lights in
newspapers, the country over.
Rockland National Bank for payment
Episcopal Church. Herbert Bonhert,
"While Lester—who sprays his the hen coops for the night shift but
of New Rochelle, New York, a promi
apple trees with glue to prevent wind the hens developed "Klelg eyes," a
nent illustrator, one of the men who
falls. makes selfflopping pancakes malady which sometimes afflicts
has made Lucky Strike cigarettes
from Mexican Jumping beans and those who work under brilliant
famous, was on board with his wife,
waves his wife's hair with gland fluid illumination.
J. E. Stevens, Treas. George L. St. Clair, Pres.
his son Buddy, and his daughter Val,
"lister replied, urging the hens be
that makes a pig’s tail curl—Is In
whom I have already mentioned.
89S86
reality a product of Mortisson's outfitted with smoked glasses. This
Prof. Howard "B. St. George, of
Imagination, villagers have come to saved the hen's eyes, the pouitryman
Nashota Theological Seminary. Wis
regard him almost as a living per reported, l»ut the hens who wore them
consin. an authority on ecclesiastical
sonality and his observations and in thought it was night all the time and
At the Sign of'TH
liturgies, was another interesting
[North National Bank
ventions are followed with Intense refused to lay.
man.
"Lester is temporarily stutiped."
1 have already npoken of Webster interest.
S. Rhoads and his party. There was
so that the maximum amount of
STATE RIFLE SHOOT
a party of biblical students on hoard,
training can be given before the Na
on a pilgrimage to The Holy Land.
One of these was iRev. Dr. Charles Will Be Held Thia Month In Auburn tional competitions.
Herron Professor of Church History
—Early To Allow For Training
Republicans will now take heed of
in the Presbyterian Theological Semi
the Morrow.—Tampa Tribune.
nary. Omaha, Nebraska, a most de
Small arms competition, a camp of
lightful gentleman, to whom we were
indebted for a fine sermon on Sun Instruction in rifle ttnd pistol and a YOUR FAVORITE POEM
day May II. Another was Rev. Mil- try-out for the team to represent the
Continuou* Banking Service for Rockland and
ton Fish, of Uxbridge. Mass., who Maine National Guard at the National
If I had to lire my life again I would hare
Surrounding Communiti's
told me that he was an associate of Matches at Camp Perry will he 'held made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The
in
Auburn
July
21-25.
The
eamp
will
Carl
Herrick
(I
suppose
that
I
ought
The North National Bank has played a big part
loss of these taste* is a loas of happlneu.—>
to say Rev. Everett C. 'Herrick, be in charge of ILt. Col. Charles W. Charles Darwin.
in the busineie life of Eaetern Maine for over
Savage. State ordinance officer.
D.D.,
LL.D.,
President
of
Newton
three-quartera of a century.
Competitions by four teams will ibe
THE HOUSE AND THE ROAD
Theological Institution) in the semi
The little Road says. Go:
nary. I told him that he had noth held in rifle and pistol in addition to
Through these Years of Service thia Ba-k has
The little House says. Stay :
ing on me. for I was an usher at the class Infantry-Artillery duels
established itself as a Reliable, Safe, Progressive,
And oh. It’s bonny here at home.
Carl’s wedding when he walked away with both the .46 and the Springfield.
But I must go away.
Ever Dependable Banking Institution.
with one of Rockland’s finest daugh An Did Timers’ mateh and a Police
The little Road. like me.
ters. Sarah Hall, also in my class in match will he held, individuals will
Would seek and turn and know:
1930
1854
the High School. Another was Misw be held with rifle and piwtol. Any
And forth I/must, to learn the things
The HtLle IRoad (would ehow!
Alice M. Hutchinson, who told me member of the Maine National Guard,
that she is associated with my distant not above the grade of captain, who
Ami go I must, my dears.
kinman. Deacon I^eonard (Rhodes, so within the three years preceding has
And journey while I ma?.
Though heart he sore for the little House
well known in Rockland, in the work qualified as marksman or better Is
That had no word but Stay.
of Tremont Temple. Boston. I wish eligible to try out for the State team.
The shoot Is usually held early in
that I might go on and mention more
Maybe no other way
Your child could ever ktmw
September or late In August but Col.
Why a little House would have you stay
Savage is anxious that the |M>rsonWhile a little Road says. <Jo.
(Continued on Page Two)
oel of tiie team be known in advance
Josephine Preston Peabody.

Masonic Temple Association

One of the most important
services a bank can render
its depositors, in our opin
ion. is the counsel it can
give on investment prob
lems.

EUROPE

By James Edward Rhodes, 2nd

Explanation and Apology

BOND CALL

your investment problems?

IN

Volume 85.................... Number 83

Some Phases of Foreign Travel As Experienced By a Frank Smith of Arizona, Unmoved By Pin Pricks At the
Former Well-Known Rockland Boy
Hospital, Bares His Story To Deputy Sheriff Ludwick

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

May u)e help you with

three cents a copy

, Rockland, Main©

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMS

The Courier-Gazette

SQUADRON

A BRISTOL SUICIDE

COMING

tions of Clerk and Carrier

NOTICE

Rockland. Me.. July 12, 1930.
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle, who

on oath declared that he Is Pressman ln the

office of The Courier-Gazette, afid that of the
Issue of this paper of .Inly 10, 1030, thereiwas
printed x total of 6335 copies.

FRANK B. MILLER,

Discontinuance Freight Service
Rockland, Thomaston, Camden

Notary Public.

My help contvth from (he Lord,
which made heaven and earth.—
Psalm 121:2.

RUNNING INDEPENDENT
The announcement by Frederick P.
Bonney of Rangeley that his name
will appear on »he September ballot
as a candidate for election to Con
gress, suggests that the campaign ln
the second district may be marked by
a note of color not to be visible in
other Maine districts. This assumes
that Mr. Bonne}’ will pursue an active
canvass. Donald M. Partridge of
(Norway sxas the winner of the con
gressional nomination ln the June
primaries, leading by 616 votes Mr.
Dwinal of Camden, and leading Mr.
Bonney by 1628 votes. In the face of
these figures we do not see how Mr.
Bonney’s candidacy, as an independ
ent, upon the September ballot can
hope to achieve anything further than
n possible defeat of the Republican
candidate who is the nominee of the
primaries.
The nominee of the
Democratic party will doubtless view
with equanimity that form of diver
sion.
Ihe Republicans of the eastern end
of the district earnestly desired the
nomination of Mr. Dwinal and are
disappointed that they are not to
have the privilege of giving to him
in September the further endorse
ment of their united support. But
they are good political sports. They
recognize in Mr. Partridge’s nomina
tion the plurality expression of the
party. Mr. Bonney, appearing upon
the ballot as an independent candi
date, may convince some portion of
these party voters that he is entitled
to their support, but unless the plat
form he presents Is marked by
cogent reasons therefor we should
think it lik'ely not greatly to appeal
to them.

FLYING

To Be Held In This City For Posi

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Before me,

.very-<Jther-Uay

Koekland Louner-L»azette, Saturday, July 12, I93U

rage iwo

ON AND AFTER FRIDAY. AUGUST I. the freight service of the
Rockland, Thomaston and Camden street railway, maintained between these
towns will be discontinued.

>
[
i

j

This decision has been pending for over two years during which time
the Company has endeavored to keep this service going in face of a very
material financial loss.
After carefully considering the shipping requirements of its few cus
tomers, and the amount of business it may expect in the future, there ap
pears to be no alternative but a complete discontinuance of this service.
The Company plans to maintain its usual passenger service.

I
i
j

Very cordially yours.
By H. P. BLODGETT,
Division Manager,

Central Maine Power Company.

x
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WITH

RHODES

IN

EUROPE

COL.

The United States Civil Service
Commission will hold an open com
petitive examination for the posi
tions of clerk and foot carrier in the
postofflee service in Rockland.
Regular positions with full time
service are seldom filled by direct
appointment from eligible registers.
Ellgibles are first appointed as sub
stitutes and are required to be avail
able to render service whenever
needed. Vacancies in the regular
force are filled by the promotion of
the senior substitutes. The salaries
for regular employees range from
$1700 to $2100 per annum. These
positions are permanent during good
behavior. Retirement on an annuity
is provided for at 63 years of age or ln
the case of total disability. Compensation during disability for in
juries received in the service is al
lowed nnd annuities are given to de
pendents in ease of death as a result
of such Injury.
Fifteen days’ vacation with full
pay is allowed with an addition of
10 days' sick leave with pay.
For further Information address the
secretary of the Board of United
States Civil Service Examiners at the
postofflee named above, or the DIse
trict Secretary. First United States
Civil Service District, Customhouse
Tower. Boston. Massachusetts.
As the receipt of applications will
close on Aug. 1. they must he filed
with the district secretary at Boston
! on or before that date.

PHILBRICK

HONORED

but i had to choose between a trip Patriotic Bodies Show Esteem and Affection For the New
there And a drive around IJsbon, I
1
r
J a
and
I chose that drive. Those who
Commander of Maine Grand Army
of the interesting personalities that
I met on the boat, hut I guess that I did take the trip to Cintra were much
pleased with the place. We had
had better stop.
hoped to have lunch in Lisbon, but
Plans which have been in the nKk- for national convention and rates for
At Sea
we did not dock in time.
ing for a reception to Department , the trip.
Lisbon, as you may know .is not Commander Fernando S. Philbrick j At this time Mayor C. M. Rich■One may think that a trip on an
eveningin < ardson arrived, arfd added a few
ocean steamer gets monotonous, but situated directly on thecoa9t, but a i culminated Thursday
I have never found it so. With meals, few miles up the Tagus River. The i what was probably oneof the m st words expressing his pleasure that
between meals and sleep the time is sail up the river was delightful. We 1 successful events of the season. All a man from this city should 'be the
fully occupied. Meals and sleep re reached the dock early in the after- ’ ef the allied organizations in the next National Commander, and paid
quire no particular explanation, but noon and automobiles were waiting 1 State were represented- by the de- a pretty tribute to Commander
I will try to outline some of the be- ' for us. Dr. and Mrs. Applegate were ] partment heads, Commander Phil- Philbrick and the comrades of the
tween meals recreations at sea. On in the same car with Mrs. Rhodes. 1 brick’s staff also
'being present. G.A.R. of this city.
the Patria the principal deck sports Richard and I. and Dr. Applegate was
Promptly at 8 o’clock the recelvIn behalf of the Woman’s State
were shuffle board and deck tennis, sitting on the front seat with the j,^ pne headed by the Commander. Relief Corps Mrs. Doule presented
Shuffle board is played by shoving driver. We were in a Chandler car was formed, and as promptly, to the bofch Commander Philbrick and
disks along the deck with a pole of ancient vintage, going up and down strains of music, the entire company Senior Vice Commander Nason with
something like a wooden pitchfork, steep hills, for much of Lisbon is on present, a line reaching nearly twice ! appropriate gifts, to which both genassuming that a pitchfork was ever a side hill, and after we were safely aroun^ the hail, marched up to offer tlemen responded with thanks. This
made wholly of .wood.
back from the ride Dr. Applegate | congratulations. The receiving lineprogram was presented:
It involves some skill and a lot of told us that the car had no foofbrakes i comprised: Department Commander
Solo, “I Love You,” Mrs.Ida HuntSenator Hale does not approve cer luck. Squares are marked off for and that the driver had been com- ■ philbrick. G.A.R.. State President ley; recitation, ‘‘The New Car”
the disks to land in. and each disk pelled to rely upon the emergency Mrs Carrie Doule. W.S.R.C., Na- Richard Bucklin: solo. ‘ Neapolitan
tain features of the London naval must land wholly in one, and not lap brake all of the time. What we had
tionai S. V. Commander Nason, Mrs. Nights.’’ Mrs. Hazel Atwood; recltalimitation treaty, and these he yes on the dividing line, in order to count. not known had not hurt us any.
Eliza Plummer State Inspector TV s. tion. Miss Ethel Thomas; solo, "Out
1
found
Lisbon
a
most
interesting
The
score
is
kept
on
black
boards
terday dismissed in the Senate, point
| IR.C.. Mrs. Fannie McManus State ’ of the Dusk,” Mrs. Hazel Atwood;
arranged
for
the
purpose.
This
game
city. Ihe approach irom the watei ,prt>sident. National R. C.; Mrs. Annie solo, "(ktod-bye." Mrs. Ida Huntley;
ing out that under the terms of the
furnished recreation for many of the front may not be any more impres- gj|ke state lhesidcnt, Ladies of the "America" t>y the audience. Encores
treaty our country is placed at dis passengers. Soon the chalk began slve than in many American seaport
G.A.H.: IMrs. Emma Torrey, inspt - were demanded and given. The acadvantage with respect to any sub to disappear from the blackboard*, cltlea. but it seemstup to datetand has k. of gute Nat,ona, c
J(rs fOmpanlMg wfre
FaIth j^y
cha,plaln
state and uMrg Helen
Thlg proKram
sequent limitation conference and that and simultaneously with the disap- many beautt u buildings In the newer Ulljan Lin(?u
zvv'uzlxx
o Ht/1 nnt visit mj»nv nf thf> 1
*
*
pearance we began to notice crude
, rtooto
parts. U
We
did not visit many of the W.R.C.; Miss Marie Patterson,
presi- was much enjoyed.
in the framing of its terms we have
writings and drawings on the smoke public buildings, but we did visit the
dent
of
S.
of
V.
Auxiliary;
Mrs.
NetPunch
and
cakes
were
served.
been outtraded by the European stacks and other parts of the ship, old church and monastery of St.
lie Achorn. vice president of S. of V.
Mrs. Mary Cooper was general
nations. Senator Reed of Pennsyl One day some passengers were start- i Jeronimus and saw the tomb of Vasco
Auxiliary; Mrs. Lena Merry, patrl- chairman and the hostesses were
vania violently assailed the Maine ing to play and there was no chalk at , da Gama, a name known to every otic instructor of Ladies of G.A.R.: Mrs Irene Winslow, Mrs. Bessie HarSenator’s arguments and the en the board. 1 saw my hoy near by. schoolboy, the old monastery, now a Col. E. K. Gould, State secretary of raden, Mrs. Lillian McRae and Mrs.
called him. went through his pockets, ) (boys' school, and the wonderful colcounter doubtless illustrated what separated him from a piece of chalk, j lection of royal and stale carriages S. of V.; Harry Towle, S. of U. V.. , Susie Newbert. The presidents of
secretary
to
Department , the allied orders and the Ladies o«f
this special sesion of the Senate Is to and the game proceeded.
, and equipment housed in one of the and
Deck tennis is played on much the ' adjoining buildings. We visited the , CommanderPhUbnck: and mem -rs ,the GAR. of Thomaston helped u.
witness in the way of discussion
of the G.A.R.
i every way to make the evening a
precedent to the voting upon this same principle as the regular game church of San Roque and saw some
of tennis, except that the net is most magnificent ohapels. and we ■ Remarks were made by Command- success.. Mrs Ella McMillan was
administration measdbe.
Senator much shutter, is stretched about six also visited the bull ring where hull ®‘ Phllbnck. expressing his apprecl- chairman ut the decorating commit
tee. the work of which spoke for
Hale's long association with the naval feet high, and is played with a rotpe fights are held every Sunday. We ’Gon of the splendid reception or ruble ring about six Inches in . ware told that Portugese hull fightwhich Col. Gould responded. itself, and received much praise. Mrs.
committee, of which he is the chair diAmeter rather than with a hall. | Ing as compared with Spanish hull ITh6s®
were followed bV Ava Jackson and her flne commit
man, fortifies him with arguments
This is thrown over the net and fighting is a most ladylike and hu- tributes of affection, and pledges of tee served thfc guests like profes
from the side of opposition to the
is to mane sport, in that neither the hulls support, from Comrade Nason. State sionals and yet there was food to
__
i . Pppsiiipnte
,'i uris-i PkNiiln
r« spare. It was a notable occasion and
nor the horses, nor any ~of the fightj 'I residents Mrd
Mrs. C'Carrie
Dou'6 Mrs.
treaty which senators ln favor of the the deck or outside the court. This
measure cannwt lightly dispose of. game involves a good deal of agility ,ers are intentionally killed. If any J-IcManus Mrs.silke and Miss Pat- a happy company. Long live Com
and skill, and is mighty Interesting to j animal or person is killed it is purely : terson. Mr. Towie told of the plans mander Philbrick.
The belief seems generally to be en
watch. It Is essentially an active | accidental, much like American foot- ,
tertained that ratification of the game, and furnished a good deal of ball,
BANNER CROWD SAW BOUTS
treaty will in due time he forthcom recreation for the younger crowd.
Paxsing Gibraltar
ing. A canvass of the senators, It is The star shot of the voyage was when
After leaving Lisbon the next (big i
claimed by great}’ adherents, shows Mrs. Bonhert threw the ring down
thriii was Gibraltar, and we passed Belfast Show Last Night Featured By Two Knockouts—
that ratification will be sealed by a the (ventilator.
v
A sport in which all of the passen througli the straits during the latter ,
handsome majority. Its opponents, gers could participate was horse rac part of the afternoon on May 16. i.
Knox Vounty rans there In rorce
.
however, warmly contend that the ing. and two races were held during had passed through there from the j
the trip over. This was arranged by east, as you remember that I was |
result will be rejection.
the deck-steward, and was played routed Ibark through Barcelona on j A banner crowd saw the pugilistic Flash Wise, the clever young colored
with six wooden horses on a circle my return from the war, but I had ' pageant in Belfast last night, and got boxer from Bangor, and Harold Gray,
The proposed restoration of Thornabout twenty feet in diameter. This never approached from the west. My i a whole lot for Its money, albeit one the sturdy Belfast youth, whom the
astfcn's ancient meeting house, there was divided into thirty-two sections I feelings regarding Gibraltar arc j ,>f the principals in the main bout ringside experts look upon as a
by making it a part of the Knox Me and two dice were shaken. The mixed. It is a great sight, but,I have , hoisted the surrender flag after one comer. Tho bell saved the colored
morial, was given a note of interest horses were advanced on the course [ seen greater. To me the rapes on round. Manager .John E. Wright had boy in the first round, and after that
aa their numbers showed up, and j the Saguenay River in Canada. Trini- extended, his publicity campaign to he was floored repeatedly until his
this week by a visit from Franklin
ohances were bought on each horse ty and Eternity, are much more im- , Rockland, with the result that 75 or second mercifully hove the towel Into
H. Hutchins of Boston, senior mem at
at ten
ten cents
cents aa chance. It was mighty pressive. The American always ban- more Knox County fight fans were the ring. The second, by the way,
he seen in the audience,
ber of Hutchins & French, architects, exciting. At first 3 (bought a single teringly looks for the Prudential ad- ’
was Utah Kid, hero of many a Maine
The bouts W(.re directed by Walter fistic battle. Also in W’ise’s corner
who made examination of the prop chance for my boy. hut as the races vertisement on the rock, and feigns
disappointment when he does not set j Johnson, the energetic keeper of the was Harry Wills, the Bangor colored
erty and took notes bearing upon the progressed and 'he failed to win on
hexing stables, who was the
any. at last I bought chances on all it. Approaching from the west the !
bringing back of the old house into six at one race so that he would he rock does not look like any picture I third man ,n (he r,ng unt„ (hf maW boy who is looked upon (by his ad
mirers as a sort of Condensed form of
the beautiful condition which it sure to win. 1 iiaid for the chances of It that I have seen, but on passing hout came on. that assignment lteing chain lightning. He challenged any
| to the south we can eee the part with | given t0 Calvin Philbrook of Belfast. 126-pound boy in the State.
originally enjoyed, previous to those and he kept the winnings.
There were other recreations, such | which we are familiar from the The scraps were all well handled and
• • • •
periods when It was subjected to
as cards during the day. and cards photographs. While passing GihralNow comes what was to have been
repeated changes designed to adapt it and dancing at night, with occasional tar rules were suspended, and all who seldom if ever was there any
suspicion that either principa: was the main bout between Jerry Duto what was regarded as more modern movies, so that the time did not hang desired, whether invited or not, stalling.
prey of Bangor and Pete Potvin of
requirements.
The uncovering of heavv on our hands. One night thronged to the ship's bridge. I made
Arthur Small and Young Gray Lewiston. Few blows had been ex
May 16. a fancy dress and masquerade some exposures, and I hope that I raised the curtain with a vigorous
these overlaying "improvements” dis
changed when it was evident that it
hall was held. We did not intend to let secured good photographs.
four-rounder which left the former was a case of the showers for Pete.
closed such beauty of dvtail in the Richard go. but as the time came and
a slight favorite.
Arrived at Naples
The latter was on the floor when the
original structure as will promise in all of the children were going we re
Albert Clark and Joe Blake, both gong sounded at the end of the first
Passing Gibraltar we skirted the
the restoration a building of pure lented. and at the last moment we
of Bejfasi), (outlasted a fleree en round and when he arose It was to
southern coast of Spain, and then
colonial type, which should becom» dressed him UP in a suit of pajamas Sardinia was the next land wo saw counter, which would have been end quit on tho ground that he had a
and let him Join in the procession.
ed pronto if any of Clarks hundred serious Injury to one of his hands.
a landmark of great distinction.
The first prize for the gentleman was until we sighted the coast of Italy at or more ferocious swings found the The crowd booed and a physician
a quart of champagne. It was won Naples. We arrived here early this target for which they were intended, was sent for, but none could he lo
The California motorists who as ,by one of the men dressed in a Chinese afternoon. I have heard so many
between “the' Bay' of ! The Iast round’ •’<>w6ver, found him cated. and rather than disappoint the
result of a price war between gaso costume, and lie yvas very soon re- comiKirisons
Naples
and
Penobscot
Bay that I was ! strictly on the defense and covering patrons Manager Wright immedi
line companies are buying their mo iieve^ of his winnings.
ately arranged a bout between
on the Job to see if I coqld note any closely to escape extinction.
The Stop at Lisbon
It was a grudge tight between Kid Shadow Janette of 'Bangor and
tor fuel for seven and a half cents a
resemblance. Gut of Justice to both
gallon must he gleeful advocates of
The first port of Call for the Patria places J would say that I do not see Merchant and Sailor Mac of Belfast. Young Harry Wills of Lewiston. The
The latter is said to have been a latter was knocked out in the third
the theory that competition is the out of Boston was Lisbon, and we any particular resemblance. Both are
were due there on May 15. It is need beautiful but each Is distinctive, and winner in their last two previous en round.
life of trade.
A good show was the general ver
less to say that we all were watching Penobscot Bay will always look much gagements. hut he was not last right,
• • •
eajaerly for the first glimpse of land. better to ine. Old Vesuvius, puffing in spite of the sailor’s vigorous at dict.
We don't see how it could be pos I had never been in Portugal, so I the smoke of centuries, stands up like tack.
“’Nother coming," gays Manager
The next bout brought to attention Wright.
sible for Camden to surpass the buc- was anticipating the visit. I had read a sentlnal back of the hay, and is a
eess scored by Its regatta of last with much interest the delightful unique feature. Tills was my first
accept ns duty. That is why heroism
summer, but the management evi letters written by Mr. and Mrs. Ed sight of a real volcano. I hope to see
STRAND THEATRE
ward D Brown during their stay in more ofthe mountain while I am here,
and glory are not present in this
dently is purposing to let nothing
Cintra. and I was anxious to go there, and if I do 1 will tell you about it.
play, at least not in the convention
stand in the way of achieving that
“Journey's End," R. C. SherrifTs al sense. For the heroes of "Jour
advanced mark.
"The Cuckoos" is a most lavish courageous war play, has come to the ney’s End" are riot lighters but pri
PARK THEATRE
production!
It is dressed with audible screen. This monumental, vate citizens taken froth their widely
The Guilford baseball club, cham
breath-taking settings and costumes: human, completely delbunked play different daily pursuits and herded
Proving
that
there
Is.
after
all,
pions of Northern Maine are tofce the
the cast includes seven featured concerned with the lives of nearly together in damp, uncomfortable and
attraction at Togus Sunday. Jimmy something new in motion pictures, players in addition to Wheeler and one dozen English officers and men shell-ridden trenches. Xl'65f long not
FitziKitrlck is managing the Guilford •The Cuckoos,"
Radio Pictures' Woolsey. A large portion is filmed before the St. Quentin drive of 1918, for war but for peace and quiet, for
club and doing the gwlrling. Last riotous extravaganza of nonsense, In the most effective Technicolor yet will l>e presented Monday and Tues the gardens of their childhood.
day.
year Guilford exhibited the best brand
to reach the screen.
In addition to Colin Clive’s mag
Here is a play that dared to say nificent performance as Captain
of baseball seen at Togus and won plays here Monday and Tuesday.
Ten
melodious
song
hits
give
it
a
that war is not adventure, not Stanhope, rhe leading character,
three of five games and then claimed Filled with mad waggery nnd de
the mythical championship of the lirious fun it is a new type of screen most impressive musical score, with glorious, nor inspiring . . . hut tliat It there is Ian MacLat en a sthe lovable
State for semi-pro club. The club is musical which seems to come about L
is grim, ghastly and more than any "uncle" Osborn, David Manners as
| every number destined to become
up against a stronger aggregation at the closest to one hundred per cent popular hit. Among the most note- thing else, futile, hopeless, needless. the youthful Lieutenant Raleigh,
Togus than tha< of last season. The popular appeal that any picture ever worthy of the songs, composed by Human character, instead of battle, Anthony Bushnell as Ilibhett and
local management has also rebooked had achieved.
I Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby, are is glorified.
Billy Bevan as Trotter.—adv.
the Philadelphia Colored Giants for
The comedy Is of prime importance ”1 Love You So Much" "All Alone
•'Journey’s End" reveals that men
Those
two
mad
wags.
Bert
Wheeler
Monday,
”
"Dancing
the
Devil
Away.
”
fight
because
they
think
they
must,
Sunday July 20,__________
Prohibitionists need feel no fear of
training, environment, a return of Ihe corner suloon. The
Bancroft Camp at Garthgannon and Robert Woolsey of “'Rio Rita" I "Wherever You Are." "Laugh Today that their
Lodge. Owl's Head Is having a busy fame clown their way through the anil Cry Tomorrow," and "California spirit of adventure make them re corners arc all taken up with filling
show carrying everything with them. I Skies."—adv.
spond to what they unquestionably stations.—Judge.
season, with 166 students enrolled.

(Continued from Page One)

Notable Speakers To Address Rockland Meetings, Explain
ing Prohibition As They See It
The series of Flying Squadron ' with broad experience growing out
meetings to be held in the {First Bap- I
his long service on the platform.
list Church, Tuesday. Wednesday and as a me,"ber of the Ullnols Leglslature, and as a recognized leader
Thursday, nt 7.30 each evening, will among the dry forces today, Dr
bring to this community an unusual fetewart s com|ntf wt]1 assure ,he Comgroup of speakers.
munlty a down to the minute discusCol. Allred T-. Moudy of Indiana. s|on He
president of the Flying
who. after more than 20 years as a | Squadron Fou„datlon and edltor-lnteacher and
superintendent
of ,.h|e( of the National Enquirer.
schools, saw service in France, and
In view of the fact that the ques
has been covering the nation as a tion of prohibition and Its enforce
lecturer since his return from Europe ment is the dominant issue before the
at the close of the World War, will country', the coming of the Flying
open the series with an address on Squadron la timely.
, The Constitution—Its Making and
Whatever one may believe about It,
Operation.” Students of history and information and discussion are neccivil government win find this dis 1 essary to correct conclusions. These
cussion particularly helpful and speakers are reputed to be experts
classes In these subjects might well who present their views in a spirit ot
plan to attend In a body prepared to fairness to those who may’ differ from
take notes on the lecture.
them.
On the second evening Miss Norma
• • • •
C. Brown, vice president of the Fly
The
batteries
went through a rigid
ing Squadron Foundation and asso
ciate editor of the National Enquirer, four-hour practice attack Thursday
will speak oh “The New Era of Law afternoon in preparation for the
Enforcement.” She Is a young wom “real” attack.
The troops, in Thursday’s practice
an of unusual experience, having
campaigned every State in the Union attack, went through all the move
more than once, and having made her ments of loading and firing while
first journey through all of them be Regular Army instructors took a
fore she was 24 years old. She was position nearby, directing and shoutquoted at length by the Literary Di- ing the proper instruction.
This
tr,
recently’ on a Supreme Court de- sub-calibre practice, despite its
eision.
strenuousness, was entered into by’
atf address, with the open forum j the men with zest and ienthusiasm
which is to follow’, will give those and occasionally an over-zealous
present an opportunity for vital in-'member would so expose himself to
formation on the status of prohibi- j the guns of the “enemy” in an attion legislation, the work/ of the Law’ tempt to execute a specific order
Enforcement Commission, nnd recent from his superior, to merit a mild
efforts In behalf of the enforcement reprimand. Despite the long bom
of the Eighteenth Amendment. It Is bardment. no casualties were report
especially desired that all those in ed among the men of the 240th.
terested bring their Questions and
The officers and non-commlssloncd
suggestions for the open forum which officers of the regiment spent the
will he a feature of this second meet greater part of the afternoon In reguing.
>ar school session, in the afternoon
The final session of this community Lieut. Col. James S. Dusenhury.
rally will bring to the city Hon. Oliver C.A.C. (D.O.L.), senior instructor of
W. Stewart, long and well known the regiment, lectured on the "Analy
as a veteran leader of the prohibition sis of Target Practice” in accordance
movement. With a national reputa- with the revised training regulations
tion of more than 30 years standing, i effective July 1.

Apparently despondent followir
several months of ill health, Mis
Ruth Bryant, 60, committed silicic,
early Thursday by hanging at h»
home.
She lived alone and th
tragedy was discovered by a littl
niece, who went there in the forenool

Senator Sheppard insists that th
buyer of bootleg liquor should b
punished. Well, he is, ain’t he’
Macon Telegraph.

DR. PERLEY R. DAMOf
Dentist
302 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, Ml

Telephone 915-M
83tf

A DESIRE
There are some things in 'if6 tha|
ire intimate and personal—a part oi
ourselves that no one else can share!
The love we hold for others is prob J
ably the greatest of all these.
And when such a love must carrS
on—alone—there-always comes a del
sire to create a tangible evidence oi
that memory. A symbol, beautiful a
one's own memories—intimate anJ
personal as one’s own thoughts. Sin'll
a symbol is a Memorial.—Fitting exj
pression of that desire.

E. A. GLIDDEN & Co.
193

1865
WALDOBORO and
ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS

Why luff.r tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritii, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief7

A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s DrugStore
73

PARK ST.

ROCKLAND

Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
76 cents

(2tf

After the Virst

Virenty-fire 'Thousand

^Tiles
THE VALUE of sound design, good materials and careful

craftsmanship is especially apparent in the new Ford after
the first twenty-five thousand miles. Long, continuous
service emphasizes its mechanical reliability and economy of
operation and up-keep.

As you drive the Ford through many months and.years you
will develop an increasing pride in its appearance and a

growing respect for the substantial worth that has been built

into it. From every standpoint—in everything that goes to
make a good automobile—you will know that you have made

a far-seeing, satisfactory purchase.
Wherever you go, you hear enthusiastic praise of the car

and this significant, oft-repeated phrase—“I’m glad I
bought a Ford.9*

A FORD owner in New York tells of a
13,000-miIe trip across the United States
and back in sixty days and says “the car
wag extremely economical to operate, com
fortable and speedy.” A grateful father
tells how the Triplex shatter-proof glasa
windshield saved his wife and children
from serious injury.
To test tires, a large company drove a
new Ford day and night, for an average of
500 miles every twenty-four hoars. It was
still giving satisfactory service after
105,000 miles.
A Ford car that had fallen into Fenian
Lake was submerged for twelve days be
fore being raised. After a new battery and
carburetor bowl were installed, it was driven
back to Spokane under its own power.
Many police departments have written
of the special advantages of the Ford in
crowded traffic because of its alert speed,
acceleration, and ease of control. An in
creasing number of fleet owners are also
purchasing the Ford because their cost
figures have given conclusive proof of its
economy of operation and up-keep.
In addition to important triumphs in
Germany, France and Italy, the Ford won
six out of seven leading places in a contest
in Finland, first and second in the Rgfaela
races in Argentina, first and second in the

run from Copenhagen-to-Paris-to-Copenhagen, three gold medals in England, first
ranking in the durability test over the
tortuous Amancaes road in Peru, and first
place in the 1930 reliability run conducted
by the Royal Automobile Club of Sweden.
This contest was an exceptionally se
vere test of endurance and sturdy con
struction because it was held in the dead of
winter and covered 600 miles of steady
running over snow-covered country roads
and mountainous hills.

MEW LOW

Roadster

.

FOfll

$435

PRICES

Coupe .

.

$495

Phaeton .
440 Tudor Sedan 495
Sport Coupe .......
525
De Luxe Coupe .................................. 545
Three-window Fordor Sedan . .
600
Convertible Cabriolet ....
625
De Luxe Phaeton............................ 625

D« Luxe Sedan
640
Town Sedan........................................ 660

XU pricet f. o. b. Detroit, pint freight and deUtery.
Bumperi and tpare tire extra, at

low

cod.

Vtdvertal Credit Company plan of time paymentt
offer! another Ford economy.

Ford Motor Company

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
_
m
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

July
EAcartiphieiU of Coast Artillery
at Fort Williams.
July 8-22 Dally Vacation Bible School at
First Baptist Church.
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THE

NEW

CONSOLIDATION

CAMDEN

REGATTA

COMING

Modern
Invention and .Practice Tends To Draw Cities and A Bare Possibility That the 50-Mile Clip May Be Hit In the
■
Trade Areas Into Closer Relations
Races There Week After Next

Sorter

Cwme

Mlsa Louise Dolliver has entered
the employ of Senter Crane Company.

Some months ago, in an earlier page, we heard of 'The Now Coopera
The stage is set for the biggest
Both Portland and Camden have
tion.” On another page of this Issue of The Courier-Gazette Is found a speedboat racing schedule in New made arrangements to have powerful
Alvin Small is moving from the
page on “Linking Town and Country.” It might be termed an article on England this summer. Everything is amplifying systems to keep specta
Kennedy house. Llipefock street, into
In readiness for the drop of the tors informed as to the results of the
THE NEW CONSOLIDATION."
the Carol Colson house on Shaw Ave.
starter’s flag in the first race of the races and furnish music while races
— ■ ■
Consolidation is the trend of business today. Railroads, banks, oil Maine Regatta Circuit at Portland, are in progress,
The American Legion Auxiliary conrpanlea, film producers, ebuin .stores, every line of business is entering July IS.
Camden will repeat its stunt of
meets Monday evening.
Delegates
Portland affords two days of rac last year by having the entire busi
to the department convention will into consolidations. But the BIGGEST CONSOLIDATION which can ing, July IS and 19, Cobliosseecontee ness section and water front illumi
take place, and which is rapidly coming about, is the consolidation between one day, July 32, and Camden, two nated wirb thousands of colored
ibe chosen.
•
Individual cities and their trade territories.
days, July 25 and 26. All told, five lights.
This illumination scheme,
The Registration Board is holding
Earlier in the year we learned the statistics of "One In Ten" . . . but days of racing over three courses in presenting one of the most beautiful
ils midsummer* session, revising the
period of nine days covering two effects ever seen, is an example of
check lists in accordance with' the we also learned that here and there, thirty and fortyi miles a.pirt rather weekends.
the thoroughness in which Camden
than ten or twelve, are smaller cities which are GIKOW’JNG. The same
assessors’ returns.
Entries are coming in from such has promoted its regatta throughout.
applies to larger cities with greater distances between. This leaves the drivers as <1. W. Pauli, Jr., Charles
Entertainment features will inNorman Waldron left Wednesday
successful yity a greater trade* radius to include in its "consolidation.” Harris, Charles Clement, Edward cluilo welcoming banquets for driv
for Dexter where he has a position
Newell, W. G. Flower, Reece Hat- ers and officials at rtteh of the three
teaching in the Wassokeng School for And the methods of bringing together this city and its trade radius are
ehitt, Robert Klein, Walter Wlde- places as well as banquets on the
the slimmer session.
worthy of the consideration of each of us.
gren, Frank WIgglesworth,
Phil closing evenings when prizes are dis
The brihjina about of a closer relationship between Rockland and Its James, Dick Frost, Paul Arlt, and a tributed.
A barking dog confined' in a Ford
At Camden, the presentation of
coupe furnishes daily concerts at The territory will mean increased dividends in many ways to each of us. In host of other well known outboard
prizes will he handled as last year
and runabout drivers.
Brook. The listeners are hoping he creased dividends ln new friendships as well as new business.
The 151-classes will be represent when Cyrus II. K. Curtis, widely
will sing another tune some day.
And the development of the six factors which control this great
ed by the Lake W'innipesaukee group kifiW’n I’bilad.elphia publisher and
merger which we are all interested ln putting through will bring us, in Elmer H. Johnson of Vermont, and philanthropist, presented each prize
Almon B. Cooper has been nomi
nated by Gov. Gardiner for notary addition to the benefits of the merger itself, benefits in a richer, better other nationally known drivers. Sev with a;q»ropriate remarks. Mr. Cutj
eral Gar Wood runabouts, capable of tls Is jn ardent supporter of the
public and Justice of the peace. home life in this community yf ours.
Camden regatta and enjoys the rac
John L. Tewksbury has peen nomi
This is not a "Your” community—not a “His” community—not a more than 50 miles an hour will
compete with other fast boats in the ing as much as any spectator.
nated for Justice of the peace.
•IMy” community, it is an “OUR" community; and as such the more free-for-all races, while Dodge, Dee
All of the regattas in the Maine
people included in that “Our” the better and greater community it will Wlte, Chris Craft and Ludington Circuit have received (A. 1’. B. A. sanc
A perfect deluge of requests has led
tion and will he run under the i930
Manager Dondis of Strand Theatre grow up to be. Every line of business, every walk of life, every man, will command attention in the small
A. iP. B. A. rules. The same officials
to run a return engagement of “With woman-and child is Interested; this interest means growth; and to grew er runabout classes.
The outboard classes provide for are to he in charge throughout the
Byrd At the Squth Pole” which will we need more room, the room which will come with the IJnking of the
racing in all four divisions in Classes Circuit of plans now made are fol
be next Friday and Saturday.
Town and Country in our New Consolidation.
A, B, C, D, and F, while the run low ed.
Both Portland and Camden afford
about classes take in all boats front
The past grands nnd past nqh^e
40 h .p. to free-for-all. Desirable good racing conditions while the
gr.omjs of Knox and Lincoln counties
THE LIGHTS WENT OUT
trophies will he awarded' in Divisions f'oljihosseecontee course Is acknowl
will bold their regular meeting July
1 and 2 in the outboards and sub edged to be one of the fastest in the
16 at Round Pond. Supper will be
stantial cash prizes in Divisions 3 country and offers exceptional o-pserved on arrival of the guests.
portunKles for record-breaking.
Limb Hacked From Northend Tree Causes Great Incon and 4
With several of the new Evinrude
In addition to the regular outboard
The unfortunate experience of the
venience Ip Rocldand and Vicinity Last Night
prizes, which are the same in Port- F motors known Li be coming to
bumblebee which was killed imme
land, Cahibosseecontee and Camden. Maine it will not he surprising if
diately after it flew into the money
there are other three-leg trophies the much-shot-at 50 mlle-an-hour
order room of the Postoffiee and
stung the yi^ing lady on duty there
Somebody pruned a tree at the, was that a severe electrical storm ■which are open to competition such record may he attained. It seems
may teach other bumblebees “To
as the Portland Maine Publishing certain that several of the existing
nnd Wafren ! must be in .progress somewhere.
I The Central Maine’s expert trouble Com;>any trophy at Portland and the records in other classes will be bro
reach for a Lucky instead of Sweet.” corner of 1
streets early last night and started n hunters did not stop to speculate. Woolworth trophy at Cobbosseecon- ken at the time trials which will he
» This afternoon’s baseball attrac ■hain of trouble which he could have They hied themselves hence to see tee.
held at CoWhosseecontee the day be
tion is the game between-Ht. GdMge little foreseen.
what it was all about, and when they
The Maine Regatta Circuit high- fore the racing.
The committees that have pro
and Camden in Camden. This con
One of the larg- limbs fell jfeross discovered the cause there was some point trophy, a beautiful sterling
test will take place at 4 o’clock, day
azure atmosphere not made by nature shield, donated by Guy P. Gannett of moted the Maine Regatta Circuit so
light. instead of 2.30. originally an tiie tension wires of tiie Central Maine
Tiie electrical Sherloclcs were half Portland, will he awarded to the Di successfully include the following
nounced. The St. George fans are Power Company, causing them to to three-quarters of an hour in locat vision I or 2 outboard driver scoring well known Camden racing enthusi
going up in force, and* Rockland will break. The fuses at the rear of the ing tiie trouble and about an hour the highest number of points at asts: Harold Corthell, chairman; A.
Meantime the citizens Portland, Coblbosseecontee and Cam L. Anderson, John Bird, Chauncey B.
be well rppresented.
Main street business blocks were repairing.
used candles or lamps, and those who den. This is one of the most desir- 'Borland, Eugene Rich, O. W. MayAmong the motor licenses wlfcich blown, and in an instant the Ash have electric radio sets used language able outboard trophies ever offered in hew, R. W. Jamieson and George
No action will probably be taken New England.
have been revoked .because of driving Point, Owl's Head, and Crescent
| Grant.
while intoxicated is that of Harold Beach circuits were plunged into dark against the offender, but the penalty
Billings of Camden. Tho licenses ness. together with that controlling is a severe one. taking into account
LAND LIME EXPERTS
A NEW CRIE’S GIFT SHOP
the damage to the equipment and loss
uf Earl R. Williamson and Clyde the western section of Rockland.
Moody, both of Roekianil. have iAn
The first thought of most citizens to service.
Well Known Store Has Been Mod
Albert K. Gardner, crop specialist
suspended as not being proper per
ernized—Heliopore Corporation Hat at the Agricultural College, Univer
sons to operate motor vehicles.
Space.
The Saturday afternoon hall games
CAMDEN
sity of Maine, recently expressed a
----desire that the agricultural county
Lou Lissaek announces a series of in Camden will begin at 4 o’clock, I
fast
time.
St.
George
is
playing
there
j
There
w
m
h
e
a
special
meeting
of
Dn
Monday,
Tuesday
and
Wednes

agents in that section of the State be
special dances every Tuesday night
' the American Legion Auxiliary Tues- day the public is invited to visit given an opportunity to inspect the
at the Lakewood Country Club. The today.
----! dny evening for election of delegates Crie’s Gift Shop which has emerged process whereby lime is manufac
affair on July 15. Is to be called a
The regular meeting of Miriam Re. to the department convention to be
tured for chemical purposes on farms.
Night in Chinatown. Favors appli
in new beauty from a long seige of This resulted in a very prompt and
cable to the occasion will be given to bekph Lodge will be held Tuesdav held in Augusta Aug. 25-27.
and
redecoration cordial invitation front the Rockland
every one present.
The regular evening. There is important busi- i The j,|ne 4_jj ctub wm meet next transformation
Tuesday, at the home of Mrs. Harold This shop which opened in 1914 at & Rockport Lime Corporation, and
dances are held every Friday sight ness.
and Lou Lissaek and bis fildsmohlle
-----j H. Nash, Melvin Heights. Members 410 Main street, has been in its pres the consequent visit to this city yes
terday of the following group:
The pasf exalted rulers of Rock- j take materials for towels and bath- ent location five years.
Orchestra provide tiie music. Ybr-e
Albert K. Gardner, County Agent
si>eeial nights will be given a!! land Lodge. B.P.O.E. added another i t„B suits. Picnic supper.
The
most
prominent
feature
of
Verne C. Beverly of Aroostook. As
thr ugh the summer and annnulce- successful outing to itheir long list.' rp|1P past grands’ and past noble
ehange is the Heliopore floor Installed,
ments made in due coursb.
Wednesday. when they gathered at gran(,s ,,f Knox and Lincoln Counties by the Heliopore Service Corp.. Mrs. sistant County Agent 'Robert Doloff
of Aroostook. County Agent Bickford
—
’!l? Crescent Beach to discuss a shore will meet July 16, at Round Pond.
O. H. Hayes, manager. This is laid of Waldo, and County Agent R. C.
The one disagreeable feature of dinner, and other congenial matters.
George Ayers is in Boston on a In a color scheme of jade green centre, Wentworth of Knox.
seaplane travel in Rockland In the
business trip.
narrow border of ashes of roses and
The visitors were met at the hy
early days was the difficulty n’t get
The first of the Old Orchard excur
The Camden and St. George base outer hand of gun metal. Woodwork, drate mill, and a most interesting
ting aboard and off the ship a^,the sions takes place tomorrow leaving
public landing float. Now all tnat at 7.15 a. m. and returning at 6.40 ball teams will play at Camden this tables and cabinets are done In Jade tour of inspection followed. The
bother has been eliminated. The p. ni. The round trip is <2.50. The Saturday afternoon at the Trotting green with touches of black and walls delegation then made a similar in
plane rests on top of the wharf. One attractions are by no means confined Park grounds. Game called at 4 hung with an imported paper of mod spection of the Lawrence Portland
ernistic design combining gold, silver Cement Company's plant in Thom
o'clock.
walks up a pair of steps to his *eat to the bathing beauties.
Miss Betty Winslow of Roston Is and delicate green, a lovely back aston.
nnd emerges by the sabre metlirtd
ground for fine pictures, glass,
Last night the visiting agricultur
The wharf top Is a sliding table after
E. K. Leighton has bought the yacht visiting her sister Mrs. Ralph Buck
pottery etc. At the windows are ists, with F. C. Norton. K. C. Rankin
the marine railway idea which slides The Duchess from C. A. Porter of lin. Pearl street.
The annual flower show of the hung draperies of ripplecord material, and W. H. Rhodes as hosts, polished
down an inclined plane and oiv\ is Allentown, Penn., and has a crew nf
afloat and ready to fly. The roar of five men conditioning that craft nt Camden Garden Club will be held a green ground with oriental stripes off a delicious (Shore dinner at Wessathe powerful seaplane motors are Gay’s Island. Later it will go on the July 30, from 3 to 6 o’clock, at the of rose and gold. On the floor are weskeag Inn. and then engaged in a
two soft rose and black oriental rugs. story-telling contest. By unanimous
little heard with the enclosed models railway to have its hull overhauled. Camden Yacht Club.
From now on the Crie Gift simp consent the bouquet was awarded to
During the month of July Mrs.
On the return the ship glides to Jhe The Duchess is said to have cost
inclined piano which rises intipliis originally about $30,000 and is one of Alaric Stone of Boston who Is spend will be the headquarters of the Helio County Agent Donohue.
upper position and one steps out of the finest craft of that type on the ing the summer at Lake Meguntleook. pore Service Corp., Mrs. Hayes hav
If it is time for any of your maga
the graceful amphibian. The Curfiks coast. "Commodore’’ Leighton, if you will lie soloist at the Chestnut Street ing a portion of the store where she
will meet customers, and in connec zines to expire why not let Sherwood
Baptist Church.
people have a very comfortable wait please.
tion
with
the
installing
of
these
beau

“The Lure of a Great Ideal." will
Frost renew them; 158 Nol’tn Main
ing room and office at the seaplane
base.
82*84
An interesting announcement Is be the subject of Rev. Albert E. tiful floors will show an attractive street, Tel, 1181-Y.
line
of
tapestries
for
wall
hangings
made on page seven by Mrs. Thur- Luce’s address at the Sunday morning
as
well
as
upholsteries,
silken
bro

Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Spear and Mr low's parlors, Dak street, telling of service at the Methodist Church.
BORN
Comique theatre bookings: Today, cades, glazed chintzes,, cretonnes etc. OLSEN-At New England Baptist Uosiiltal.
and Mrs. M. E. Wotton attended the the expansion of the service to in
Supplementing
these
two
important
Uncoln. 'Mass., July 8, tu IKcv. and Mrs.
midsummer meeting of the Saviriks clude salads, sandwiches and light "Careless*Age;" Monday and Tues
Arthur W. Olsen (Catherine Louise Blrdl, a
Bank Association of Maine at Lake lunches. For 56 years this time hon day, Maurice Chevalier in "The Big lines of decoration Is a full line of
son.
imported
and
domestic
wall
papers
wood Thursday, and illOcklnntU’Waa ored establishment has been serving Pond;" Wednesday and Thursday,
WINCH t’VBACH—At Rockland. July 8, to Mr
placed very much on tiie map when ices, and this will, of course, be con “Tiie Golden Calf;” Friday, Bin Tin carried by Mr. Crie making a com
and IMrs. Frank T. Wlnchenhach, Jr., a ton.
Clayton A.
Mr. Wotton won the golf champion tinued, using tiie old formula which Tin in “Rough Waters:” Saturday, plete interior decorating service.
The
combining
ot
these
two
branches
ship. The meeting was pttend(|l by contains only eggs, cream, sugar and Arizona Kid." July 24-25, return en
MARRIED
gagement nf "The Gold Diggers of of business cannot but bring about
, about 75 m mbers 'of the association milk with fresh fruits in season.
a shop of great attractiveness and ALPEN’-FIFIEbP—At Jtockland. June 17. at
Broadway."
representing about 20 banks. dart-lice
tile (Methodist parsonage, by Rev. Jesse
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Chase have ar artistic atmosphere delightful to visit
A. Leighton of the Portland Savlijgs
Kendvfdine, Earle J. Alden and (Miss Lillian
A general jollification banquet and
•
Eltleld. hutll of Rockland.
Itank presided at the business session, get-to-gether was held last night at rived from their winter home in at any time —adv.
Hlbb-MII.I.EIt At Warren. July 2. (by Rev.
at •tvhleh reports of tho National the Wellesley, Ash Point, by the Sea Florida and opened Blueberrj- Farm
H. M. il’urrlngton. David ,Hill and Miss Alice
Association convention held rece'rttly View Garage force in celebration of at Melvin Heights for the summer. TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
Miller. [Correction.]
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hills have
Foil SALK- (Plenty nf telephone peas,
In Atlantic City were ma,de by Hjro^J a remarkably successful month of
and other vegetables. H. K. BOWDEN,
J. Staples of the York County Savings June. The shore dinner was enjoyed returned to tlieir home in California. greens
DIED
H3-85
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Martin have l.ske Ave. Tel. 118S-R.
Bank of Riddeford, Thomas II. Ifjley, by 28 guests including Edward War
SMITH—At North Warren. July BI. Mrs. Larry
TO
LET
rooms ,for light housekeeping.
Smith. Funeral (Saturday at 2 o’clock from
Jr., of the 'Brunswick Savings Institu ren, general sales manager for been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. heal, lights,Two
hot and cold water: furnished.
Sawyer & Simmons’ parlors, Thomaston.
tion. Prince A. Drummond of'the Maine, and District Representative W. F. Winsiow. Mr. Martin Is prin 7 I’hKAXANT XT.
83*85
ARBY At Owl’s Bead. July 4. Miss Lucy
lYaterville Savings Bank and Harry Thomas Marshall. C. Alton Palmer cipal of the Good Will School at
WANTED—Ctrl for housework In family of
Arey, aged 4*1 years.
«, two. MBS. HATTIE dvALUK'H, 157 Middle VFNAL—At Vtnalhaven, July 5, Calvin B.
M. 'Nelson.executive manager of THe acted as master of the informal Hinckley.
83-tf
Dr. L. B. Sanger and family of Bos St. Tel. 568-W.
Savings Ranks Association of Majfle. ceremonies. Shop talk and general
Vlnal, tuted 87 years.
ton have arrived at tlieir cottage at
In-the evening the party attended the fun followed the dinner.
Postoffiee
Clerk,
Carrier
Examina

CARD OF THANKS
Dillingham Point for the summer.
performance at Lakewood Theatre.
We the 'undersigned wish to thank our
Albert Oliva has returned to his tion, xRoekland, In August. Salary friends
. The party returned honye hy way of
and neighbors for their help and kind
The pleasant new offices of the
$1700
a
year.
We
coach
you.
For
Shelburne. N. K. making a night's John A. Black Company, Inc., in the home in Brighton. Mass., after spend
ness during the sickness and death of our
interview give age and present em beloved wife and mother. We especially thank
ing a few weeks in town.
atop at Philbrook Farin'.*
Munsey Motor Co, building, Limethe
Willing Workers of Port Clyde, also the
ployment.
Write
—
Anthony Arau and family of Wol
nurses at Knox Hospital and friends that sent
rock street, were generally visited laston, Mass., were recent guests of
J. 'P., The Courier-Gazette
‘
At the Littlefield Mehiorial Church
(lowers and for use of ears furnished at the
yesterday by the numerous friends of his mother Mrs. Minnie Arau, Bel
83*84
funeral.
Sunday evening the choir will give
tiie proprietor who found him com mont avenue.
•
Frank Thompson, Mrs. Emery E. Ellis
the beautiful "pink rose service.” It
fortably located. The offices are on
Miss Ora Maxine King of South
Is a story, with muslt-al arrdn#rment. of slum workers in New York. the second floor with exterior en Portland is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
One of them having been t. ven a trance on Limeroek street. The gen W. F. Winslow, Mountain street.
ANNOUNCING
The Elm Street Reading Club en
beautiful pink rose took it along eral color scheme is white and' brown
ltuping it would touch somebody's and this is carried out in the walnut joyed an outing at Lincolnville Beach
The Opening of Rockland Headquarters of the
heart, iLnvas given to a young wom finish steel furnishings fey the Mar last evening.
tin
Cfe.,
and
the
safe
and
filing
cabi

Mr.
and
Mrs.
E
H.
Furher
of
Bos

an. who Teemed to have gone th Ihe
very depths of iniquity.. She prom net by Brown & Morse. Mr. Black ton are occupying their cottage on
ised to attend a meeting at ’ the will carry on a general insurance Dillingham's Point for the season.
Yacht Maralyn, owned hy Dr. Sims
Florence Mission, which she failed business.
of Boston, was in this harbor yester
to do the (first night, hut canteThe
A happy informality dominated day.
second, still holding on ty the wither
ing' rose. She was converted. anN'lln- yesterday's Rotary Club luncheon,
Capt. .1. Arthur Wagner has arrived
mpdiatcly began to work among her beginning with the courageous at from Philadelphia, where he passed
former associates. Her life bad made tempt ot Alan McAlary to play the the winter.
deep inroads upon iter health, l^yjfin opening song and continuing through
at
Dr. Perley R. Damon has remodeled
the hospital, at home in her bed, adjournment. The summer influx of
wherever she was, she was continu visiting Rntnrkins was in evidence, his dental offices and installed a com
ally working for the Master, bringing including Dr. E. A. Farrington ot plete. up-to-the-minute Ritter equip
In the rearrangement the
hundreds to Him.
When her, life Haddonfield.’ N. J., James Stevens, ment.
dosed, at her own request she was Belfast. Harry Jackson. Lebanon. N. operating room occupies the entire
laid in a white casket and’in her rtlfhd H., Frank Harris, Malden. Mass., east and south section giving ideal
was placed one beautiful pink rose, Frank Poland, Washington, Ned lighting. The waiting room is as
Also showing a line of
and the casket taken to the sluntst ho Leighton, Waterville, and Standish formerly, directly facing the en
Bichard Cum trance. The extracting room te at the
her former companions who werg qot .Perry rf Camden.
saved might see the change religion mings of Malden and Kennedy Crane rear and the laboratory and steril
had wrought in her. The service is were guests. The winter adventures izing rooms are at the center. The
interspersed with beautiful music ap of a Rocklandlte in Florida were latter is in white enamel and contains
propriate to the story. , *t.
ramfelingly told with the same pleas the air compressor for the Ritter sys
ing informality by W. O. Fuller and tem. this also in white enamel. The
Dr. John Lunt of Winterport, Me., touched upon meeting up with new pieces of equipment “and the
You are invited to see the Heliopore Floor at Crie’s
Medium, will he at tire home of K. A. such celebrities as John D. Rocke X-ray machine are conveniently lo
Greene, 38 Beech street Tuesday July feller and! Gen. Adalbert Ames, with cated around the chair and inelude
and the Interior Decorations
15. Readings by appointment. Tel sidelights on golf, alligators and so all the recent developments of dental
surgery.
11S6-X — adv.
It
ciety, especially golf.

Heliopore Floor

Corporation.

Crie’s Gift Shop

IMPORTED and DOMESTIC DRAPERIES
AND CRETONNES

/

Today and AW
Next Weefe

Today and All
Nprt Wppk
Next
Week

nvzioo
1-xi CSS

AU of our 14.95 summer dresses on sale at 10.50—shantungs, flat crepes,

summer prints; all suits as well as dresses go on this sale at—

10.50

sizes 14 to 42

a manufacturer’s closeout

While and Pastel

Angora Tams

COATS

A new low price on Real Angora Tams,

A big saving on this necessary item; White, Blue,
'Pink, Peach, Orchid, Nile, Mulse

zes 14 to 42

7.50

1.98

Regularly 10.50

14.50 Coats

25.00 Coats

12.50

15.00

White or colors

More Felt Hats at 1.00

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
IN THE

SERMONETTE

Let Ua Face Facts
“If Christ is no-t raised your
faith is vain.”—Apostle Paul.
Many peo-ple (believe with H. G.
Wells, the English historian, that
when Jesus cried in agony from
tiie cross “My God! My God! why
hast thou forsaken me?" all was
finished so far as he was con
cerned. Wells Is an historian and
claims to be an eminently fair and
dispassionate one.
He accepts the life of Caesar as
properly attested, yet we know
mostly about Caesar through the
writings of one Roman. Speak
ing historically of Christ and his
Impact upon mankind.
Wells
states that our knowledge of him
is drawn chiefly from the gos<pelB.
He admits the profound effect of
his teachings upon the thought of
all nations, yet he selects only such
as appeal to him. This is not the
way of the historian.
He rejects the evidence of
Christ's
resurrection
without
weighing it, and speaks of this
greatest event In the life of man
upon this globe as the result of a
series of Idle tales, originating
among people ot simple minds.
First, there came a belief “that hy
some miracle he would .become
un-dead again, and return. A
whisper, then some rather dis
crepant stories that his body was
not In the tomb, one or another
had seen him alive, and soon were
consoling themselves with the
conviction that he had risen."
Christians have no reason to
find fault with honest unihelief,
Ivut believers and Infidels alike
have « right to expect a writer of
history to be iiound by facts
wherever found.
No ipart of the Saviour's life is
better authenticated hy eye wit
nesses than his resurrection.
Without It his life was purposeless
nnd the faith of mankind In him
of no value.
W. A. II.
At St. Peter's~Church (Episcopal).
Rev. B. O. Kenyon, rector, services
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
the fourth Sunday after Trinity;
Holy Communion at 7.30; matins anil
HFrmon at 10.30; evensong at St.
John (Baptist Church. Thomaston,
at 7 o'clock.

FRIENDSHIP
Roland, son of Mr. and Mra. E. A.
Burns had the misfortune Tuesday
to badly rut three of his fingers while
employed at Armour & Co.’s in Rock
land.
MIrs Adelaide Turney of New York
is visiting Miss Ablby Louise Spear.
Mrs. Helen Kellholtz and Miss
Cecelia Kellholtz of Baltimore have
arrived her© for the summer.
Mrs. Henry Mayo and family of
Brooklyn are at Capt. Ani's for the
summer.
Thomas Stenger of Abington. Pa.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stenger are
passing tiheir vacation at Martin’s
Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Little and
family of INew Jersey are visiting
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Little at Davis
Point.
George Ar|iss in “Disraeli” will be
the feature picture at the Playhouse
today, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alason E. Wotton and
Mrs. Nellie Crazier are making a
motor trip to Canada through,Aroos
took County.
Several ffrom this place attended
the supper at the South Waldoboro
church Thursday evening.
Miss Hazel Mitchell is visiting her

CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
JULY 13,10.30 A. M.
Sermon by MR. ROUNDS

“GANDHI AND INDIA”
Anthem, “Sanctus,” Gounod
Pilgrim Choir
Solo
“Arm, Arm, Ye Brave,” Handel
Marshall Bradford
The Public Is Invited

ease

Rev. O. E. Barnard of Belfast will
preach at the morning service at
Pratt Memorial Church tomorrow.
Special music will be a solo “Baby
lon” hy Mrs.- Huh Koster Hoch and
a duet “In the Garden" hy Mrs. TIoch
and Miss Helen Mattson. The Sun
day school will meet before the
church service.
Evening services
are omitted during the month of July.
e e e e
The subject of Rev. U O. Perry's
sermon at the Littlefield Memorial
Church iSunday morning will be ’’Sa'vatlon A. B. C." The choir will sing
an anthem “O Be Joyful In the Lord.”
Lacey, and Miss Sybil Jones and Miss
Grace Pearson will sing solus. Hunday school meets at 11.45 with classes
for all ages; B.Y.PU. at 6.15. leader
Bdward Jameson At 7.15 the pink
rose service will be given. Tuesday
evening prayer meeting comes at 7.30.

DIAL
DISH PAN HOLDER
Special Notice To
Housekeepers
All homes having the New Phone
Dial attachment like it.
Now
comes

The Dial Dish Pan Holder
Washing dishes is what any house
keeper dislikes; as long as alt mutt
eat 3 times a day—which means
1095 times a year; The Dial Dish
Pan Holder, resting on the bot
tom of the sink, prevents the Dish
Pan (which is always greasy),
from touching the sink.
Nothing On the Market Like the
Dial Dish Pan Holder
Galvanized Dish Pans Scratch
Enameled Sinks. The Dial Dish
Pan Holder Prevents This
Agents Wanted, Good Profit
Sample by mail 30c, Dial 3-2887
Made by

C. W. FROHOCK
147 June St.,

Worcester, Mass.

NEW
MANAGEMENT
THE ROCKLAND SHOE REPAIRING CO.
(in The Bicknell, Opp. Baptist Church)

Formerly conducted by William H. Milligan
Has Been Taken Over By

DONALD H. FULLER
and will be run as an up-to-date Shoe Repairing

Shop under the active management of

EDWARD G. WILLIAMSON
formerly with E. H. & O. L. Hatch

Prompt Service

Mail Orders Solicited

Reasonable Prices
81-83

ARTISTIC GRANITE MEMORIALS
Granite Quarries and Manufacturing of all kind, of Monumental
Work. With year, of experience and a wall equipped plant we
are ready to eerve you.
PRICES REASONABLE—FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED

BASSICK

• • » •

"The Life of One Dimension" is to
fee the subject of the sermon at the
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
ing at 9.15 E. S. T. Mrs, George
Snow will be the soloist. The church
school will meet at 11, and the Chris
tian Endeavor at 5.15. The people's
evening .service at 6.15 opens with the
"big sing" and the male quartet will
furnish special music. Mr. MacDon
ald’s subject will he "A Man In a
'Hurry." Three law enforcement ral
lies will he held this week at 6 30,
'Tuesday evening with Col. A. L.
Moudy as the speaker, Wednesday
Miss Norma C. Brown will be the
speaker, and Thursday evening Hon.
O. W. Stewart will present

The Rockland Shoe Repairing Co.
(Milligan’s) is under new manage
ment—Donald H. Fuller, with E. G.
Williamson in active charge. Mail
orders solicited, prompt service.—
adv.
81-83

83-84

e e e e

At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, “Gandhi and
India.” The musical program will
include an anthem. ’’SOnctus" from
“St. Cecilias Mass,” Gounod, by the
Pilgrim Choir, and a solo, "Arm. Arm.
Ye 'Brave," from “Judas Maccabeus,”
Handel, hy Marshall Bradford.

parent^ Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burns and fami
ly of Portland spent the weekend w ith
Mr. anti Mrs. John Mitcliell.
Mrs. Arthur P. Pratt of Greenfield,
Mass., is visiting her mother Mrs. Marilla J. Armstrong.
Mrs. Lena Davis visited her daugh
ter Mrs. Earl Flies in Portland re
cently.

Pleasant Beach Road,

BROTHERS
South Thomaston

,
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QUARANTINE REGULATION S EUROPEAN CORN BORER

APPLETON RIDGE

Interstate and Intrastate movement of eerta In vegetables and flowers restricted by State
Department o f Agriculture

Mrs. Anna Meader of Haverhill,
Mass., is the guest o£ Miss Lizzie
Puller.
Miss Linntbel Grant is the guest of
relatives in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Mary Ness and grandson
Wayne Ness Butler were guests
Thursday night of Mr. and Mrs. W.
M. Newbert.
Wednesday Mrs. Mary Fuller, Mrs.
Anna Meader, Miss Lizzie Fuller and
Miss Maude Fuller enjoyed an auto
mobile trip to Carmel, where they
made a stop at Auto Rest Park.
Miss Chrystal Stanley Is a student
at the summer school of Washing
ton. D. iC., College of Music at Bel
fast.

Chapter 134 of the Public Laws of 1923
as amended by Chapter 6, Public Laws of
1925. also certain regulations approved by the
Crop Pest Commission of Maine, confer upon
me authority to declare areas quarantined on
account of the European Corn Borer and to
put into effect regulations necessary for Its
control. Acting upon this authority. I here
by declare and announce the following regu
lations governing the interstate and Intrastate
movement of certain vegetables and flowers
effective immediately.
The following towns In Maine are hereby
declared to be quarantined because of the
presence or suspected presence of the Euro
pean Corn Borer, to wit: all of York, Cum
berland, Sagadahoc. Lincoln and Knox Coun
ties. and the towns of Porter. Hiram, Brown
field. Denmark, and Fryeburg In Oxford Co.;
Poland, Durham. Lisbon. Webster. Auburn,
and Lewiston In Androscoggin Co. : Litch
field, Gardiner. Farmingdale. Hallowell, Man
chester, Augusta, Chelsea, Pittston and China
In Kennebec Co.; Palermo, Montvllle, Liberty,
Morrill. Searsmont, Belmont, Lincolnville.
Northport, Belfast, Waldo. Swansville. Sears
port, S.ockton Springs, Prospect and Frank
fort in Waldo Co.; also Islesboro; Bucksport,
Orland, Penobscot, Brooksville, Bluehill,
Sedgwick, Brooklln. Deer Isle. Swan's Island,
Surry, Ellsworth, Plantation No. 8, Franklin,
Hancock, Sullivan. Lamoine, Gouldsboro. Win
ter Harbor, Bar Harbor, Mt. Desert, Tremont,
and Islands of Bluehill Bay, and Frenchman's
Bay. In Jlancock Co.
No person, firm or corporatloa shall trans
port green corn, best greens, or dahlias from
any of the afore-mentioned town* and cltlee
to any part of the (State of (Maine not Included
In such quarantined area. And no person,
firm or corporation shall transport celery,
green beans, beets with tops, rhubarb, oat or
rye straw, or cut flowers or entire plants of
gladiolus, aster, cosmos, zinnia, chrysanthe
mum or hollyhock from any of the aforesaid
towns or cities Into any part of the State of
Maine not included In such quarantined area,
unless the same shall have been Inspected
and found free of the European Corn Borer
by a duly qualified agent of the IState Depart
ment of Agriculture. These regulations do
not apply to green corn intended for canning
purposes only, which may foe so transported
under certain regulations, which may foe
learned through application to the State De
partment of Agriculture at Augusta. No
shelled corn or seed from broom corn shall
be moved or allowed to be moved from any
area which is now or shall hereafter be
declared to Ibe Infested by the lEuropean Corn
Borer, to any area In Maine not included
within such Infested area.
Automobilists and Hucksters
Please note; These regulations do not per
mit the carrying of corn, btet greens or
dahlias northward or eastward across the
quarantine line which Is established aionc the
northern boundaries of the towns of Fryeburg.
Denmara. Poland, Auburn. Lewiston. Man
chester, Augusta. China. Palermo. Moutvilie,
Waldo. Frankfort, Bucksport.
Ellsworth,
Franklin, and Gouldsboro, under any con-

dltlons except In the case -of corn Intended
for delivery at a cannery, and it Is not allow
able to transport celery, green peas In pod,
beans In pod, beets with tops, spinach, rhu
barb. oat or rye straw or cut flowers or en
tire plants of gladiolus, aster, cosmos, zinnia. :
chrysanthemum or hollyhock across the said '
line unless such vegetables or flowers have j
been Inspected and found free from Infesta- '
tion. Such inspection may be secured . by ;
application to Joseph Neely, Hannaford
Brothers Market. Phone Forest 5345, Portland,
or to the State Department of Agriculture. '
State House, Augusta. Maine.
Corn on the cob. originating In any Town
or State and infested with European Corn I
Borer, may not be sold, transported or dis
tributed in any area of the State of Maine
under penalties provided in Chapter 36, Re- ’
vised Statutes of Maine, better known as the
Food and Drug Act.

Housekeepers
In quarantined towns /nd cities may
greatly aid in the campaign for the control of,
this dangerous insect by seeing that all waste
from vegetables such as beets, spinach, celery |
and string beans, particularly those origi
nating in the State of (Massachusetts, be de
stroyed by burning or rendered harmless by
scalding or other means. Do not throw un
treated wastes from Massachusetts grown
vegetables into the garbage can for possible i
distribution.

Owners of Yaehts and Power Boat<z
Please remember: The foregoing recula-'l
tlone apply to shipments by water as well as
land and the carrying of green corn from
Portland to points farther east on the coast
of Maine or the carrying of other products
as listed, without Inspection constitutes a
violation of both State and Federal law.
Throwing corn waste into salt water does not I
destroy and will tend to spread the borer.

Farmers
Please report any suspected Infestations
of your corn fields to the Department of Agri
culture at Augusta : and If you reside within
the quarantine area herein set forth, be pre
pared this year, to plow in all corn stubble !
before the date of (December loth. Fall plow
ing of all corn stubble land will be required
this year throughout the aforesaid quarantined .
area.
Attention is called to said Chapter 6 of the
Public Laws of 1925. which provides that
violation of any quarantine established by
the Commissioner of Agriculture because of
the danger from the Eur. peat. Con Barer,
shall be punished by a fine of not less than
ten or not more than fifty dollars.
The European Corn Borer has caused ter
rific havoc in the cornfields of Ontario and '
many of the midwestern states. It is now '
well established in New England. We solicit I
the co-operation of all citizens of our sum- •
mer visitors in our effort to keep it away from ;
the valuable cornfields of Maine.

• ♦ • •

Mrs. Harold Wing
Mrs. Harold Wing, 44. died July 5
at the home of her aunt, Mrs. H. P.
Richardson in McKinley, Mrs. Wing's
home was in Portland but as her
health failed it was her wish to
spend the summer with her mother,
Mrs. Orin Milan at the lighthouse.
She made the trip from Portland to
McKinley by automobile but was with
her aunt only one week before her
death took 'place. The remains were
brought here Sunday for the funeral
which took place Monday afternoon
at the lighthouse. Deceased is sur
vived by her husband Harold Wing,
one son Keith Wing, her mother Mrs.
Orin Milan step-sister Mrs. Law
rence Small of Kennebunk, ,ind step
brother Frank Milan of Deer Isle.
Others present from out of town to
attend the services were Mr. and
Mrs. Elmont Wing of Winthrop, Mrs.
Emma Proek of Lincolnville. Mrs.
Keith Wing. Lawrence Snell, Mrs.
Frank Milan and Mrs. H. P. Richard
son. Mrs. Wing had many friends
here as it was her home for several
years.

FRANK P. WASHBURN.

I

Commissioner Department of Agriculture. j
Augusta. Maine, July 1. 1930.
S2-S3

Did the death of William Davis at Port Clyde on June 10 pro
ceed from accident or was there foul play?
A difference of opinion exists, and County Attorney Campbell
has announced that the investigation would be continued as long
as there is any hope of solving the mystery.
The Courier-Gazette will pay a reward of $500 to the person fur
nishing evidence that shall lead to the arrest and conviction of any
person or persons guilty of causing the death of the boy, if develop
ments shall prove that he came to his end in that manner. The evi
dence to be placed in the hands of Sheriff Frank F. Harding or
Count)’ Attorney L. R. Campbell.

PORT CLYDE

BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU SAY
In speaking of a person's, faults,
Pray don't forget your own.
Remember those with homes of glass
Should never throw a stone,
If we have nothing else to do
Than talk of those who sin.
TSs better to commence at home
And from that point begin.
We have no right to judge a man
Until he’s fairly tried :
Should we not like his company,
We know the world Is wide.
Some may have faults—who has not—
The old as well as the young?
Perhaps we may. for ought we know,
Have fifty to their one.

$500 REWARD

Maynard Thompson Is ill. with
measles.
Mrs. Addle Hall and daughters of
Medford, Mass., have arrived at their
summer horn •.
Mrs. Ada Ingerson is spending the
week with Mrs. Ada Brennen.

CUSHING

I’ll tell you of a better plan—
And find It works full well—
To try my own defects to cure
Ere others' faults I tell;
And though I sometimes ho^e to be
No worse than some I know.
My own shortcomings bid me let
The faults of others go.
Then let us all. when we begin
To slander friend or foe.
Think of the -harm one word may do
To those we little know.
Remember, curses, sometimes.
Like our chickens, “roost at home.’’
Don't speak of others' faults until
W e have none of our own.
—Sergeant-Major Joseph A. Hess.

The Rockland Shoe Repairing Co.
(Milligan's) is under new manage
ment—Donald H. Fuller, with E. G.
Williamson in active charge. Mail
Miss Elsie Puffer of Lowell is a orders solicited, prompt service.—
guest of Mrs. Alice Trussell.
a<Jv81-83
Parties from Attleboro, Mass., are .
occupying Fred Ingersons house for ■
visiiting his grandparents Mr. and
a few weeks.
The Baptist Circle held a success- , Mrs. Frank Hopkins.
Miss Ethel Stanton of Stonington.
ful sale of cake, ice cream and candy ,
Conn, is visiting her grandmother
Wednesday at the library.
Arthur Burke of Malden. Mass., is Mrs. Clara Davis.

OUR

HOME

SERVICE

COLUMN

(By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the
Central Maine Power Company)

Leisure

Leisure. There was
a time when that word
brought
visions of
lolling in a chair bliss
fully doing nothing.
It meant spare time
and if there happened
to be nothing else to
do a great many of us
slept it away. Any
how we diet things
that
didn’t
neces
sarily have to be done.
For working people
the hours were long
and in-between-times the lawn had
to be mowed or minor house repairs
made or the garden weeded.
The modern version of the word
leisure doesn’t mean spare time. We
plan and regulate our work in order
to have leisure and then plan and
regulate the leisure so that we may
Incorporate those hours into our lives
instead of wasting them. It is no
longer a certain margin of every day
that we may leave a blank if we want
to but a necessary part of the day it
self.
Women of even below average
households no longer want to drudge
and be without any time for mental
or physical relaxation. Everyone,
to put it tritely, wants their share of
happiness and lovely things in life
and what they decide upon for their
happiness is their own affair.
Perhaps the greatest factor in
these new-found leisure periods of
American women in every walk of
life is the vast number of labor sav
ing devices manufactured today.

Practically every work that woman
formerly did by hand can now be
done by machine. This manner of
doing things cuts down considerably
on her time and still more consid
erably on her energy. Now. when a
woman measures the amount of work
she has to do against the time and
energy she has to do it with, she
wants the surplus to be time and
energy, not work.
There are still a few old meanies
who get indignant and ask what
women intend to do with all the time
they save. We can assure them that
it isn’t saved with the idea of chair
lolling in mind. There are so manv
really glorious things to do. No,
women cut down their working hours
in order that they may have time for
cultural purposes and that they may
broaden themselves sufficiently to
take their proper place in a true social
order. We want to be interested and
interesting and able to contribute our
share to the general total of happi
ness and how can we be or do that if
Kwe keep our minds in one or even
two ruts If we have wisely chosen
our leisure course and know our goal
we don’t care how indignant others
may become. We keep right on sav
ing on our labor and distributing the
hours we save toward the happiness
and comfort of our family, our friends
and ourselves.

WARREN

SOUTH WALDOBORO

A RECIPE FOR THE CHILDREN
Take a blngle and a dingle.
Take a short and 'silly jingle.
Take a wibbly. wobbly,
Young and tender bug
Mix them thoroughly together
With a strip of patent leather.
And keep them In a
Well-corked cider jug.

Miss Arietta Maloney is in Waldo
boro at the home of her sister Mrs.
Percy Moody, where she will be dur
ing the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Newton J. Peck and
Mr. Dudley of Woodbridge, Conn., are
in town for a week. Mr. and Mrs.
States of New Haven, friends of Mr.
and Mrs. Peck are in town also, oc
cupying the Osler house for an in
definite time.
They are touring
Maine and plan to go from here to
Mt. Desert.
Friends of Mrs. Nettle Arnold are
very sorry to hear of the painful ac
cident with which she met Tuesday,
while working with an electric
wringer. She caught her hand, tear
ing the flesh from the palm, burst
ing an artery and causing her great
suffering.
Mr. and Mrs. William Boynton are
at their home in Middleboro. Mass.,
f°r two weeks, while Mr. Boynton attends to some business affairs, after
which they will return here for the
remainder of the season.
Mrs. Fred Killeran is at Knox Hos
pital and best wishes of her many
friends for a speedy recovery follow
her.
,
William McNamara is at Green
Lake to visit Mr. and Mys. Charles
Peterson who have a summer place
there.
Dr. H. L. Elliot, children Elizabeth
and Richard, and Miss Pearl Langille.
of Salem. Mass., arrived at their cot
tage this week for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robishaw of
Rockland are at B. B. Robinson's
while his grass is being cut.
Harry Young is in Thomaston
where he has employment-with his
team getting hay for Mr. Andrews.
B. S. Geyer Is watching blueberries
at Beech Hill for Black & Gay of
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Davis of Rock
port and Pepperell, Mass., were in
town recently calling on friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman of
Medomak are in town guests of rela
tives.
Several of our residents are in ill
healtlj or suffering from injuries,
among them Miss Mina Woodcock, I.
W. Seavey, Irving Lufkin, Mrs. Nettie
Arnold who are at home, and in hos
pitals are Mrs. Fred Killeran. Mrs.
M. J. Maloney, Lester Lufkin at Knox
Hospital, and Mrs. Fannie Freeman
at State Street Hospital, Portland.
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HORIZONTAL
1-Having no enthusi
asm
4-A son of Adam
8-lsland group, S. W.
of New Guinea
5- Pertaining to a
base
13-A roe (Scot.)
14-An agent
16-A great desert
18- To eln
19- Exctamatlon of con
tempt
20- Sorrow
22-Tropical tree (pi.)
24- Artlcle
25- To mature
27- A note of the scale
28- To shut out
29- Exleta
* 31-A bed in a ship
33- Peraonal pronoun
34- At no time
36-Moist '
39—Pallid

4b

45

51
VERTICAL (Cont.)
17-Nickname for
Henry
,
20- A street arab
21-A fine filament
22- Capital of Wester*
Australia
.
23- Took the part of 26-Equality between
nominal and actual
value
30- Lineoln’*. Secretary
VERTICAL
of State
1- Reataurant
31- Flexea
'i
32- Jocularlty
2- Girl'e name
33-Affected with hyp»
3- Alfalfa
5- A German composer
chondrla
6- Fruit-bearlng part
35-Advance guard of
of a cereal plant
an army
7-Spare
37- To spoil
|
9-A boring Insect
38- Egg-shaped
V
41-German for Mr.
I
10- Suffix— pe rta i n I ng
43- Man's name'
to
44- ln thia manner
11- Like
12- Jacob’i father-in-law 45- Symbol for cerium
46- To understand
15-Prefix—three

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
40-Chart
42-Proviaiona
45-Dead body
47- Arrivea (abbr.)
48- Of subdued or
modest color
49- Ever, contracted
50-Youtha
51- A river In Germany

J. Percival King and family of
The Eastern Star members were
royally entertained Tuesday near the Rochester have arrived at the Lin
cottage Galashiels, Martin’s Point, dens for the summer.
Friendship, by Mr. and Mrs. George
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Kaufman of
W. Walker. There were 75 present, New York city are at Firefly Farm
including several guests. Among the for the summer.
J
• • « *
out of town guests who are summer
Cotyriaht, Tkt International Syndicate
Mr. and Mrs. Sidnej’ Carter and
ing in Warren were. Mrs. Ray Griffin little son Ronald Sidney of Friend
S. H. Olson while celebrating the
Solution to Previous Puzzle.
and daughter Martha. Mr. and Mrs. ship spent the Fourth with Mr. and glorious Fourth set off a sky-rocket
Fred Mank. the latter past worthy
NORTH WALDOBORO
which did not hurst until it struck
Mrs. W. G. Wallace.
matron in Florida. Mr. and Mrs.
J r R E T
the ground, where it set fire to a
G R A M|
Arthur Simmons of Boston was in
George Wetherby, Mrs. Chester Rob
large pile of brush spreading in a
Mrs. Alice Morse. Irvin Morse and
R E 1
O A R
inson and son Willard. Mrs. Henry this place Saturday looking up old few minutes beyond his control. He Angie Glidden of Rhode Island are at
S
E A R N
M E S A
5
McCraw and daughter Ann. Mrs. friends.
sent out for help which soon arrived the Morse homestead for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Simmons and and extinguished the blaze, but
Merton Thayer. Mrs. Glen Reever and
E S E
T E E
E M E E R
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Parker of
son Gerald, Mrs. Ellis Spear, Jr.. Miss daughter Pauline and friend of none too quickly, as it would soon Brockton. Mass., who have been at
B A T E
P A T
O R A L
Frances Spear.
The dinner was Bingham were Fourth of July guests have covered a large area of wood Belle Sprague’s, returned to their
A T E N
E
T
A
L
r
B
E
P
served on tables in the grove, and of Mrs. Sadie Simmons.
land and undoubtedly have burned home Sunday. They were accom- f
D E Al n|e R Y
bathing was indulged in by tjie
Frank Woodlock and mother have his buildings.
panted by Mrs. Dora Mank.
younger members.
Mrs. Walker arrived at Fernledge to pass the
N E V E R
Guerton Taylor and friends of Bos
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Befiner, | 5 P E L T
showed them through the community summer.
ton were at the Taylor farm over the Amanda Winslow and daughters of
D A R E
A s P
L O R E
hall at Martin's Point and on the
Warren were at James Storer's Fri
Mrs. Ella Collier of Chicago is holiday.
A U
1 R E
T
O
M
E
1»
1
veranda was found the placard “Wel visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Turner.
Mrs. Dorothy Schmid, Mrs. Gordon day.
F
R A 1 N
s T A R
P
come Eastern Star.”
and
friends
from
Wellesley
Hills,
Maude
Mank
and
Elva
Borneman
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Kaufman
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Moody and and Mrs. Nellie Wallace were in Mass., have been in town the past have employment at Peter Hilde
1 T S
J 1 1 1
children of Auburn. N. Y.. have been Rockland Wednesday.
week at Mrs. Schmid’s home.
S E M • |
brandt’s.
E D E
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wyllie
Mrs. Morse of Wellesley Hills is in
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ames, Velma
Erastus Richards, one of South
The Baptist Fair will be held next Waldoboro’s oldest citizens died July town the guest'of her sister Mrs. Ames and friend of Townsend. Mass.,
Thursday in conjunction with the 2. He had been in failing health for Hattie Copeland and niece Mrs. Grace passed the Fourth at their home here.
monthly supper. The committee for a long time, but his death was Payson.
4 Ralph Joudrey of Pittsfield, Mass.,
the fair: Mrs. Edward Seavey. Mrs. hastened by a cerebral hemorrhage
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bedell are at the is passing a few days at George
H. M. Purrington. Mrs. Fred Wyllie, suffered about two weeks before. He home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Eugley’s.
(Including Sunday)
Miss Tena McCallum. Mrs. John Rob is survived by six children, Isaac. C. Bedell.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Walter and
inson. Aprons, candy, ice cream and Samuel and James Richards. Mrs.
Judge Frank B. Miller of Rockland Lydia Morse attended church serv
cake, and fancy work will be on sale. Burt Brazier. Mrs. Lillian Lawton and was at his old home over the Fourth. ices in Warren Sunday.
There also will be a mystery table. ■ Mrs. .Sadie Flanders. Interment was
The stork called at the home of Mr.
Mrs. Lana Killeran entered Knox
All who have been solicited please made in the family lot in the Sweet- Hospital Monday for a surgical and Mrs. Harold Orff Wednesday
pass their donations to any member land cemetery.
morning and left a fine baby girl
operation.
of the committee or to Mrs. Chester
Isaac Richards of Westboro, Mass.,
Mrs. Gertrude Jones, daughter Inez whose name is Velma Edith.
Wyllie. Following the supper an and Mrs. Lillian Lawton and family and sons Clifford and Allen of Stone
entertainment. "Dr. Hambone Kelly of Ayer. Mass., have been in town ham, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
NORTH WARREN
dtiamer
and His Group of Musicians," will called here by the illness and death Mrs. N. W. Fogerty.
be given by the Gamma Beta of their father Erastus Richards.
Mr. and Mrs. Sewall R. Payson of
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Whitehouse
boys.
The cast: Dr. Hambone
Miss Betty Harding of Auburndale, West Roxbury. Mass., who are spend
Kelly, Roger Teague; Salamanda Mass., is spending a few days with ing the month of July at the Sherman and daughter Ethelyn spent the Freight and Passenger Service
Josephus John Henry Jones, Carl her grandmother Mrs. Cora Taylor. cottage, entertained at a clam bake Fourth with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sail on the “CAMDEN” or “BEL
Mank.
Oxton; Professor Sohmellin, Fred
FAST" any day including Sunday,
The Union Aid is to begin serving July 4. Mr. and Mrs. Willard Payson,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jameson went to at 8 P. M, Standard Time for Boston.
Bucklin: Professor Sauer Kraut, their popular suppers. The first one daughter June and son Willard Wil
Fairfield Sunday after their two Connections at Boston with direct
Arnold Robinson; Limburger Cheese. to be held at the church July 10.
lard Jr., Walter Fowler, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Bucklin; Sambo, Louis RobSteamer
Mrs. Clara Wallace of South Union William Ford, Russell Ford. Mr. and young nieces Freda and Virginia steamer to New York.
inspn;
Snowball,
Burton
Hart. Is visiting her niece Mrs. Martin Mrs. Charles Spear, all of West Rox Moody who will spend their vacation "J. T. MORSE" leaves Rockland 5.15
with them.
Charles Wilson and Mrs. Albert Mc Collamore.
A. 31. Standard Time Daily Including
bury, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith,
Phail will favor with solos and Al
Harry Mank is at camp with the Sunday for Bar Harbor and inter
Miss Dorothy Schmid of West Med
bert McPhail will give a reading.
ford, and John O’Brien of New Bed National Guards in Portland for two mediate landings. Steamer "SOUTHNORTH CUSHING
Mrs. Martha Watts. Mrs. Percy Kenweeks.
%
,
PORT" leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M.
ford, Mass.
niston and Mrs. Earl Robinson are
Miss Hilda Wilson who has been Standard Time Daily including Sun
The following party was enter
Mrs.
Ida
Smith
recently
had
the
the supper committee.
tained at the home of Wilder Sher staying with Mabel Crawford the day for Brookli* and intermediate
Miss farian Ginn, daughter of Mr. misfortune to break a blood vessel in man over the Fourth: Mrs. Mae past few weeks has returned to her landings.
her
elbow
while
picking
strawberries.
and Mrs. Morris Ginn of Rockland,
Reduced Rates for automobiles ac«
Virgil Robinson and family of Provi Chapman, Mrs. Rao E. Janes of Bos home on the W*aldoffooro road.
has been the guest of Miss Pauline
Mrs. Nellie Orbeton is occupying companied by passengers.
dence
arrived the Fourth. Mrs. Rob ton. Mr. and Mrs. George Penticton
Starrett.
and son Lawrence of East Boston, her summer home here.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. iSimmons and inson and children will occupy Mrs. and Eugene Rivers of Webster, Mass.
For reservation! apply Wharf Office
W. A. Burgess is haying !n Union.
family are spending the summer at Ida Smith's rooms during the season. The dinner served, with Mrs. Chap
Mr.
Robinson
returned
home
Sunday.
Mrs.
Iza
Mank
recently
visited
Mrs.
their farm in Union.
Miss Ada Killeran having a, few man as hostess, consisted of mock Emma Kalloch.
Barlow Wetherby of Longworth,
turtle soup, clam chowder, Maine
Joe Robbins and mother Mrs. Flora , ""
N. Y„ who spends 'his summers in hours off duty came home from Port style, boiled Penobscot salmon, roast
Robbins were visitors at C. W. Mank’a
Port Clyde was visiting friends in land and took supper with her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. George Pendleton and native chicken with dressing. French the Fourth.
town Wednesday.
fried potatoes, cucumbers, tomatoes,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mank of Florida
Mrs. Otho Thompson arrived Tues son of East Boston were automobile
green peas, butter beans, Cushing are passing the summer in this town‘s
day night from Massachusetts to guests Sunday at Wilder Sherman's.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson and plum pudding, lemon pie,, custard and Union. They were visitors re
spend the summer with her mother
STEAMBOAT CO.
pie. strawberry shortcake, tea and cently at Austin Kalloch’s.
daughter
Lois
have
returned
from
Mrs. Mary Richmond.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
coffee.
Eastern Standard Tima
Judson Benner is having his house Massachusetts and passed the week
Quarterly Conference of the M. E.
Vlnalhaven Lina
painted.
Leslie Borneman and end at their cottage. Mr. Robinson
Church was held at the home of Mrs.
Steamer leaves Vlnalhaven dally except
Charles H. Young are doing the work. left Monday to attend the summer
Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Arriv
Inez
Fogerty
Tuesday
afternoon,
Rev.
session at the University of Maine.
ing at Rockland at 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 P. M.
Miss Zetta Smith was home from Albert I. Oliver, district superin
Returning leaves Rnrklanfl at 9.30 A.*M. and
tendent
and
Rev.
J.
L.
Pinkerton
be

SIMONTON
3.30 1*. M. direct for Vlnalhaven. arriving at
For
Farmington for the holiday.
10.50 A. M. and 4.50 P. >1.
ing
in
attendance.
There will be no Ladies' Farm RuMr. and Mrs. Isaac Davis of East
Stonington and Swan's Island Lint
*
Mrs. Nettie Arnold met with a very
CAMP OR COTTAGE
reau meeting at Simonton Commun Pepperell. Mass., and Rockport have
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 6.00 A. M.,
severe
accident
Monday
when
she
Stonington
6.55,
Xorth
Haven
7.50,
due
to
ar

ity hall during the month of July.
been calling on relatives and friends
CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT
rive at Rockland at 9 00 A. M. Returning,
caught her fingers in the electric
in town.
leaves Rockland at 2.00, North Haven at 3.00,
We are offering some remark Stonington at 4.00, due to arrive at Swan’s
Lieut. Sumner Banks, Albert Ris- wringer and before she could be re
’ land about 5.00 fl‘. M.
teen and Edson Spear are at Fort leased her hand was drawn through
able bargains in just what you,
B. H. STINSON. General Agent
to
the
wrist.
Much
sympathy
is
ex

Williams. Mrs. Banks is staying with
need to furnish camp or cottage'
Mrs. Risteen during the absence of pressed for her as she is very hard
of hearing and eyesight much im
or to fit up that room at home at
their husbands.
BUXTON’S SPECIFIC
paired making it doubly hard for her
low
coat.
Charles
Robinson
of
New
York
is
"Keeps the Foot Well”
Is proving Its worth. While eliminating
visiting his son Verne and they have to bear the injury.
your
A complete line of Household
been in Bangor guests of Mr. and
for Men and Women
Goods—aH bargains—homes fur
Mrs. Manuel Romero.
nished from attic to cellar, Stoves,
Isaac Seavey is ill and attended by
It purifies and enriches the blood and
Dr. Kellar.
Refrigerators, Desks, Safes, Musi
puts the stomach and nerves in the best
of
condition. Let us send you a booklet
Mrs. Florence Copeland of Thomas
cal instruments, etc.
The Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co.,
ton with her sister Mrs. Clara Robin
Abbot Village. Maine. Tor aale at all
son of Lynn. Mass., were at Katie
We want all your LIVE POUL
leading drug stores.
ROCKLAND
McCarter's Tuesday and also visited
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
FURNITURE CO.
Mrs. Alwilda Davis.
Heel-to-Ball Fitting
or writs Charles 8hane, cara of
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Hoffses were
Formerly
occupied by Rockland
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Ma. Tai.
EDWARD K. GOULD
at I. W. Seavey’s Monday.
Produce Co.
DORMAN’S

Daily Service

BOSTON
FROM ROCKLAND

tody by Hthor

EASTERN

PLEASURE
TO DRIVE

tleamghlp ITnee

Used Furniture

Instant acceleration. Quick, easy
gear-shifting. Positive and powerful
braking—at a touch of the toe. Every
Oldsmobile control is so easy to oper
ate—so smoothly responsive—that
driving pleasure is enhanced im
measurably. And the further you
drive, the greater your confidence
in this car’s ability. You can prove
this by driving Oldsmobile yourself.
Just try it. You incur no obligation.

’895

TWO-DOOR SEDAN '

rfRCHPKBEHVEH

1 °-b- Lansing, MUhlgea

Sport Tire and Bumpert Litre

440 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
20-tf

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

The Rockland Shoe Repairing Co.
(Milligan’s) is under new manage
ment—Donald H. Fuller, with E. G.
Williamson in active charge. Mail
orders solicited, prompt service.—
adv.
81-83

Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References: Any poul*
try raiser.

Will pay Higheet Prica
No lot too larga; nona too amall

21 Limerock Street

I

product

of

general

__________ * /A
MOTORS

Don’t Suffer with Headaches, Lose of Sleep, Rheumatic or Neuralgic
Paine—Take

or write, cara of

Rockland, Me.

_______________________

SOOTHES ALL PAIN

C. W. McKellar
Warren, Me.
Rafaraneai Any Poultry Raiaar
112-tf

BALLARD’S

HEADACHE

TABLETS

No Opiates, Morphine, Chloral or Cocaine. No bad after effects.
Tablets in Neat Box. Insist on Ballard’s.

Attorney at Law

(Formerly Juage of Probat*)
dal75STaf
Attention to Probate Matter*
and Real Estate Title*
Corner Main St. and Tlllaon Ave.

Work27-tf
Done Anywhere
Prompt Service

Call Warren, Me. 2-3

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY

Telephone 427-R
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland

CHARLES SHANE CO.

LIVE POULTRY

*

RHEUMATISM

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

Water pipet Repaired and Relaid.
Inside and Out. Digging included.
Pipes Wirea Out. Sewers Dug,
Laid Out and Cleaned when
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug and
Rocked.
Shallow Cellars Dug
Deeper.
Floors Cemented and
Walls Repaired.

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
i»5 Limerock 8t.

Rockland

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—T*l. 136
Graduate of American School of
I
Oeteonathr
£3----------------------------- ---------------------

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS

Osteopathic Physician

S. E. Eaton
TEL. 534-J

38tf

ROCKLAND, ME.
44Stf

400 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

« Telephene, 1290; Reeldeooe

1

MS-■ i
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Linking Town and Country

**
«
**
1

N ADDITION to serving the needs of our immediate community we should think in terms of our Greater Community.
Our City Limits should not be the limit of our sphere of influence. One task we face today—and one of greatest
importance—is the forging of a stronger link between town and country.

❖
*
e
*
e
*
❖❖
❖

The first automobile had but a single cylinder. While it served its purpose after a fashion, two decades ago, progress
scrapped the one-cylinder car as unsuitable for present day conditions. This is the age of multicylinder automobiles. The
community that fails to cultivate actively and constantly widen its sphere of influence by a closer association of town and
country has adopted one-cylinder practices in a multicylinder age.

{The six cylinders that give the motive power necessary to the development of greater community relations are3

♦
♦

1. The development of business relations—Creation of a desire among our neighbors to seek the necessities, pleasures and con«
veniences of daily life here.

2. Development of better transportation and communication—Good roads, telephone, railway and bus, mail, radio, newspaper
and all other contact mediums.

♦+
♦+

3. Development of better schools—Seeing that subjects are included in our school courses that meet the needs of the children in
our surrounding territory, and that we maintain a high school standing.
\

*

4. Development of culture—Through library activities, lecture courses and other means of development

4>
*❖

5. Development of churches—Supplying the Greater Community with greater spiritual riches.

6.

Development of general sociability—Increasing neighborliness, providing amusements and facilities for entertaining die
Greater Community.

i

By hitting on all six cylinders our town can double in growth and prosperity through the active cultivation of the
Greater Community.
Our growth is not measured by population alone nor prosperity merely in dollars and cents, but by the number and
variety of human relationships.

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
Authorized Dealers in

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.
Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty

FORD PRODUCTS

_____________ ROCKLAND, MAINE_____________

A. C. McLoon & Co.
LOBSTERS
Agent* for The TSxaeo Co.

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES
LAWN MOWERS REPAIRED and SHARPENED

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

C Wtllasa 3>
ALFRED P. CONDON
75 PARK STREET

TEL. 966

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

FINE CONFECTIONERY

G. A. LAWRENCE

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

CR1E HARDWARE CO.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Warren,

ROCKLAND. MAINE
Vinalhaven, Rockport, Union,

Camden

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

THE SPECIALTY SHOP
COR. MAIN A ELM STS. TEL. 288

ROCKLAND

Setter Crane

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

*

REAL ESTATE

TAVERN STUDIO

I. L. SNOW CO.

Antiques Bought and Sold

MARINE RAILWAYS

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY
ROCKLAND

878 MAIN STREET

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
FUEL AND GROCERIES

DODGE SALES & SERVICE

ROCKLAND

PARK STREET

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE
A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING, Prop.

AND EAT

INSURANCE

\ 15

HIGH STREET

CAMDEN

“GREGORY’S”
“GOOD CLOTHES”
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

“HOME TOWN BREAD”
IT IS THE BEST

THE FLINT BAKERY

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station
Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

FIREPROOF GARAGE

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS
741 MAIN STREET

TEL. 727

ROCKLAND

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN

McDOUGALL-LADDCO.

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.
A LIMEROCK STS.
ROCKLAND

COR. MAIN

DYER’S GARAGE

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

0o
<’ ••«»
«•«•
o
••

COR. MAIN A PARK STS.
ROCKLAND
Established 1868 Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND, MAINE

. PERRY’S LAUNDRY

THE THORNDIKE

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

FREEMANS. YOUNG

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

KNOX COUNTY'S HOME NEWSPAPER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

CUTLER-COOK CO.

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

W. H. GLENDENNINQ

ROCKLAND

Manufacturer, and Jobbers of

C. M. BLAKE

Rock. Marble & Granite Works

THE REXALL STORE

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
444 MAIN ST.

TEL. 646-W

ROCKLAND

THURSTON OIL CO.
Central Maine Power Company

THOMASTON
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VINALHAVEN

Headquarters For New
England

ST.

GEORGE

BLANKS

CAMDEN

Probate Notices

In Everybody’s Column

Summer Cottages and Board

Advertisements In this column not to exceed
STATE OF MAINE
If you have a cottage to let or desire sum- (
Miss Jane Miller, who has spent
Mrs. Philip Johnson ot Detroit, }
To all .persons Interested In either of the three lines inserted once for 45 cents, 3 times mer hoarders advertise the fact in this naner \
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each where thousands will read of it.
estates hereinafter named :
two seasons in Red Cross camp work, Mich., is the guest of fcer parents,
And Ties That Team For Position of Runner-Up In the At a iProbate Court held at Rockland. In for one time. 10 cents for three times. Six TO LET Two furnished camps at Hosmer’s
is giving lessons in the art of swim Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shields.
and for the Counnty of Knox, on the ITtl words make a line.
Pond, 2 rooms each, $12 per week, $30 per
ming. South Pond and the Georges
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barker have re- I
day of June in the year of our Lord one thou
Knox County Twilight League
month or $50 for the season. EDWIN A.
sand nine hundred and thirty and hy ad
river furnish ample water.
turned from Rockland where Mr. 1
DEAN,
Rockland. Tel. €71-4.
83-88
Lost
and
Found
journment from day to day from the 17th
Miss Ruth Averill who recently Barker has been receiving treatment
day of said June the following matters having
TO LET - Three room camp at Cooper’s
LUST
$15
In
bills
on
(Main
St.
Tliuraday
graduated from the Pratt Institute, at Knox Hospital.
presented for the action thereupon here
Ship us your fowls and broilers and re*
Beach, July 19 to Aug. 11. Fine beach, elec
The League Schedule
| when Dwyer poked out a long triple been
about « ||. m. Hilder will be rewarded. tric lights. REV. B. 1’. BROWNE, 36-Masonic
the profit others are making on you.
inafter Indicated it is hereby Ordered :
New York, expects to return about
Mrs. Quincy Maker is visiting rela- , ceive
ALONZO 'MESERVEY. Upiileton or Courier- St.
Today (4 p. m.)__St. George at an<l came home on Davidson's clean
We remit daily at top market prices. We
82*84
That
notice
thereof
be
.given
ito
all
persons
Aug. 1 and take up costuming
Gazette Offlee.
82*85
tives in Rockland.
water and feed your poultry. Our expert
Camden.
single over third.
Interested, hy causing a copy of this order
TO LETr-Camp cottage at Alford Lake, 6
Miss Mary Armstrong of Winches
LOST
Reaiile
hound,
dark
brown
and
Joyce Wright of New Jersey and , salesmanship makes money for shippers
to
be
published
three
weeks
successively
In
roiims. boats. Ice. wood, and garage. ERNEST
Tuesday. July 15 (3.30 p. m.)—St.
Camden made a great bid for some
The Courler-dazetle. a newspaper published white, name Mike.'' W. S. FALES. 30 James C. DAVlfl. at ruller-Cobb-DavIs.
ter, Mass., has been the guest of sisters Ethel and Marjorie of Boston 1 on declining markets as well as rising
82-84
markets. Ship, write, phone or wire us George at Rockland and Camden at run9 *n
third inning, when with at Rockland In said Counnty that they may St.. Rockland. Tel. 825-W.
8I»83
Miss Katherine Creighton.
about market prices, tags, coegs, quota Thomaston.
TO LET—Cottage at Lake Megunticook for
arrived this week.
two S°ne Capt. Thomas’ men filled appear at a Probate Court to be held at said
the season. CARLE BROS., Camden, Me.
Capt. Blanchard Orne who is at
tions and other information. Market
Mrs. Maynard Coombs and children
Rockland, on the loth day of July A. D. 1930.
Thursday. July 17. <5.30 p. m l— ,he bases onl>' ,o have H- Smith at
Tel. 18-11 Lincolnville.
|1M|
Notice To Berry Pickers
nine o’clock in the forenoon, and be heard
home for a few days, has had the Edna, Wilbur and Maynard, Jr., who ' opened: Rocks 37c. Reds 32c. Fowls 29e.
scoop up a grounder and toss to Da thereon
Full feathered red broilers weighing four
Rockland
at
Thomaston.
If
they
see
cause.
TO LET Furnished cottage, hy the day,
porch of his house torn away and is have been guests the past few months
pounds over we are selling for a 3o
NOTICE- This is to advise that berry pick weekends or by the week; row boat included.
Saturday, July 19 (4 p. m.)—St. vidson for the final out.
HOYT EMERY late of Rockland, deceased,
premium. Compare our sales with others.
having a new and commodious one of M’r. and Mrs. Wilbur Coombs.
Outstanding plays were made by Will and Petition for l'robate thereof asking ing and trespassing on any of the berry plots MRS JAMES GREGORY, Vinalhaven. Me.
George at Camden.
on mv properties are prohibited this season.
built. Silas Hyler of Cushing is do Pleasant street, have returned to .
81*86
that
said
will
may
be
proved
and
allowed
and
Lowell. Simmons, and Monaghan
• • • •
81-W
that Letters Testamentary Issue to Charles W. HI. HOFFBKS.
ing the work. Capt. Orne will leave their home in Alberquerque, New , New England Commission
TD LET—Cottage at Pleasant Beach, by
while Bennett showed well both in H. Emery of Rockland, he being the Exr.
week or season. W. II. BHAGG, Pleasant
the first of the week for Norton, Mexico.
The League Standing
the field and at bat.
named in said will without bond.
Beach. South Thomaston.
81*83
Co., Inc.
Conn., to rejoin his yacht, the VenceFor Sale
Hilton Young has returned from
St. George climbed to a second
The score:
FRHI>EKICK G. SNOW late of Rockland,
FOR SALE—Or rent two cottages at Craw
West
Washington
Market
dor.
deceased.
Will
and
(Petition
for
Probate
there

place tie as the result of Thursday
Boston.
FDR SALE—25 acre farm between Warren
Pond, Union. Cottages furnished; also
St. George
of asking that said will may be proved and Village and Thomaston, 5 room bungalow and ford
Mrs. Larry Smith died at the home
Mrs. Charles Philleforown of Stock- * New York City
Watkins 0664 night's game, and like Camden is one
allowed and that Letters Testamentary issue shed attached, orchard, spring water, sanctu lioats. Good fishing, boating and bathing.
ab
r
bh
tb
po
a
of her daughter Mrs. Emma Whitney ton Springs is occupying rooms at [
WILIJAM
SANSOM.
Tel. 72 or 520-W.
game behind Rockland. The standto Frank Jl. Ingraham of Rockland, he being ary section and a big muskrat industry. I*rlce Rockland. Me.
_____________ 76-tf
C. Smith, ss ....
0 1 1
in North Warren Thursday.o Funeral .the home of Mrs. James T. Dickenthe Exr. named In said will and to serve with right. E. P. LEWIS, Box 29, iR. F. -D., Thom
i ing:
Archer, c ............ 4 0 2
FDR SALE Izarge modern cottage at Cres
bond.
services will be held at Sawyer A son for ,he gummer months.
Mr.
aston. -Me.
Won
Lost
P.C.
ROCKPORT
cent
Beach,
all
improvements,
two-car garage,
Ll’CY »I. KENNEDY late of Rockland, de
Simmons, cf ..... 4 O' 0
Simmons parlors Saturday at 2 Phillebrown will arrive next week.
FDR (SALE—Studebaker touring car. In good
Rockland ..... ....... 3
1
.730
ceased Will and Petition for Probate thereof condition, cheap for cash. F. M. KITTREBG^E, fine location. EDWARD GONIA at Gonla’s
Dwyer, 3b ..........
o’clock daj’light.
Store, The New Bicknell.
75-tf
....... 2
.300
asklngthat said will may be proved and
2
Arlene Clifford left Wednesday for
Mrs. Gertrude Lobdell and two Camden
83*85
Davidson, lb ....
Visiting speakers at the Baptist
allowed and that letters Testamentary issue 30 Chestnut St.
FOR SALE—Furnished cottage at Crescent
.500
Rockland.
granddaughters of North Salem, St. George ........... 2
FOR KALE Standing hay, butter churn. Beach. All modern improvements. LENA
I Poole, p ............
to William tft. White of Rock fa nd. he being the
1
2
Church Sunday will be morning.
Thomaston ......... 1
.333
Mrs. John Robinson, sons John and
mowing machine, nearly new. cream M|>a- K. BARGENT. Tel. P94 or 990-M
Exr. named In said will without hondn,
78-tf
Lowell, if .........
0 0
Rev. C. R. Peaslee. pastor of the Bap Robert and Miss Luda Johnson of N. Y.. are guests for a few days at the
• • • •
BENJAMIN CLARK
TO LET—Furnished cottage at Ocean
)cean View i
ARK Lte of Rockland, de- rator. farm wagon and hay rack. KLAGGE
H. Smith, 2j) .....
tist Church in Belfast and in the eve Worcester are guests of their parents home of S. Josephine Wall.
KROFT MANOR. (South (Hope.__________ 83-85 Point, Spruce Head. J. S. ALLARD,
RD,
Spruce
j,
ceased,
AV1I1
and
J
tPetltron
for
Probate
thereof
Mrs. Minnie Crozier announces the
St. George got away to an early Monaghan, rf ....
1 1 4
ning Mrs. Carl Gray of Omaha.
asking that said will may he proved annd
FOR IS ALB- Oil stove. 4 burner, Florence, Head.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Johnson.
___ 12 A
engagement of her daughter 'Beulah start in Thursday night's Knox
allowed and that Letters Testamenntary issue
plendid condition. AUSTIN GARDNER at
Mrs. Jennie Harriman of Gardiner
Mrs. Percy White and children Crozier Richardson to Ralph W. County League game at Community
83*85
~T~
Emma (’. Dick of Rockland, slm being the
entral 'Maine or Tel. 74-»M.
36 3 10 13 27 8 1 to
is visiting her granddaughter in the
Exr. named In said will without bond.
To Let
Who have been guests of relatives in Blakely of Chestnut Hill, Pa.
FOR
SALE
At
12
Knox
St.
stable,
very
Park
and
defeated
Camden
3
to
0.
Camdsn
family of F. H. Jordan for a time,
ADELAIDE
B.
WERB
late
of
Rockland,
large
packing
boxes,
also
some
smaller
:
clock,
„ .. T„ . ..
, , , ,
; Eastport arrived home this week.
The residence of William A. Paul is All of the St. George runs earn.- in
ab r bh tb po a
deceased, Will and Petition for (l'robate there toilet set. rugs. ADDIS L. HOWES. Thomas
Miss Ruth Blodgett and friend Miss
*
,
~
TO LET—Two large airy rooms, furnished,
'Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Conary have being thoroughly re-painted.
of asking that said will may be proved and ton.
82-83 fine location. 2 minutes walk from (Main
the first three innings but that was a Plaisted, 3b .....
0 2
Helen Ormsbee returned Thursday
allowed ami that Letters Testamentary Issue
street. 38 BUMMER ST., aty.
83-85
been
visiting
in
Rockland.
The
weekly
meeting
of
the
Trytobig
enough
lead
for
Poole,
who
Bennett,
ss
......
0
2
from a visit in Bar Harbor.
FOR SALE Empire milking machine, 5-gal.
to Emily Glldden Webb'of Boston, Mass... she
James Booth of New’ York and help Club will assume the form of a pitched steady ball for the Tenant’s Wadsworth, lb
TO LET—Attractive ^modern apartment,
0 0
exx. named in said will and- to servo without barrel churn, butter worker. U. IS. cream sepa
Rev. and Mrs. Hart of Danville,
furnished
or
unfurnished.
Applv
J. A.
rator, hay loader. All priced to sell at low
serve with bond.
Ky., are guests of Dr. and Mrs. Eben Harry Booth of Long Cove were in picnic next Monday evening, at Or Harbor Club. From the third on Dailey, ct...........
figure. GEORGE E. REDMAN, Thomaston. JAMESON CO., 745 Main St. Tel. 17. 83-tf
cutt's Beach.
town
Wednesday.
JAMES
IF.
BELD1N
late
of
Washington,
de

neither
team
scored
although
both
Gross,
if
..............
Alden. Mrs. Hart is a niece of Mrs.
TO LET- Attractive furnished or unfur
ceased, Will and Petition for Probate of Will Me. Tel. 45-4.
Eliza Patterson arrived Wednesday
Frank P. Libby returned Thursday clubs threatened to break the ice.
Boynton, p .......
Alden.
Foil SALE All kinds of farming Imple nished apartment, 5 rooms, bath, garage, all
and for Administration with the Will annexed
to Sailors' Snug Harbor, Staten
and
will
spend
the
vacation
with
modern,
freshly decorated, adults preferred.
Poole
slammed
a
beautiful
double
Arieo, 2b
MARY ANDERSON, West Meadow
asking that said will may be proved aud ments.
Laurence H. Dunn and family
82-tf
Island N. Y,, after a furlough spent to left field to open the second inning I Thomas, c
________ >2*84 Inquire 5 LISLE 1ST. Tel. 489-R.
allowed and that Administration with the will Rd. Tel. 1175.
joined a number of friends from her mother. Mrs. Arthur Patterson.
annexed he granted to Benjumin K. Ware of
TO LET—Bmall rent: electricity: toilet.
The following party enjoyed a trip here.
FOR SALE- At 12 Knox St., Thomaston.
for St. George and advanced to third I Talbot, rf
Rockland in a picnic at Searsport
Washington
or
some
other
suitable
person
furniture.
Great bargains.
ADDIE L. MRS. A. H. PILLSBURY. Thomaston, or Tel.
Extensive improvements are being on H. Smith's single, after Lowell had
with bond.
Thursday afternoon. They later mo to Rockland in T. C. Carver’s yacht:
593-R, Rockland.
82-84
HOWES.
made to the residence ot Rev. ,H. L teen thrown out at first by Bennett.
ESTATE OF MARION A. COLBURN late of
35 0 8 9 24 11 3
tored to Bangor where they spent a (Mrs. E. G. Carver. Mr. and Mrs. AlTO LET—Furnished apartment.
Adults
FOR SALK Two farms. Uncolnville and
Holt,
Commercial
street.
Carver,
Mrs.
Philip
Johnson,
Camden,
deceased.
Petition
for
Administra

bert
Monaghan fanned and C. Smith hit
Twobase hits, Poole, Talbot. Threefew’ hours.
Hope: also two houses In Camden centrally only: also looms, board nearby. Garage. 72
Harbor Light Chapter. O.E.S.. will a long fly to center field after H. base hit, Dwyer. Stolen bases, H. tion asking that Duncan R. Colburn of Cam located. Price right for Immediate sale. Camden St. MRS. W. A. KIMBALL.
82-87,
Miss Jeannette McGrail who has Mrs. Joseph Hutchinson, Miss Hattie
den or some other suitable person be appoint
hold
its
annual
picnic
Tuesday
after

CARLE
BROS., Camden, iMe. Tel. Lincolnj
Beamingue
and
Hon.
Thad
Carver.
TO ;LBT—-Six room house furnished, all
Smith had stolen second. The usually Smith, Davidson, Dwyer.
Double ed Admr. .with bond.
been visiting her aunt. Mrs. George
ville 18-11.______________________
81*83 modern for July and Aug. Inquire at 7 ‘BIRCH
Mrs. Eugene Greenleaf of Boston noon and evening at Small's Beach. reliable Dailey made a long run for play. Archer and H. Smith. Bases on
ESTATE OFT T BARRETT late of Fresno.
V. Hanley has returned to Dover. N.H.
82*84
FOR SALE—Farms large and small, good ST. or Tel. 212-W.
Supper’at 6.30.
the fly only to muff it with both run balls, off Poole. 2. Boynton 1. Struck California, deceased. Petition for Administra locations,
Mrs. John Creighton, Miss Rita is the guest of Mrs. Edward Greensome
good
bargains.
Blueberry
TO LET Six room tenement, flush closet,
'Mrs. Mabel Thorndike of Rockland ners crossing the platter. The third out, by Boynton 8, Poole 7. Umpires, tion asking that Z. M. Dwlnal of Camden or farm with good crop this year. M. R. MILLER,
Smith and Miss Margaret G. Ruggles •
som eother suitable person he appointed
electric lights, garage, at 7 Union St. Apply
East Union, Me.
81*83 RENJAMLN MILLER. 26 'Rankin St. Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Rhodes and and Mrs. Bertha Robarts and daugh run was scored in the next Inning Black and Nelson. Scorer. Fowler. Admr. with bond.
will leave Monday for a trip to Mon
82-84
FOR SALE—Dry slab-wood. 2 ft. lengths 694^1.
ESTATE OF U CY M KENNEDY late of
treal and Quebec. Miss Katherine daughter Ethel returned home to ter Ruth of Newton. Mass., were din
bundled,
10
bundles
for
$1.00;
edgings.
10
ner
guests
Thursday
of
Mrs.
Minnie
Rockland,
deceased.
Petition
for
Confirma

TO LET—Store at 580 Main St., opposite
Creighton will accompany them as Leominster. Mass., Sunday after
tion of Trustee asking that said appointment large bundles for i$1.00. Delivered in city. Ford Garage. Apply (BENJAMIN MILLER.
Crozier. The (Robarts are summer
UNION
WALDOBORO
far as Plattsburg, N. Y., where she ! spending several days with Mr. and
may be confirmed and that letters of trust may R. S. JORDAN, 6 Kelley Lane. Tel.522-M.
Tel. 692-M.
82-84
ing at I.ake Megunticook.
81*83
issue to William p. White of Rockland accord
' Mrs. Richard Young at Old Harbor.
Mary Maddocks of Massachusetts
----will visit friends for two weeks.
TO LET—Six room tenement on Grace ISt.
Mrs.
George
Armstrong
of
Dedham.
FOR SALE—Burroughs portable adding ina- ERNEST r. DAVIS, at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
Is visiting her son. Wilkes Maddoeks.
Thomas L. Richards has been pass- ing to law.
Tbe fire department responded to : Sydney Ilhodt - and family are ocESTATE OF MARGARET C. AND iCYIM’S •hlne. nearly new, $50. Gall STANLEY
82-84
Miss Ida Roy is visiting relatives lnK a fe" days In Portland,
a call Thursday afternoon for a fire eupying the Rhodes cottage at Old Mass., is the guest of her daughter
C. 3’INKHAM. both of Rockland. Petition for
81-83
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey have License to Sell Real Estate filed by Cyrus 8. HOUSE. Tel. 630-M.
TO LET Furnished room, suitable for one
in the Lermond House. Gilchrest j Harbor, having arrived last Satur- Mrs. F. F. Fowle.
at iSantford for two weeks.
FOR
SALE
—
Cabinet
vletrola,
mahogany
Maynard . Thomas, after an en
two persons. All modern. 5 UNION ST .
street. It originated in the laundry ' 'lay from Worcester.
Mr. and Mrs Waldo Holt of Port returned from Surry and are occu Pinkhant of Rockland. Guardian, asking that finish, full of records, in excellent condition, or
opp. Depot.
81-83
may be licensed to sell at private sale cer
Ehlers E. F. Robertson and E. forced1 vacation of two weeks due to land and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brown pying the Duffy house on Depot street. he
$60, cost $150 When new. STANLEY HOt’SE.
apparently from an overheated elec
tain
real
estate
belonging
to
said
wards
situ

illness, resumed his duties Monday at
TO LET—Five furnished rooms, piano, elec
Si.iihg
BL
<1.
630
M.
11
M
Mr.
and
Mrs:
Asa
Busky
of
Wor

Dowker
are
expected
to
arrive
in
tric iron. Damage was small.
ated In Rockldnd and described in said
of Vassalboro were weekend- guests
tric lights, flush closet, gas, $5 per week.
Perry's Market.
cester are guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. petition.
FOR SALE—Nine room house on shore, Apply 736 Main St. or CALL 448 M.
Mrs. E. F. Rochester of Warren town Saturday and will hold religious
81*83
of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Simmons.
Mrs.
John
Davis
returned
home
last
large barn, completely furnished: good sized
L.
Benner.
ESTATE
OF
KITH'
8.
COBURN
late
of
ton entertained Mr. and Mrs. Ensign setvices in Saints Church evenings.
Friends of Albert Vose are sorry
TO LETT Four room lower tenement, flush
Rockland, deceased, Petition to Determine In wood lot about 30 acres. ERNEST RAWLEY, closet,
night
from
a
visit
of
several
days
In
Howard
Hilder
of
New
York,
the
electric
lights,
garage.
In
good
conB. L Lane arrived Friday from
Otis and Bill Jones of Rockland, Miss
80*85
Tax filed by Sarah E. Berry and postmaster. Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
Boston. She was accompanied by to hear that he is in ill health and well known artist who is at his sum heritance
ltlond. Apply 196 Limerock St. Tel. 875-M *
Frances W. Carr Exs.
Clara Spear, Miss Hilda George. Mr. Florida and is the guest of his sister.
is
in
a
Belfast
hospital
for
treatment.
FOR
SALEA
12
foot
boat,
bright
finish,
81-83
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bovier who will
ESTATE OF (CAROLINE M CRAWFORD copper fastened, new. Also a 6-room house
and Mrs. D. P. George. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Margaret E. Libby.
Ray Burkett and daughter Phyllis mer home on Hungry Island, has been
TO LET—Three furnished rooms at 14
remain for a short visit at the Davis
in town.
late of famdeii. deceased, Petition to D«t<i- with a new barn and PA acres of land.
• « ♦ ♦
W. B. D. Gray of Thomaston and
of
Concord,
N.
H..
were
weekend
SUFFOLK
.ST.
Tel.
364
M.
81-83
Inheritance Tax filed by Walter H. Priced under $2000, near Camden. I also have
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Quentin Trackman of mine
Nathan Farwell of Jefferson, Wed
several house lots in Rockland, fine location.
Butler Exr.
TO LET—Tenement at 12 James iSt. (’. A.
Calvin B. Vinal
The Nitsumsosum Club was pleas guests of relatives in town.
Greenwich, Conn., are guests of Mr.
A. THURSTON, Rockland Highlands. Tel. HAMILTON. 442 (Main St.
nesday evening at dinner at Motor
81-tf
Mark
Bradstreet
of
Augusta
Is
ESTATE
OF PHYLLIS TOLMAN MORSE L.
antly entertained Monday night at the
81-$5
Calvin
B.
Vinal,
an
esteemed
citi

and
Mrs.
J.
G.
Mayo.
late of Thomaston, deceased, first and final 1159.
TO LBT-Olufern '-room house, ham,
Inn, Damariscotta. The evening was
spending
his
vacation
at
the
home
of
home of Mrs. Hattie Spear.
zen
and
veteran
of
the
Civil
War,
account
filed
for
allowance
by
F.
L.
S..
Morse
FOR
SALE
—
Two
family
house,
first
class
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
G.
Robinson
who
poultry houses and several acres land, adjoins
spent at Mr. Farwell's home in Jef
condition, with Improvements, $2650. V. F. airport, rent reasonable to good care taker.
Douglass Bisbee, Jr., Is confined to his wife’s parents. 'Mr. and Mrs. J. C. have been in Detroit nearly a year Exr.
died July 5, at Togus Hospital where
ferson.
Simmons.
T'.'-tf II. H. wSTOYER. Ill Umerock St. Tel. 1201.
ESTATE OF DAVIS T. <X>NLEY Urfe of Isle STI DEEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1$M.
his home hy illness.
for
the
past
(few
weeks
he
had
been
have
returned.
'Mrs. Martha Kellar who spends:
an Haut, deceased, first and final account filed
81-8
John Fuller is assisting his brother
FOR SALE—1% Ton Ford 1927 truck with
Chester Pascal gave a birthday
Mrs. Carl Burdick of New York has for allowance by Raymond L. Conley Exr,
part-of her time in Boston with her receiving, treatment. His daughter,
Waford ..gear shift and hand» hoist
steel
dump
oax
»
-oo
,,
r,
i
TO
LET
—
iMmlem
5
and
6
room
rents
In
party dinner Wednesday evening at Frank at haying.
Mrs.
Louise
Folsome
was
with
him.
been in town and has now opened her
ESTATE OF FLORENCE ELLA 'HASKELL body. L. <). 1 HILBROOK & SON, €3- Main Rockland. Warehouse on track for car load
daughter Dorothy Is at home for a j
Mr. and Mrs. F. X. Roy had visit camp at Martin's Point.
vt Rockland.
i>vvz.ivi«.»a Tel.
n*«.i .4
yv
78-89
~ ■
•*
466-W.
late of Thomastop. deceased, final account St..
Deceased was born in Vinalhaven, Wadsworth Inn. Camden. Twelve
grain or gasoline, garage or airplane business,
short visit.
ors from Sanford over the Fourth.
filed
for allowance by Marlon M. 'Haskell Exr.
guests
enjoyed
his
hospitality
and
FOR SALE Young pony, harness, cart, sled adjoins airport. Small warehouse near Main
Mrs. Mary G. Elkins has been the
Miss Sophia Hopkins who has been son °’ M illiam tnd Betsy (Barton)
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Bradstreet were guest of her sister Mrs. Thomas Leigh
tt^TATE OF-MATILDA STRATTON late of and all rigging. Pony clever, gear Al con street. Large store in Thomaston Sept 1. 100
away from .Thomaston 11 years is , Vinal. and was 87 years of age last congratulations and best wishes were
Vinalhaven, deceased, first and final account dition. B F. COLIzAMORE, 89 Cedar St. |H?r cent location. Two large offices in Thomin Portland Wednesday and Thu rs- in Augusta.
low rellt,l».
rentals.
II. II. 'STOVER. Ill
visiting her mother in town and her Christmas day.
He was married extended
filed for allowance hy Daisy' M. Smith Admx. Tel. 1«31-..M.
7H-S3; aaton at >''»
The newly erected public float is i day to visit her sister, Mrs. Valdo
j Limerock St. Tel. 1261.
81-86
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weston of
sisters in East Warren. The family ' "hen a young man to Miss Mahala
ESTATE OF KITTY IS. KXiBURN late of
FOR SALE—Twenty-four mowing machines,
Hoit.
proving
to
be
a
great
convenience.
Rockland,
deceased,
first
and
final
account
FOR SALE—Edison cabinet phonograpliV
Caribou have been passing a few days
and horse rakes, also riding cultivators.. C
lived for a number of years in Thom- | Arey who passed away just one year
filed for allowance by Sarah E. Berry aud M BNRGESS. Tel. 17-3, Union, Me.
81-86|
80 double records, cost $250 when newj
with Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Weston.
aston. Miss Sophia's home is in ago. To them five children were born The need for something of tbe kind
Frances W. -Carr Ex
will sell at bargain ; also White Rotary seuind
The Rockland Shoe Repairing Co.
KIR SALE Upright pMno. J. H. MELVIN. machine. TEL, 1201.
Wiwurna Chapter, O.E.S., held a
g i. si
Englewood, N. J.
1 only two of whom survive him. Mrs. has been felt for a long time and
ESTATE
OF
UAROLINEM.
CRAWFORD
late
77-tf
Mrs. J. Walter Strout is expected Louise Folsome and Mrs Ira Smith much credit is due the energetic citi (Milligan’s) is under new manage picnic Tuesday at Mrs. J. \H. Miller’s of Camden, deceased* first and final account 21 Gay St.
TO LET—Five room tenement, all mo<lemB
ment
—
Donald
H.
Fuller,
with
F
G.
zens
through
whose
instrumentality
FOR
SALEMill
wood
4
ft.
long,
$6.50;
filed
for
allowance
by
Walter
H.
Butler
Exr.
garage, southern exposure.
ROBERT ul
camp Medomak. Thirty-one members
today from Wilmington. Del., where who tenderly cared for their father
Williamson in active charge. Mall were present.
it was brought about.
ESTATE OF THOMAS F. HART late of stove length, $8 ; fitted wood. $14 ; also lumber, COLLINS, 375 Main St, Tel. 77.______ 80-t^
she has been guest of Dr. and Mrs. during his long illness.
nocKiann.
Rockland, defeased,
deceased, Jtrst
first and
ami final ftuunguil i. A. PACKARD, R. F. B. Thomaston. 73-tf
orders
solicited,
prompt
service.
—
Church
Vacation
School
begins
T<) LET—Klx room apartment, second floor]
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jones of filed for allowance by Joseph W. Robinson.
Mr. Vinal enlisted in the Civil War
Arthur W. Kenney, with a previous
FOR SALE—250 acre farm, house and barn heated, In Thomaston. Tel. 153 Thomaston.
adv.
81-83
Claremont, N. II., Miss Catherine Exr.
In good condition. 1000 cords hard wood, some __________
visit to Mrs. Kate E. Kenney in Rut as a volunteer Aug. 25, 1862, in the Monday morning at 8.30 at the Baptist
79-841
Church.
Every
child
four
years
old
Jones of Litchfield and Mr. and Mrs.
Witness, MELZER T. CRAWFORD, Esquire. blueberry land, cuts BO tons hay. Waldoboro,
19th Maine. Co. I. and was dis
land, Mass.
easy term. V. F. BTUDLEY, 69 P$rk|
To LET—Five room furidshed or unfur
SOUTH HOPE
Clarence Jones and daughter of Judge of Probate Court for Knox County, $3600,
At the Baptist Church Sunday charged in Washington. D. C., June and over in Rockport and West Rock
St. Tel. 1080.
rJ-tf filshed apartment, all modern : also ,7 room
Rockland, Maine.
apartment. Cedar St. MIKE ARMATA. Men's
morning the music will Include: 8, 1865. He was a member of Laf port is invited to attend.
Attest:
John Dunbar was at home from Rochester, N. H., have been guests
FOR SALE- The Franklin Trussell bidding, Shop. J'ark St.
78-83
• • • •
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jones.
77-S-83
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Quintet — “Seek
Ye
the
Lord’’ ayette Carver Post. G.A.R., which he
situated
in
the
heart
of
Port
Clyde
Village.
West Lynn to spend the Fourth with
TO LET -Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette
Contains two tenements aud two stores. Late
Mrs. Clara Barton has been in
Church Notes
(Roberts), Barter, Brown, Singer. served as commander several times.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Dun76-tf
ly repaiit'll. Rua‘Dinable price. Inquire of and hath. GlYLER-COOK (X).
Islesboro.
Notice of Appointments
Smalley, Greene; trio—“O Lamb of He was a true patriot and attended
Baptist: “The Religion of Jesus” «bar.
ALICE T. TRUSSEL. Port Clyde. Me,, or KDTO LET—For season summer cottage at
Albert Riley of Attleboro, Mass.,
God I Come’’ (Cavel), Brown. Singer. the grand encampments and was will be Rev. Philip C. Hughey's sub- I ,Mr and Mrs. john starrett and
WARDC.
PAYSON.
K
alxlatid.
M.
70-87
I, Charles L. Veazle, Register of J’robate for
Owls Head.
MRS. RUTH McBEATH, 38
73-tf
Smalley; bass solo—* Babylon'* (Wat (prominent in all Memorial Day ob jeet Sunday morning. The cihoir will ; friend of Somerville. Mass., and Mrs. has been a guest at Stephen Jones.
the County of Knox. In the State <»f Maine,
FOR SALE—Wood that makes warm Union St. Tel. 649.
hereby
certify
that
in
the
following
estates
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Stenger
of
friends.
Tel.
Rockland
125-W
or
122-2
Thom

son), Greene.
servances. Only last Memorial Day render a special selection; duet by Arthur Starrett of Warren visited
TO
LETT
—
Seven
room
tenement
and
garage
were appointed Administrators or aston. Fitted wood. $14: junks. $12: cord at 10 High St. ETTA II. SANBORN, 23 Ames
Hartford, Conn., are vid ting the persons
Mrs. Frank Turner and Mrs. Elmer he rode in the parade apd at the hall Mr. and Mrs. Hughey; Sunday School friends here last week.
Executors and on the dates hereinafter In wood, $10. del. O. II. CRIE & CO.. Thomas bury St. Tel. 1158-W.
72-tf
Thomas Stengers at Martin's Point.
dlcated:
True made a motor trip to Augusta that evening was seated upon the at noon for all; young people's meet
ton. Successor to Ralph Conant &. Son.
Robert and Mayo Payson of Port
TO L1CT—Store at 12 Limerock St. Apply to'
Mr. and Mrs. George Thomson and
7Mf
this week.
At'GPSTI S AXBERSOX late of Ftlendallip.
platform with the other Comrades ing at 6.30; evening singing service land spent the weekend with their
BASIL H STINSON. Tel. 402.
68-tf
family of Convent, N. J., have ar (tareaxed. .lime S. 19:10, Walter Anderson or
FOR SALE—24 foot power boat, 22 h. p.
Mr. and ‘Mrs. Mary Sinex. grand of Lafayette Carver Post during the nt 7.30; selections by male chorus and
mother. Mrs. Gertrude Payson.
Friendship was aldsdnted Admr. and quail- engine. CHARLES HENDERSON, Thomaston.
LET—Garage $5 month. V. F. STUDrived at their summer home here for fled
son Lloyd N. Cowan and son-in-law address. He was a member of De young people's choir; sermon by Mrs.
on
the
same
date
by
tiling
bond.
78-tf'
LK
V.
69
Park
St.
Tel.
1080.
78-tf
Dr. C. Gay Robbins of Lawrence, the season.
Lloyd W. Cowan of Edgewater Port, Valois Cemmandery, K. T., and of Grace W. Hughey.
MARY M. KELLKY late of Rockland, de.
Mass., will hold services at the UnL
TO LET—Seven room apartment, ail modFOR SALE—Hardwood fitted, $14 ; Juuks,
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge held its ceawd. IMay 2». IS'tll, Nancy AI. Balibldge of
New Jersey are at the Knox Hotel.
Island Home Encampment, I.O.O.F.
Methodist: Sermon Sdnday morn versaliat Church each Sunday at 2
$12: long, $10; fitted limbs, $10; fitted soft ern, with sun porch, corner 4’edar and Brewannual outing at Jefferson Lake Wed Rockland was appointed .Exx. without bond
°9l>oslte Science Church. Apply at
Mrs. Minnie Ludwig loft Friday For many years he was employed by ing by Rev. F. F. Fowle. subject,
wood and slabs. $8: also lumber. T. J. CARo’clock, daylight time, during July nesday afternoon and evening. A
is-tf
MINGEBSON <-00008 late of Ord. r>'e
ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
7(Ltt MEN S SHOP. Park St.
afternoon for Boston, intending to sail the Bod well Granite Co. in charge “What Mercy Means;” Sunday School
braska. deceased, June IT. 1930. Nellie Rowell
and August.
TO
ET
—Furnished apartment of two
picnic
supper
was
served
and
bathing
FOIl SALE—Fifty houses of all descriptions
Sunday afternoon with her grandson of the lumber and fuel departments. at 11.45; evening service at 7.30; male
Coombs
of
Ord,
Nebraska
was
appointed
Exx,
Mrs. S. A. Fish of Oberlin, Kansas, and games were also enjoyed.
HILL
and qualified by filing bond on tfie same date In Rockland A large list of summer cottages. DANE. Tel. 427-R.r“ora8’ ali “odern. 73.
William T. Smith, Jr., on the steam
tf
Services were held at the family chorus will sing; Ladies’ Aid meets
In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and
Rev. Henry E. Dunnack of Augusta Alan L. Bird of Rockland, was appointed talk
ship Brittanic for a tour of Ireland, residence on School street Wednes Wedesday afternoon and the Johnson is visiting at W- B. Fish's during the
over
my
list
If
you
wish
to
buv.
ROBERT
Agent in Maine.
TO LET—Cottage house on Camden St.;
summer
months.
will preach at the Congregational
V. O>LUNS, 375 Main St. Tel.77.
78-tf Vk/ST1? «mel,t o,‘ S,,mn»er St. Apply
England. France. Germany and Bel day afternoon. Rev. P. J. Clifford, Society Wednesday evening at the
WALTER 8. FOLI.AXSBEE late of Rock
Miss Marion Taylor has gone to Church Sunday evening. Wiwurna
•MRS. FROST, 8 Summer St, Tel. 318-R.
gium. The sickness of the grandson pastor of Union Church officiating, vestry: prayer service, Thursday eve
land, deceased. June 17, 1930. Edith A. Fol
Waltham,
Mass.,
after
visiting
her
78-tf
Chapter. O.E.S.. will attend in a body. lansbee of Rockland was flpiM.tr,ted Admx. with
prevented him leaving Friday but it and the G.A.R. service was performed ning at 7.30.
Wanted
the
will
annexed
without
bond.
father,
W.
L.
Taylor,
for
several
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
The Star Club met Wednesday
was hoped he would be able to go by the three remaining comrades of
Apply
to
B.
B
SMITH,
Thorndike
&
Hlt$
ISAAC
BUNKER
late
ot
Thomaston,
de
WANTED
—
-By
young
’
machinist,
with
two
weeks.
afternoon at the home of Mrs. S. H.
today, if not, Mrs. Ludwig informed Lafayette Carver Post. A. B. Wooster,
73.t7
ceased. May «. 1930, .Stanley R. Cushing of years traluing at General Electric Apprentice Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Crocke t, and Weston, the president. The meeting Thomastun
PORT CLYDE
the correspondent she should cancel Stephen Colson and W. S. Vinal. The
and Fred M. Berry of Portland School, work In or Hear (Rockland. Address
83-85
the trip.
July 4 Capt. Barlow H. Wetherbee. son Norman of Lancaster, Penn., next week will be with Mrs. Walter were appointed Admrs. and qualified by tiling Room 2, 17 Lindsey iSt.
prayer was made by E C. Macintosh
Miscellaneous
Elliot Feyler who has been visiting a member of Gettysburg Camp. S assisted by his secretary, James F. visited Mrs. Gertrude Payson and Kaler at West Waldoboro and will be bond on June 17, 1930.
WANTED—Young man to share large
St
SAX
E.
WELT
late
of
Thomaston,
de
double room with bath. Apply in person,
called on relatives and friends Sun an all-day session.
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Ebon Feyler of V.
Duggan,
both
of
New
York
City,
act

ceased. June 17. 1930, Blanche M. Wilson nf Room No. 2, 17 Lindsey ISt. after 8 o’clock.
The abundance of flowers
Wh ARB Il'KBl'AKKI) To M.UKK VOi'K
for two weeks has returned to his testified to the love and esteem in ed as hosts to the Teel family on Teel day and Monday.
Thomaston was appointed Admx. without bond
83-85 wool into yarn. Write for prieea anil parliruMr. and Mrs. Thomas Holmes, son
lara. Also yarn for sale. H. A. BARTbiTTr.
home in (Somerville. Mass.
ALBIX'A
S.
BEVERAGE
late
of
Camden,
CUSHING
Island.
Among
those
present
weie
WANTED— Stock Salesmen. (Experienced
which deceased was held. The casket
#3
deceased. June 17. 1930. Margaret F Ames of stock salesmen, with cars, to sell the 7 per Harmony, ftle.
Lester Feyler and party of friends was drapedi with the National Colors, Rufus Teel and his sons Henry. Fred, Walter Holmes and Miss Eva Taylor
Camden was appointed Admx. witlio it bond.
SI-IKITI'AI, JlUlini lUSADLSGS by ap
cent preferred stock of a long established (Maine
are leaving today, returning to Win Interment was made in the family lot Walter, Sumner and Oral, his daugh of Franklin, Mass., were guests last
Richard and Elizabeth, children of
81-Kti
FAUSTINA A. ROBIX'flON late of Cushing corporation of high standing in its line, lias polntment, Tel. 305-W.
week of C. B. Taylor.
chendon, Mass.
Dr. H. L. Elliot are having whooping- deceased, June 17. 1930, Fred «. Robinson of paid regular dividends for many years... Leads
in Cerver’s cemetery.
The bearers ters Rose, Florence and Fanny, to
\OTICE Tills ia to notify nil tliat from
John E. Dunbar was home from
Miss Theressa Stewart of Augusta were Sons of Veterans, Ned Little gether with Mrs. Walter Teel. Mrs.
Cushing
was
appointed
Admr.
without
bond.
furnished.
Liberal
compensation.
Slate
expe

Uiis (late I Will pay no bills nther than those
cough.
Lynn over the Fourth.
ALICE la SEAVEY late of Cushing, de rience and give references. CltOlXiH A MAX contracted by myself. HARVEY TINKER.
visited friends in town Thursday.
Miss Rachel Wilcox of Meriden. reased.
field, Calvin Vinal. E. C. Macintosh, Sumner Teel, Mrs. Fred Teel and Bert
June 17, 1930. James M. Seavey of IM 4X)., £02 Chapman Bldg., Portland, Maine. Swan s Island. Me. July 7, 1930.
81*83
Miss
Eva
Taylor
of
Franklin.
Mass.,
Joel Miller has taken a position
"7*8-83
Joseph Kittredge. Charles Webster Simmons and their families. The accompanied by three friends spent Mass., a teacher In one of the North Cushing was appointed Admr. without bond.
in McDonald’s drug store.
...FULLER
.
.. . BRUSHEh
----------- Keep cool and clean
WANTED- Man chef.
PARK STREET i
MARREX' II. SMALLEY late of Washing
and Bruce Grindle.
Those from out picnic started with an out-door clam the Fourth with her father Charles ampton schools, is a guest at Rev. F.
weM,her " •«•> « Uuller Shower,
Colonel Buker is doing military
81-83 t. t. TOW.Vh, l, Lindsey St. J'bone BM-M.
ton, deceased. June 17, 1930. Marlon R. iMlllel CAFE.
C. Wheelock's.
of town to attend the services were bake, fqjlowcd by games for the chil Taylor.
Union was appointed Admr. and qualltled
duty in New York State.
WANTED- AVouhl like to take a child to
Mrs. Emma Daniels of Malden. of
Mrs. Ira Smith of New Orleans, Cal dren and grownups, for which the
by tiling bond on the same date.
Miss Ada Ripley visited Mrs. W. C.
board, best care. Inquire 183 I.MaUN ST.
Edward Riggings arrived today and
Captain presented valuable prizes.
FOR «;#» IM)W.\; HI) Al'IIKS. IST.M K,
Mass., is the guest of her daughter,
CI.ARA SX'OW late of Union, deceased, .tune
81*83 horse, cow, poultry, gas engine, new circu
with his wife is guest of Mrs. Walter vin Vinal and Ned Littlefield of Bos In the evening a shore dinner was Wellman last week and is now with Mrs. F. C. Wheclock.
17,
1930.
Everett
<>.
Davis
of
Central
Park.
ton.
lar
saw rl*!, Iniidcmcuts, furniture, crops InMrs.
C.
C.
Childs.
Currier.
set up, followed by a grand display
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rivers, Long Island. New York, was appointed Exr room tenement at my farm house, Morse’s rnil™. ."r ‘Vi' N• I'I'dure 6-roon,.
Miss Evelyn Mossman Is visiting
without bond. Edward K. Gould of Rockland Corner, Thomaston. All the apples you want. Lac fn.f co4;. b.ri>Ok’"aS,"r*'' 35 ,u're’ "oFred Gilchrest of Sanford is spend
of
fireworks
such
as
has
not
been
daughter
Ernestine
and
granddaugh

The Rockland Shoe Repairing Co.
was appointed Agent In Maine.
Mrs. Homer Marshall
oto'.f
V I'awnu nt bant; $u,mt coi
ing a vasation at his home here.
All the land you want for a garden : garage, age.
seen about the port in many years.
ter and Miss Letha Vannah and Aty
L),ete
down.
JAMES F. GltlX'DEL late of Rockland, de electric lights, water, both hard and soft tn fwi
W. C. Wellman is having his build
’»’ STIt(irT
Wn»ci.'Catalogue
,v;'v1"1""' .limo '•hurtzt.i
h»5iwiii»
Miss Pauline Buker is visiting her (Milligan’s) is tinder new manage
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Carroll
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Washington
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F.
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Grtndel
of
house. All for $15 per month. GEORGE E.
ment—Donald II. Fuller, with E. G.
ings painted.
aunt Mrs. Mitchell in Fairfield.
Brewer, Maine was appointed Exr. without REDMAN. Thomaston. Tel. 45-4.
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View
Ga
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Sunday
at
B.
S.
Geyer's.
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bond.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Heath and Mr.
Mrs. Clara Davis of Port Clyde is Williamson in active charge. Mail rage Inc., of Rockland, C. Alton
Mrs. Dorothy Schmid with a party
AV1,( ’
'•'liar walia
WANTED—To hire a horse weighing any bunt
orders solicited, prompt service.—
and Mrs. W. C. Wellman went to
Lf>T ISA V. CARTER late of Rockland, de where from 1100 to 1300, one that Is kind'and tha (lav 1rreMlre.'1: a“
visiting friends in town.
nf lawn work, by
Palmer,
has
been
in
town
in
the
In

of
friends
spent
the
Fourth
at
her
ceased,
June
17.
1930,
Elma
Dorothy
'P.
Ire
adv.
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Macwahoc
the
Fourth
and
spent
the
GEORGE E. BURNS, Watdnbern.
Miss G. Wiggin of Rockland. Miss
“>1i Brewster
«e •’""‘T
1' ’’B'J
a.mln kxowlterest of better service and satisfac
home with her daughter Mrs. Clar land of Markland was appointed Exx. with moderate.
St. Tel. 467.
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R- 2.__________________
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Jane Berry of Andover, Mass.. Miss
out bond.
tion for Chevrolet owners.
Mr. weekend there.
ence Wales and family.
WANTED
Washings
to
do.
MRS.
GERT

In
an
old-fashioned
courtship
they
Mrs.
Lizzie
Thorndike
is
in
Massa

^Paired
nnd sharpened.
ALFRED
C.
INGRAHAM
late
of
Owl
’
s
Head,
Elizabeth Monaghan of Clark Island,
Palmer will be glad to meet any local
Very favorable reports are being deceased. June 17. 1930, Jennie C. Ingraham RUDE COTTON, 16 Kelley’s lane. TtL
. Satisfaction Kuarand 'Mrs. Clarence IRdbinson of Thom used to turn down the gas. ami in the Chevrolet owners by appointment or chusetts visiting her daughter Laura heard from Mrs. M. J. Maloney who of Owl s Head Was appointed Exx. without
ameed.^
. 75-86URIE JURDwArB VO., It^kUndi
aston were dinner guests of Mr. and new-fashioned one they step on it.— to bear from them by mail. Tele Millard.
is at Knox Hospital. She is expected bond.
WANTED—Experienced stitchers at MOD
Dallas News.
F. A. Young of Rockland is having
ESTELLE «H. DAVIS RANKIN late of Rock ERN J»AXW CO.
•Mrs. James Felt Wednesday.
7R-(f cacejXKK\nT
1,1 ,nd 2nd 0,"rt'
phone Rockland, 1250.—adv.
to return home in a short time.
port, deceased. June 17, 1930, Kioldle Collins
dances at Grange hall every Thurs
St
Mr .and Mrs. John C. Mason (Mar
WANTED—To loan money on auto, house OPK pos^.FLSAJ>‘E C0“ 16
Mrs. Della Saunders of Reading, of Pittsfield. (Mass, was appointed Exx. with
8-tf
day
night,
35c.
and
25c.
Fair
attend

garet Hanley) visited Capt. Obed An present at a colonial tea at Fort
furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per
Mass., is the guest of her parents, Mr out bond. Elizabeth Mills of Rockland, was hold
CLARK
ISLAND
rei'a*';?'
J™'
»«
and
cent
per
month
on
unpaid
balances.
KNOX
appointed
Agent
In
IMaine.
ance and more expected next week.
drews at Glennie re ‘Wednesday.
and Mrs. William Morse.
Wlestern. Augusta, July 15, from 3
T?1 linn ,urulture *•
UMEROCK ST.
ROMANN AH 11. SMITH late of Rockland, de FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Postofflce
Miss Anna Dart is having a kinder
The book committee of the Half to 6. daylight, to commemorate the
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Forbes of
Mrs. Harry Young was a dinner ceased. June 17, 1930, Harry P. Smith of
x
78-tf
Hour Reading Club will be pleased to 3l»0tii anniversary of tlie establish New York City, Mrs. John Tuley and garten for children of 4 to 6 years in guest Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Wil Rockland was appointed Ear. without bond.
„ WMtS—Reliable stock of hair food, at the
KATIE >M. GAY date of Rockland, deceased,
receive any forgotten fines, in order ment of Kdusslnoc now Augusta, by family , Miss May Thompson, and the Advent Church. It is very fine liam Rivers.
Rock and Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders .
June 17. 1930. Cora K. Carlton of Rockland
snllclted. II U. RUOD«8 Tel. r.l!i-J. ;s ™ |
that they may send for new books. the Plymouth Colony as a trading William Reader all of Dorchester, of Miss Dart to do this and she is
was
appointed
Exx.
without
bond.
Mr. and Mrs, Newton J. Peck and
giving her services free. If there are
Mass.,
arrived
Wednesday
to
spend
a
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. CUTTAUM
Kindly leave at the library Saturday post.
We
have
on
hand
several
head
BERTHA
CASHMAN
late
of
Rockland,
de

friends are to return to their homes ceased. June 17, 1930. Joseph Dondls of
On the site of the original
any children of these ages who do not
of sound, stylish and well broken, and estate, up-to-date property. Is tbs earor Monday.
stockade Fort Western was built in few days as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
in Woodbridge, Conn., after a week Rockland was appointed Exr. without bond.
den
spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
already attend, Miss Dart would like
Services at the Federated Church
Thomas Richards.
saddle horses. These horses are'
GEORGE KALER MA VO late of Rockland,
in town.
1754.
itisr, 'io. Tou W,I“ 0BRIN J- FltKBY. Belto have them come.
Mrs.
Grace
Cutter,
a
former
sum

will be as follows: Sunday School at
deceased,
June
17.
1930.
K
;.iand
National
not
discarded
riding
school
hacks
Mrs. Ethel Butler is visiting her
W. A. McGowan of Camden was in
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
9.45; morning service at 11. subject brother Walter Ludwick and other mer resident motored Tuesday from
but young horses, stylish and nw
HHFaN IN BOSTOaN—Remember that you
^own recently.
Bank of Rockland was appointed Exr. aud
Lawrence, Mass., to visit Mrs.
liable. Morgan and thoroughbr^i
of ithe pennon, “The Unadjusted.'’ relatives in Liberty.
uy
The Courler-Gaze*te with
'Friends of Alan Campbell, formerly qualified by filing bond on the same date.
the
home news, at the Old South News AgenAttest:
At the evening service at 7. W. II.
Charles Rowlands for a few days.
blood lines. We guarantee our
of this town, now of New York City,
Washington 8t.. next Old South Church?
Carruth’s “Each in His Own Tongue”
iShe was accompanied by her three
STATE OF MAINE
horses as represented. Costs noth
will be interested to learn that he is
Office of Board of State Assessors
will be taken as the fourth in a series
daughters and two sons.
ing to look them over. Also breed-2
to be married July 14, to a young lady
,
Augusta.
July
7,
1930.
on the religious message of* some
Erland Swanson, Hilding Nelson
ers of'registered Percherons anC
Notice Is hereby given that the Board of
of that city. He has employment
and Olof Ahlstedt are leaving this
modern poetry.
Assessors will be In session at the Court
Guernsey cattle. Come and lo<k
there as shipping clerk for the Mun- State
House In Rockland on Wednesday Forenoon,
At a meeting last Sunday it was Delicious
week for Vinalhaven in Mr. Nelson’s
these saddle horses over. They
“My husband took 2 bottles o< Vi- sing Underwear Co. Friends here the 16th day of July, at 8.30 o’clock. A. A! ’
decided to hold the Sunday School
motorboat.
will please you
nol. Now he has good appetite and wish them many happy years of A. I). 1930, in the 'County of Knox, to secure
picnic of the 'Federated Church at Different
Bee line Transportation Co. Barge
Information to enablA them to make a just
RAY BUSHNELL
more strength, pep and vigor than he married lije. They have taken an equlllzatlon
of the taxable property In said
Phone 19-15
Corlena,i. Ms.
Since 1840 this Arm has
Oakland on ^Wednesday, July 16.
705 has finished loading paving block
apartment at 536 E. 149th street County, and to Investigate charges of con
ever
hail."
—
Mrs.
Ralph
Starkey.
faithfully served the families
Full announcements will be made at
for New York City. This is the six
where they are to begin housekeep cealment of property from taxation, of under
You
’
ll
Like
»
Doctors
have
long
known
the
value
of Knox County
both services and Sunday School to
teenth cargo of blocks shipped this
valuation and of failure to assess property
of mineral elements iron, calcium ing at once.
liable to taxation.
CADY ATTENDANT
season by Meehan Co.
morrow.
I’ercy Moody and children of Wal
with
cd*
liver
peptone,
as
contained
F.
H.
STERLING.
Tsl. Day 450 ;
781-1
Horace E. Keizer has bought a resi
A. 41. MERRITT,
In Vlnol. Nervous, easily tired neo- doboro were at D. L. Maloney's Tues
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
dence on Greffi street, which he will
L. O. TEBBETTM,
Ckkeb
day.
WARREN
pie are surprised how Vinol gives
Pills Io Red sod 4UM RictRltkV
_ „
Board of State Assessors.
occupy as soon as renovations are
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.'
J. M. ROBINSON, Clerk.
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Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Copeland, Mrs. new strength, sound sleep and a IMG
made. A new three-car garage is on
other. Buy of jyour ▼ «.
I Take
isis no outer.
The man who sings
?.lary Teague and Miss Mary R. Kal- appetite. Gives you more PEP to en
„ his
__ own
.... ,praises
____ _
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remomoer timi you
the premises.
SALAD
DRESSING
Is
quite
liRely
to
he
a
soloist.
—
Rich»?
uy
c
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Th®
Courler-Gaaette
with
|lock, were recent guests of Mrs. Ella joy life! Vinol tastes delicious. C.
rwn known u Bat. salat. Alway, K ell.Ua
ROCKLAND, ME.
Koussinoc Chapter, D.A.R.. has' in
4 P. Lewis. Back road.
H. Moor & Co., Druggists.
vited General Knox Chapter to be
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BROILERS

SADPLE HORSES

Mineral Saits Give Her
Tired Hubby New Pep
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BURPEE'
UNDERTAKERS
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Jage Seven
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GLCRiFIED BEAN POT .

Society

Presented To Cyrus H. K.

Maine Publicity Bureau

In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially des'res Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone Kill be gladly received.
TFLEPHONE ...... ............._............ ...... 770

Word has been recelged here of tho
birth of a son to Rev. and Mrs. Ar
thur 'W. Olsein (Catherine Louise
Bird) July 8. Mrs. Olsen is the
granddaughter of Mr..and Mrs. Clark
Walker. Cedar street and is well
Miss Madeline Bird entertained known here as she has spent many of
Tuesday evening for Mr. an<J Mrs. her summer vacations in this city.
John Curtis of Harbin, 'Manchuria.
Hugh B. Snpw is home from New
The other out of town guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Clark, Leesburg, York on a week’s vacation.
Fla.; and Mr. and Mrs. George Snow,
Miami, Fla. Prizes went to Mrs.
Mrs. Albert K. Glover of Char.Joseph Emery. Mrs. John Curtis, Mrs. lotte, N. C., Is the guest of Capt. and
George Snow, John Curtis, Alan L. Mrs. John I Snow. Masonic street
Bird ;t.nd George Snow.
for the remainder of July.

Mrs. May Robbins of East Union is
Miss Louise Bickford 1? expected
spending the week with her brother tonight for a short visit with Dr. and
E. C. Payson.
,,,
Mrs. It. W. Bicktford, 'Beech street.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lynn and son
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Dldion, and
l)r. 'Robert Lynn and Miss Mlrinie
Thompson who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Didion of East
Mr. and Mrs. T. iE. McInnis have re Dedham, Mass., who have been
camping for the past two weeks at
turned to Chelsea, Mass.
Pemaquld, were guests Wednesday of
friends in this city.
Miss Nathalie Waldron is spending
the week in Camden the guest of her
Mrs. Ethdl Butler is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. N. C. Huntley.
brother Walter Ludwick and other

Mrs. George Wallace whV has been relatives in Liberty.
spending the past two weeks at
Belfast Journal: Miss Elena BatchSwan's Island has returned to her
elder Shute, daughter of Mr. and Mys.
home in Bath.
Stephen S. L. Shute, who has been
in Portland rehdarsing with the Mae
The Ladies' Aid of Cushing will
Edwards Players spent July 2 at her
serve a supper at Town hall, Cushing.
home in this city, Joining the com
Tuesday at 6 o'clock, daylight.
pany in Rockland enroute to Vinal
haven to open the season on the
Mrs. Emily Kennedy is In Fairfield
Fourth. The Company has been alwhere she will be with her son Wil
most entirely reorganized, and is nowbur Kennedy who is ill* at the sanimuch stronger than It hps been for
torium.
sometime. Miss Edwards, herself, is
Mrs. Gertrude Foster who has been back, and will be warmly greeted.
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Affie They will play in the Colonial theatre
here the latter part of July.
Small, Glencove. the past week re
turned Thursday to her home in MilMrs. Anthony Ford and daughter
bridge.
Virginia of Westfield, Mass, are visit
Mrs. Ralph Brown is having a fort ing Capt. and) Mrs. C. F. Chester at
night's vacation from the Senter Owl's Head.
Crane store. ^Mrs. Alvin Small is
Mrs. Dorr J. Stryker of Portland
substituting in her place.
arrives Monday and accompanied by
Mr. nnd Mrs. Ralph L. Smith and
Mrs. Kathleen O'Hara, Mrs. Lucia Mrs. Mary Skay, will go to Caribou
Miles and- Miss Helen Fuller enter on a motor trip.
Mrs. Stryker's
tained out-of-town girlhood friends birthday will be observed during the
and classmates Wednesday evening trip.
(
at Lie home of Mrs O’Hara, auction
bridge featuring the occasion. The
Mrs. Lucy Burton was the honor
guests Included Mrs. Nettie Bfrd guest at an Informal family dinner
Frost, Mrs. Dorothy Bird Snow, Mrs. party Thursday at the home of her
Joyce Lehan, Miss Madeline Bird. daughter, Mrs. C. I. Burrows, Beech
Miss Lillian Russell, Mrs. Jennie street. The occasion* was 'Mrs. Bur
Wheeler.Tate. Mrs. Rose Davis Har ton's 89th birthday and the hours
rington. Mrs. Ruth Blackington I-an- passed most happily.
caster. Mrs. Helen Cooper Lord,
Mrs. Katherine Spear Sharpe, Mrs.
Patrick Sweeney is ashore for a
Anna Cobb Wlswall, Mrs. Ruth Gurdy
short visit while his steamer is in
Bird. Miss Carrie Fields, .Mrs. Lucy
New Bedford, discharging.
Fuller Foster, Mrs. Bertram Hager
man. Mrs. Ruth Sanborn. It was a
Master Arthur Schofield went by
happy get-together and one of the
plane Wednesday to visit his grand
largest reunions of members of Mrs.
mother, Mrs. A. U. Patterson in Vi
Miles’ class in some years. Socia
bility reigned supreme. Miss Helen nalhaven. He was accompanied by
Perry was unable to be present on his aunt. Miss Eliza Patterson who
account of an automobile accident has Just returned from a visit through
New York to Montreal.
that day.
Capt. and Mrs William Baker are
Mrs. W. E. Morgan and two chil
dren who have been in Millbridge for guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Gonia a^ their Crescent Beach cot
a week arrive home tomorrow.
tage.
Miss Edith Bevan arrived today
Mrs. C. A. Thomas of Dorchester
from Philadelphia, and she wili be the
guest of Miss Susan, Spear, Talbot is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Willis I
Ayer, North Main street.
avenue for two weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles II. Cornell
and daughter Ruth of Boston "have
1 een visiting Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Thompson, Camden streot.

-Mrs. Emma Parsons of Boston is
the guest of Mrs. J. D. Chapman,
Broadway, and will visit her sister,
Mrs. Clarence Dwyer in Martinsville
during her vacation.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sucker of New
York are visiting relatives at The
Meadows.

Miss Constance Morrow of Engle
wood, N. J„ who is summering n't
North Haven, was a visitor in the
Mrs. S. F. Carleton. Carlton H. city yesterday, accompanied by two
Johnson, Miss Dorothy Weed, and young lady friends.
Mrs. Arnold Weed of Newton. Mass.,
The Stark family of Orange, Texas,
were guests of Mrs. Mina Jones and
Mrs. Carlton Johnson who are sum are at the Samoset Hotel for the sea
son With them is their chauffeur,
mering at Belfast.
C. Leo Bridges, well known in this
Mrs. W. A. Healey and daughter. city.
Miss Marion Healey of Springfield.
The Ladies’ Aid *of the Littlefield
Mass., are visiting relatives in this
Memorial Church held its annual fair
city.
and sale Wednesday afternoon and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Wight, who evening on the vacant lot opposite
have been spending several weeks at 'he church on Camden street. It was
their Claremont street residence, left an ideal day with sunny skies, plenty
yesterday for Washington, D. •• C of seats for the patrons, and prettily
where Mr. Wight resumes his pities arranged booths, which made every
thing bright and attractive, as one
with the Bureau of the Budget.
approached the grounds. There was
A picnic at Parker’s lobster pound a good attendance, but what was
in Searsport Thursday resembled a most Important nnd gratifying was
page clipped from a Florida scrap that things found a ready sale, and
book. for all but one of the 17 per everything had been disposed of at
sons present either has sojourned In the close of the evening. The many
Fruitland Park or reside there. The colored lights, and the fine music by
roster comprised Lawrence Dunn and the Blue Boys Orchestra, directed by
Mrs. Emma Harvey, contributed
family of Thomaston, Frank H. Whit
ney, Mrs. Annie Simmons, Miss Jen greatly to the pretty evening scene.
nie Blackington. Miss Nettie Clark. The booths were prettily arranged
Mrs. Ella Grimes and Mrs. Mabel and were under the direction of these
Thorndike of Rockland, Mrs. Bertha ladies: Candy table, decorated in
Raymond and Miss Sarah Smith of light green and white, Mrs. Swift and
/ Vinalhaven, and Mr. nnd Mrs. Walter Mrs. Alice Gray; aprons, orchid, and
Clark and Mr. and Mrs. William Ken yellow, Mrs. Frank Gregory, Mrs.
drick nf Fruitland Park.
Shore Ralph Choate and Mrs. Eelellah
victuals featured the picnic lunch bn Mosher; fancy work, dark green and
the beach, and with ideal weather white, Mrs. Everett Higgins and Mrs.
conditions the company spent sev Sadie Gray; cooked food and lunch,
eral delightful hours there.
The pink and white, Mrs. L. G. Perry,
party split after leaving -Searsport Mrs. Harry Chase and Mrs. Mae
some continuing to Bangor and sopie Gray: hot dogs, all white. Miss Mareturning to Belfast to spend the re bel Seavey, and Mrs. Arthur Gray:
ico cream, rose and green, Mrs. G. W.
mainder of the day.
Grover and daughter, Myrtle; lemon
The Rockland Shoe Repairing Co ade, yellow and white, Mtr. Alice
(Milligan's) is under new manage Knight nnd Mrs. Ida Pettee. Alto
ment—Donald H. Fuller, with E. G. gether it was a very pleasant affair,
and quite a number stayed on for
Williamson in active charge,
orders sulicfled, prompt service,— their evening lunch and for the mu
sic.
adv.
81-88

Oakland Park
HUDSON ESSEX CHALLENGERS
Noveltips and Entertainment
KNITTING ACT
MYSTERIOUS MOSE
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ELIZABETH ARDEN
Z.r sending her personal representative,
who has bad gears of experience in tbe
Arden Salon in New York, to visit

our toilet preparations department on

Monday, July 14 to July 16 inclusive
Do come la for a private consultation without
charge, and receive her personal advice on
correct care and treatment of the shin.

82-83

ICY-BALL REFRIGERATOR
NO

G. A. TARR,

'In Rockport

Mrs. M. J. Armstrong and daughter
Mrs. Pratt and Mrs. Douglas Arm
strong and son who are summering
at Friendship, were recent visitors
of Rev. and Mrs. T. II. Fernald and
Mrs. Isa Morton and daughter Mrs.
Edna Turner.
The supper at the Baptist Church
last Thursday evening under the
auspices of the Union Aid was largely
attended and a good sum realized.
These supper's always draw large
numbers of summer vacationists and
others from Friendship and surround
ing localities besides our own people.
The aid does good service, every
member and officer being a worker.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Simmons of
Bingham were recent visitors with
relatives here.
•R. E. Winchenbach is In 111 health,
but friends are hoping he may soon
be Improving.
Mrs. William Collier of Chicago, is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Turner.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Wolcott of Rochester,
and friends of Brooklyn. N. Y., visited
Mrs. Isa Morton and family.
Mrs. Louise Harding and mother
are at their summer home here.
During the afternoon and evening
of last Wednesday, It was open-house
with Rev. and Mrs. T. Herbert Fer
nald, the occasion being the 'birthday
anniversary of Mr. Fernald, who is
at his home for awhile. In the after
noon they received several friends
from Massachusetts who are sum
mering at Friendship, bearing con
gratulations. best wishes, and gifts.
In the evening other friends came in
also laden with useful gifts, and ex
tending felicitations. The evening was
very enjoyably spent. Mr. Fernald
thanks all who so kindly remembered
him at this time.
The funeral of the late Erastus
Bichards was held at his home here
July 5, and was largely attended hy
sympathetic neighbors and friends
The officiating clergyman was Rev.
T. Herbert Fernald, a close friend of
the deceased, and of the family, who
used as his Scripture those passages
which Mr. Bichards had asked to be
read to him, and the remarks, were
along lines upon which they had
talked many times during his long
confinement to‘the house. Interment
was In the Sweetland cemetery. The
family have the sympathy of a large
circle of friends in their bereave
ment.

Sirs. Vina Woodworth of Taunton,
Mass., has tbeen the guest for a few
days of IMrs E. M. O’Neil at the
Thorndike Hotel.

GAS

The amazing Crosley Icyball Refrigerator keeps food in perfect
condition on hottest days. It makes ice cubes for cojling drinks.
It gives all the pleasure of electric refrigeration without the use of
electric current—all for only Two Cents a Day. Write or phone for
descriptive circular and arrange for a demonstration.

Sunshiner, Is Vapationing

SOUTH WALDOBORO

ELECTRICITY—NO

Makes Ice From Heat, Brings Mechanical Refrigera
tion to Small Town and Rural Homes

John Leroy Ingham, a Daddy

Master John Leroy Ingham of
Medford, Mass., is only 5 years old.
but he is one of the 1500 members of
the Daddy Sunshine Club in that city,
takes part regularly In its Saturday
afternoon plays, and talks over the
radio through Station WLOE of Bos
ton.
When it was announced recently
that he was the champion tricyclist
of the club, it was expected that he
would have to accept numerous chal
lenges, but nary one has shown up
thus far. On the stage he does lots
of smart stunts, and in facing the
microphone he betrays not the least
sign of nervousness.
The Medford Chamber of Com
merce and the Medford Mercury
sponsor the Daddy Sunshine Club in
that city, nnd it has come to be quite
a famous organization.
All this is of Knox County interest
from the fact that Master John is
now vacationing In Rockport with
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
A. Dickey, also of Medford.
The trio made a welcome call nt
The Courier-Gazette office yesterday.

/

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

BOY WONDER HERE

Joseph J. Flanagan of Bangor Is
visiting his former home in this city.

Admission 50 Cents
it

Cyr.us IL K. Curtis celebrated his
80th birthday June 18. In recogni
tion of the splendid type of citizen
ship exemplified Iby Mr. Curtis, the
directors of the Maine Publicity Bu
reau at a meeting held at Lakewood
JunelO, voted to present to Mr. Curtis
some little souvenir commemorating
his anniversary.
Those of the directors who know
him most Intimately were aware that
one of the things he enjoys during his
summering in Maine is being invited
to a Saturday night supper at the
cottage of Arthur G. Staples, editor
of the Lewiston Journal, at Squirrel
Island and having some of Mrs.
Staples' baked beans and brownbread.
It was decided to present Mr. Curtis
with a glorified bean pot in the form
of a regular two-quart earthern bean
pot but with a solid silver container
for It so that the bean pot would have
the proper setting when placed on the
table of Mr. Curtis' home or In the
dining saloon of his yacht, the Lyndonla. This container has a wreath
of pine cones and ihAnches engraved
as a border and suitable inscription
reading:
''To Cyrus Herman Kotzschmar
Curtis in profound respect and ad
miration of those sterling qualities
which have endeared him not only to
the people of Maine his native state
but to the nation as wqll. Presented
In commemoration of his eightieth
birthday, June 18. 1930. by the direc
tors, State of Maine Publicity
Bureau."
As it was impossible to have just
what was wanted for presentation to
Mr. Curtis June US, his birthday, it
was decided to send him some roses
and a little card of congratulations
and best wishes on that date and that
the bean pot should he later presented
through Director Col. E. A. Robbins
of Camden, who is a neighbor of Mr.
Curtis. Col. Robbins made the pre
sentation In an entirely Informal way
Tuesday of this weelf.

The Sons of Union Veterans' Aux
iliary holds a whist party at G.A.R.
hall Tuesday evening with Mrs.
Helen Paladlno as hostess.

CLYDE LOUGEES

,t, kt

ANNOUNCEMENT

Curtis By Directors of the

Tel. 614-M or 232-W

Local Distributor
Rockland, Me.
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UNION
Mrs. Clayton Webb is ill with
grippe.
Miss Ida V. Hills of Portland and
RaT Hudson of Hbston were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Hills the first
of tbe week.
Prescot Us Theatre was opened Ju’y
10 and will continue for the remainder
of the season.
John Howard is cutting the hay on
Mrs. Ella Coggin’s farm.
Guests at the home of Mrs. R. C.
Stewart, during the week of July 4
included Mr. and Mrs. James Austin
of Bangor, Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rob
erts of Lowell, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Smith of New Hampshire.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons and
two little girls of Wollaston, Mass..
Mrs. Edith Taggart of Rhode Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Bailey, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Bailey and Miss Helen
Failey of New York. GHbert Stevens
of Ontario, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Jewett, and sen of Boston. William
Hall of Chelmsford. Mass.. Mrs. Addie
Hail and two daughters, Boston, Mr.
and Mrs. L. S. McElves, Waban,
Mass.
Mrs. Bryon Clark is the proud
owner of a new piano.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Simpson were
guests of her parents over the 4th.
Mrs. H. N. Maddoeks is in Glen
wood visiting her daughter Mrs. Al
fred Clarence.
The Baileys and their guests, also
Mrs. R. C. Stewart, were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Thompson the
4th at Friendship. Mr. and Mrs.
Thompson gave a lobster and clam
bake with all the other dishes of the
season? There were forty guests it
the tables
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Bailey gave
a dinner July 5 at their summer home.
The tables were set on the lawn.
There were thirty guests to enjoy the
wonderful dinner, after which several
of them enjoyed a boat ride on the
lake.

"

■■■■ ■■■■■»■ ■
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popuJar
advertisement.
Having
reached for your “favorite ibrand ’
'fill the fire brigade bucket and check
up your insurance.
Mrs. Lucy Poole left on the Morse
Tuesday night on a business trip to
Boston.
Hon Thad Carver of Pratt, Kansas,
with friends was a visitor in North
Haven Tuesday and called upon H.
»M. Noyes.

“POVERTY HUMP” BOOMING

EAST APPLETON
Haying season is on. and the hum
of the machine is heard on the sum
mer air. Some fine weather just now,
and blueberries and other berries are
ripening fast. Corn is looking fine, as
are other garden crops.
Bobby, young sop of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Gushee has been having a
hard time with a swollen gland of his
neck. I)r.’ Plumer laneed it. and the
little fellow is now more comfortable.
Edward Ames and mother returned
Thursday from a motor trip to Lud
low. Mass., where they visited Mr.
and Mi;s. Walter 'Hill^and Richard
Ames.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gushee of
Winthrop, have been recent visitors
here.
E. G. Perry is very busy marketing
his strawberries. Mr. Perry is an ex
perienced hand and his berries are of
a superior quality.

Camp Lookout, Poverty Hump, is
now open for the summer, with
charges according to services. Canned
beans, hardtack and coffee on tap,
and served at all hours. Owing to
rooms being limited it will be wise to
make early reservations.
Should
references be requested they will be
furnished hy the old herring choker.
When on the Main I feed at Otis
Villa and sleep in any old place.
A pessimist fs an optimist who has
Telephone 367-21.
just changed a tire—Dallas NeWs.
• “The Old Herring Choker”

—

.

&1701/ fftfc

From Rockland, Round Trip Only $2.50
Special Train Leaves at 7.1 5 A. M.
Returning Leaves Old Orchard 6.40 P. M.

Eastern Standard Time

-----

SUNDAY, JULY 13

MON.-TUES.

Maine
Central

When the Cuckoos
get together something
is bound to happen!
And it sure does—
A Thousand Laughs—
A Thousand Girls—
And the Funniest Comedy
the sreen has seen!

beach

Ask Agent For Details
81-83

Railroad

Maine
Central
Rmiooad

Today—“DOUBLE CROSS ROADS”
MONDAY-TUESDAY

Bert
Wheeler,
Robt.
Woolsey

Beautifully, Tenderly Romanlicl

A drama of the love that stirs
in the hearts of men at war . . .
A young captain, his nerves raw
from years of lighting, ashamed
to go back to the sweet girl he
lov<s . . . Another loving h's
garden . . . another, his walks
and his kiddies1. . . Another, a
hero-worshipping youth—idoliz
ing his captain.

The Sensational
Comedy Team
of “Rio Rita”

Souls marching on to . . .

In

TENANT'S HARBOR
A representative of Sea View Ga
rage Inc., of Rockland, C. Alton
Palmer, has been in town in the in
terest of better service and satisfac
tion for Chevrolet owners,
Mr.
Palmer'wlll be glad to meet any local
Chevrolet owners by appointment or
to hear from them hy mail. Tele
phone Rockland, 1250.—adv.

NORTH HAVEN
From the July issue of the Good
Will
Record:
“Foster
Morrison
launched a boat June 12 in the Ken
nebec. He calls his craft the ‘June
feug,’ and, as he built it himself,
takes just pride in It* This makes
12 boats now on the Kennebec avail
able for Good Will boys’ sports.”
During the thunder storm Monday
a schooner yacht in the Thorough
fare was-struck by lightning. The
damage was slight but it was a nar
row escape for the (boatman in
charge.
Carelessness in the disposal of a
cigarette stub Wednesday all but led
to a serious fire at the Inn. The coun
try needs a revised version of a

“The

“JOURNEY’S END”

Cuckoos”

With a Powerful Cast Headed By
COL1N CLIVE, Creator of the Stage Role
of Captain Stanhope!

A whirlwind of laughter and fun
Scenes in Technicolor

The All-Talking Screen Version
of the Play That Shook the
World!

ALSO

Audio Review
Fables

Act

ALSO

Paramount Sound News
Song Cartoon

NOW SHOWING

HOOT GIBSON

SHOWS 2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Saturday Continuous 2.00 to 11.00
DAYLIGHT TIME

In

‘TRAILING TROUBLE’
Home of
Paramount
Picture,”

TELEPHONE 892

One of the
Publix
Theatre*
Tel. 409

A
Publix
Theatre

Home of
Paramount
Pictures
“EVERY SEAT A COOL RETREAT”

Every-btEer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 12, 1930
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WRITES

OF

CAREER

PLANNING

Head of Bentley School of Accounting Is Author of Book
For Young Men, Now Widely Endorsed

Ride in the New Ford
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

If you have not already done so.
you should read “Stars and Scissors”
by Mary Lawton which has been run
ning serially through “Good House
keeping.’’ probably to be issued in
book form in the near future. It is
the memoirs of a famous costumer,
who was at the Metropolitan during
the engagements of many, many of
the most famous of our singers. Her
activities also embraced the singers
and actors both in this country and
abroad, and intimate and “behind the
scene” stories are given of Patti.
Eames.
Calye.
Schumann-Heink.
Caruso, the de Reskes, Nordica,
Maude Adams. Sothern and others
too numerous to mention. Miss Lawton compiled Schumann-Heink’s au
tobiography and “Stars and Scissors”
is presented in the same informal en
tertaining manner.

Tourists returning from Europe
bring word that the Maine Stein Song
is as popular abroad as in the U.S.A.
At the Casino de Paris where the
most sought revue of the year is now
being given, the Stein Song was
played by the orchestra before the
rise of the curtain, interpolated three
times during the revue and played
again as the audience was leaving the
theatre.

Summer hours—9 i. m. to 8. p. m. dally ex
cept Saturday when hours are 9 a. m. Io 8.30
I p. m. Children's room closes 8 p. m. dally.

Two text books recently placed on
our shelves will be of interest in those
particular lines—"Values and Meth
ods In Health Education" by *Or.
Walter Frank Cobb, a handbook for
teachers and text book for normal
schools: and "Reference Work," a
text book for students of library work
♦ • • ♦
and librarian, by James I. Wyer.
(liber non-fiction lately added In
On the ocean liners everyone sings ,
clude:
It or plays the air on the piano; the
"The Crusades: Irin Men and
stewards even hum It. although few
Saints." by Harold Lamb: This book
people seem to realize that it is the
was prepared by Mr. Lamb on a
dma mater song of the University of
Guggenheim Fellowship which al
Maine. But after all there is s me- J
lowed him the use of the Vatican
thing of a thrill for a Maine citizen I
library in Rome and the privileges of
to hear the Stein Song on the Rhine, t
extensive travel through Constanti
on the boulevards of Paris or on
nople. Asia Minor. Jerusalem and
Piccadilly!
• • • •
♦ • * •
other parts of the Crusade country.
The result is a glorious pagennt, a
Those who listened to the glorious I
Glancing through the program of
narrative fascinatingly lucid.
It
the opening concert of the 18th sea singing of Mary McCoy Wednesday 1
concerns itself with the march to
son of Portland’s municipal organ evening in the Camel Pleasure Hour ’
Jerusalem of humanity in a mass, the
concerts. 1 note that Sibelius’ “Fin over WJZ and associated stations will
ordeals of the road, of conflict and
landia” was used as Mr. Cronham’s he interested to know that she was
final achievement. It is a mosaic of
(first number. This symphonic poem discovered three years ago by Schu
color and an epic of the Middle Ages.
probably appears in organ programs mann-Heink. In a few weeks’ time
H. C. Bentley, author of "Career Planning" for young men
"The Paris Gun" by Col. Henry W.
more frequently than any other com she became a star of operetta. She
| Miller: It has taken 10 years of
position.
Its colorful construction is a tiny blonde, possessing a bril
; searching in forgotten files, in places
and haunting beauty hold a general liant soprano voice. When Schu
11. C. Bentley, president of the school or college but rise through which were thought secret, and of
appeal.
mann-Heink celebrated her 50th con
• • • •
secutive year before the public with Bentley School of Accounting and ability and merit by wayof the : painstaking study, to piece together
Old magazines have ever held a a Golden Jubilee tour. Miss McCoy Finance of Boston, is the author of specialized work they do in the de- the story presented by Col. Miller
fascination for me. and while here at was accorded the signal honor of a brochure entitled. "Career Plan- partnient for which they are trained, who served during the war as chief
ning," which has already passed The booklet has been commended by | engineer for the heavy artillery of the
Millbridge this week I have had being her assisting artist.
Miss McCoy says that one of the through several editions. The author many colleges and schools as offering American Expeditionary Forces, the
access to a chest containing copies
of Munseys, the Cosmopolitan. Frank greatest thrills of her life came a shotvs how big business may he an exceptionally clear and compre- [ full story In Its proper setting of the
Leslie's Popular Monthly, and oth year later on the opening night of classified under six general types, hensive picture of the organization great German offensives of 1918. More
ers. the dates of which range through the famous operetta “Die Fleder- with the several subdivisions of each. of modern business and as a valuable than half of the story is told from the
Mr. I German side. There will be only one
He then discusses the opportunities aid in vocational guidance.
maus.’’ of which she was the star.
the early 1900's.
When yie curtain went up. the first available: and the qualifications re Bentley has succeeded in bringing such story on this dramatic subIn a copy of Munsey’s dated Febru
quired of the young man who aspires into small compass a vast amount ject—the files are now all closed and
ary, 1905, is an interesting article thing the young singer saw was Mme. to make a success in business. He of valuable Information. The style the secret places more securely locked
Sehumann-Heink seated in a box and
about Caruso: a rather unique article,
young protege. emphasizes the fact that this is the is direct, logical . progressive, and 1 and guarded.
in fact, to us who recall the marvelous blowing kisses •to• her
* *
day of the specialist, and urges that withal readable and Interesting.
triumphs of the world's greatest
A copy of “Career Planning" will
An unique musical organization one concentrate all of his time and
"Flying with Chaucer" by James
tenor.
made its appearance in Millbridge energy in learning to do one line of be sent gratis to any young man who Normal Hall: During the last year of
It reads in part: "'Fourteen months and vicinity during the season of work superlatively well. He shows has graduated from high school if the war. Lieut. Hall, who had been
ago. when Enrico Caruso first sang July 4—the Jenkins Colored Orphan that business administration is a he will write to the Bentley School i brought down, wounded within the
at the Metropolitan, the next day's age Concert Company of Charleston. goal rather than a profession: that of Accounting and Finance, 921 [German lines, was confined in the
newspapers hailed him as the best S. C. As I understand it. during the executives are not hired direct from I Boylston street, Boston.
[officers’ prison eamp at Landshut,
Italian tenor that New York had summer months various units of the
f where his constant companion was
heard since Tamagno.
By such Orphanage tour the North earning
an old edition of "Canterbury Tales.”
A CANNING CONTEST
utterly
inadequate commendation money to carry on the work of the
j When Hall escaped, the old Chaucer
the critics showed how imperfect was institution. In the unit at Millbridge
i went with him to travel the long
their recognition of a great new were perhaps 20 colored boys, all Chance For Smart Rockland
leagues that lay between France and
singer. They soon learned, however, under 21. their ages ranging down to
the South Seas.
Woman To Earn $600 For
to cease comparing his golden tones around 14 and 15 years. They adver
Recently I contributed to this paper o"Sitk.a:„.,?,"rta! ?° *°,ma"‘'e'’ *>'
to Tamagno's leather-lunged vocif- tise their concert programs by giving
! Barrett Willoughby: Sitka was the
Small Task
(rations. The discovery of Caruso a brief band concert in the town
1~‘ artic,e concerning the Ice age. scat of
the courageous.
___
proved to be the feature of the square after which one of the older
Six hundred dollars for a quart jar sayinR: '1 wlsh 1 cou,d ,e" ,he stf>r> hard-drinking little Russian Ooveroperatic winter, and did more than men who accompany the boys an
,
r j,
of how this came to be. Not being a ! nor of the fur colony who once ruled
...,
n..„„„
anything else to make Mr, Conried's nounces the features to be presented, of canned food! Cun one jar of food
geologist I cannot." I have sli-e tlle ^°rth Pacific coast, gnlng grea
first season a distinct and rather un which include in addition to band .be „worth that.
feasts to the noblemen, traders and
expected success.
This is a question agitating Rock- oun
le s111 as 1 wou
‘[ gentlemen adventurers who came to
numbers tap dancing, singing of
"Of the present season. Caruso spirituals, solos both vocal and in land homemakers since word got “ l>aae °r mOre °f the paper the edl' visit him. With the descendants of
has been the central figure.
His strumental. and so on. The boys arAMnd »u.,.
.1
11*
, tor might not print it. so I send an these men. Miss Willoughby drank
that >600 in cash would be paid
\,
..
„
> e
~
position as the reigning tenor Is firm play entirely by ear and while the around
for the best jar of fruit vegetables outline, as it concerns New England, from the Goblet of the Czar. She
ly assured. He is the favorite of the results might not please Philip Hale
An outline of the Geology of Boston. ' visited
old Russian ladies:
box-holders, whose preferences are and other eminent critics, they do or meat entered in the second national ,
.
.
! she tells stories of the oldtime saloon
so potent a factor in the operatic surprisingly good work. It is great canning contest which is being held by Nathaniel s. Shaler. Paleontologist , keepers who SPrved the lawtess town
world. He is the idol of the rail birds. fun to watch the leader, a small boy. at Shenandoah. Iowa, under the Professor, Harvard University.”
in the first days of the American
• • • •
whose function at the Metropolitan is perhaps 14 years—his antics -are a auspices of the Household Science In
regime. And so on. All through her
stitute.
to contribute enthusiasm.
’ show! The drummer (snare) is a
“The physical history of this district advantures runs the charm of serene
Four hundred and seventy prizes,
"A striking evidence of his su- ! circus too. Their uniforms are red totalling $4,250 in cash, loving cups is closely bound up with that of fill young Alaska.
premacy is the way in which he has with plentiful adornment of gilt and ribbons, will be distributed to the eastern New England. This section
“So You're Going to Germany and
overshadowed ttvo other tenors who braid, clean and fresh looking. Their winners In the contest, which com of North America—viz. the district Austria!” by Clara E. Laughlin:
would otherwise have loomed large repertoire was composed of old airs prises three major divisions: fruits, cut off by the Hudson. Champlain and Author of the “So You’re Going"
in the public eye. tSaleia. the great and popular tunes chiefly, including vegetables and meats. The best en St. I^awrence valleys—is one of the series including Paris, France, Italy,
French singer, once hailed as the the "Stein Song."
try in each division will be awarded most distinctly marked of all the England and Rome. In the summer
probable successor to Jean de Reske.
$100. One of these will also receive geographical regions of the conti- of 1929. Miss Laughlin traveled by
and returning this winter after a
Members of the Bangor High Band the $500 sweepstakes prize. Second tinent. The New England district has motor 5000 miles
in Germany,
three years’ absence, has been com- who won the New England cham- prize In each division will be $50. the been for a longer time above the level Czechoslovakia. Austryi and Hun
paratively unnoticed. Nor did the 1 pionship at Providence for the third third prize $25, and the fourth prize [ °f ',he s’ “ ‘ha" any other,part of the gary. adding the newest and mostAmerican debut of Knote. the best I consecutive time were given an outing $10. The winners will also recelve ~Blon s°uth of the great lakes. Just up-to-date information to the store
German tenor heard here.for a long [at Lakewood last Saturday when they a loving cup and ribbon. There will I hetore the human period’ and |,o8sl- of material for this new book.
time, attract anything like the at- 1 were presented with gold medals
• • • •
also be 30 prizes of $5 each. 75 (prizes bly during the first stages in this
tention it deserved. Caruso is king, symbolic of their last triumph. The of $2.50 each and 300 prizes of $1 country, the land was deeply buried
"Unafraid: A Life of Anne Hutch
"Caruso comes from a family of i presentation of the 65 medals was
inson" by Winnifred King Rugg.
each. In addition. $500 in cash will under a sheet of ice.
Italian peasants. It Is said that his ; made by W. E. Hennessey, secretary be awarded to the home demonstra
"During the last glacial period the Anne Hutchinson—a New England
mother peddled herbs In the streets of the Chamber of Commerce, acting tion agent whose county sends in the ice sheets over-topped the highest of Jezebel—a servant of God—a Joan of
of Milan. He began to sing in public for Mayor Blanchard. The boys en largest number of entries, $250 to the our existing hills, and ground away Arc—an instrument of Satan. Thus
as a mere boy. at first in churches joyed swimming, boating, etc., before
agent whose county sends in the next the (;ock surface of the country as it variously she has been described.
and concerts, then at some of the dinner, followed by a theatre party largest number, and $100 to the agent crept onward to the sea. During the Her life was one of battles, religious
minor opera houses of Italy. He had at which they saw the famous Lakeof the county sending in the third first stage of the last Ice period this and political. Anne Hutchinson was
his ups and downs, like other young wood players. Samuel T. Godfrey of largest number.
ice-sheet was certainly for long peri America's first club woman, too.
singers. His first foreign engage the Lakewood company welcomed the
“George Eastman.” by Carl W.
The contest is open to every woman ods over two thousand feet thick in
ment was for Russia. Four years members of the band and compli- and girl in the United States. There Eastern Massachusetts, and its front Ackerman: Most persons know that
ago. in 1901. he made a South Ameri- ) mented them upon the honor which
lay
at
least
fifty
miles
to
the
east
of
Mr. Eastman was a poor boy who in
are no restrictions as to the nature
can tour. His London debut was ' they had won f6r themselves and for
of the food sent. Contestants may Boston. At this time the glacial vented tjie Kodak, became weaithv
made in 1902.
their city and State.
border
stretched
from
New
York
to
and gave away millions to education
enter one, two or all three divisions.
“Caruso's voice is a glorious, heavWe still pray for the day when our
Entries should be sent in as soon as the far north, in an ice-wall that lay- and for the benefit of his employees.
on-sent gift. Manv of his admirers. Rockland Boys' Band can at least
far
to
the
eastward
of
the
present
But his biography shows how potent
possible after canning. These wil| be
no doubt, are most kindled by his I participate in the State meets. The
shore, hiding all traces of the land a force he has been in the economic
placed and kept on exhibition at
phenomenal mastery of the high note ' enthusiasm and glory which surShenandoah until after the closing of beneath its mass. When the ice- life of the nation and how great a
and the soaring phrase, but all his • rounded their success at the State
the contest, which will be on Octo wall left the present shore line the factor in modern education. The
singing is that of a thorough artist. Federation of Music Clubs in Port- ber 1.
land was depressed beneath th< sea author discovered in the course of his
He is young—only a little over 30— j land two years ago was brief. We
Fruit and vegetable entries in the to a depth varying from about thirty work that Mr. Eastman's philan
and though his voice will never behope there will be a recurrence of this
contest will be judged for clearness. feet along Long Island Sound to three thropies exceed one hundred million
finer than it is today, his art will ; in the near future to remain and conColor, pack, neatness, flavor and tex hundred to four hundred feet on the dollars. The book also contains a
doubtless ripen.
During thp next tinue until our boys can take their
| coast of Maine.
history of photography from sil
ture. The meat entries will be judged
dozen years Caruso ought to garner ! places alongside the other State boys’
"The land slowly and by degrees houettes to sound and color.
on neatness, texture and flavor.
a rich harvest of fame and dollars.” bands.
recovered its position, but as it rose
"Daughters of Eve" by Gamaliel
Contestants are free to use any
the sea for a time invaded the shore, Bradford: How much Eve really ac
method of canning they prefer, acHow little we know! True, fame . The Rockland Shoe Repairing Co. cprding to Grace Viall Gray, nation washing over with its tides and quired of the knowledge of good and
and dollars came to him. but after (Milligan’s) is under new manage- ally-known canning expert and sec waves the rubbish left by the ice- evil by her little adventure in the
only a few short years that golden j ment—Donald H. Fuller, with E. G retary’ of the contest. However, the sheets. stripping the lo-w hills and apple-orchard may be a matter for
voice was silenced forever by grim Williamson in active charge. Mail use of a steam pressure cooker is heaping the waste into the valleys. theologians to discuss. But she cer
death. And yet what a heritage of , orders solicited, prompt service.— recommended by the U. S. Depart The peculiar order of rocks that sur tainly left her daughters many
round Boston is caused by the exis puzzling and charming' qualities,
memory he has left behind! Tenors a^v81-83
ment of AgrictMture, especially lit the
tence here of a deep structural moun which are well illustrated in the
have come and gone at the Metropolis j
--------------------canning of meat, since this method
tan since Caruso sang his final note I The wise modern housewife, shares not only saves time and fuel and tain valley, the central part of which group of very French, and also very
there.—tenors of renown and achieve- her burdens and lets The People’” assures absolute sterility, but also is occupied by the harbor. There are human ladies, gathered toge'her in
ment, but today his place remains un Laundry. Tel. 170, do her family wash, preserves the natural flavor and tex some very interesting remains of this book.
filled , hearing out what critics as rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the ture. which, of course, are important buried forests. These buried trees
Humanism and America, edited bylie at a considerable length below the Norman Foerster. .
early as 1905 stated—that there service prompt, the work exce’lent.
considerations In contest judging.
low-water mark. When found, these
124-tf
never would he hut one Caruso.
Piloting Your Life: the Psycholo
That the judging may be thoroughly
trees seem all to be species of conifer gist as a Helmsman, by Joseph Jasimpartial and the display of jars ab
ous woods. The cone hearing trees trow, I'h.D. LL.D.
solutely uniform, contestants are re
appear from this and other evidence,
• • • •
quired to submit their entries in
No. 1142. Reserve District No. 1
to have been thP first to make the
standard glass jars of the quart size.
This year Italy is celebrating the
forests of this region after the cessa
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
A sample Ball mason jar and carton
2000th anniversary of the poet Virgil
tion of the ice age.
together with prize entry labels for
and some attention will be paid to
"Although
Boston
Basin
has
lost
—OF THE—
use in sending entries may be had
the event in this country and else
the greater part of its rocks by wast
where. Certainly- there is no reason
without cost by writing the National
ing action of the glacial period, it
why the observance should be con
Canning Contest, Shenandoah, Iowa.
owes more to these events than to
fined to Italy, for Virgil belongs to
Of Thomaston in the State of Maine, at the close of business on June 30, 1930
all the other forces that have affected
ail the world just as do Homer and
THE MIGHTY BRITANNIC
BESOV ItCES
its physical condition. To their
Shakespeare and others of the great
>242.261 33
bonus and disco tints .......................................................................................................
action we must attribute the forma
The White Star Liner Britannic,
poets of all time. There is very little
143 47
tion
of
the
trough
in
which
the
harbor
United States Government securities owned ............................................................
111.000 00
largest cabin class passenger ves
likelihood of getting up much excite
lies,
the
building
of
the
peninsula
581.453
07
Other bonds, stocks, and securities owned ................................................................
sel in -the world and Great Britain's
ment in this country for the knowl
19.000 00
Banking house, $9,600. furniture and fixtures. $9,100 .................................
occupied by the original town and all
edge of Virgil in America is very
biggest motorship. arrived at New
32,157 19
Reserve with Federal Reserve Bank .............................................................-...........
the
beautiful
details
of
contour
of
the
63.362 31
fash and due front hanks ................. -...........................................-................-.........
York Monday on her maiden voyage.
slight and not anywhere near what it
3.808
76
adjoining country.”
Boze
Outside checks and other cash Items .........................................................................
used to he before the idea was adopt
She is 680 feet long witih an 82 foot
2,750 00
Redemption fund with U. 8. Treasurer and due front I'.S. Treasurer ,..............
ed in the schools and colleges that
beam and a hold 44 feet deep. Accom
>1.053.936 13
Total
the study of Latin was more or less
modations are provided for 1.550 pas TOOK SODA FOR STOM
a waste of valuable time, that might
sengers in three classes, cabin tour
LIABILITIES
more profitably be devoted to1 the
ist. third cabin and third class. Two
>55,000 do
Capital stock paid In ....................................... .
ACH FOR 20 YEARS sciences and philosophy and that sort
huge Diesel engines capable of de
15.000 0(1
Surplus ...............................................................
27.599 95
of thing. Nevertheless. Virgil still
Undivided profits net ...........................................
veloping 20,000 horsepower give her
2.200 di.
Reserves for .dividends, contingencies, etc...........
"For 20 years I took soda for indi lives and he has probably been read
a speed of '17 knots. All deck ma
00
I trculatlng note- o' lsialinin
...................... ..
54.700
chinery is run thy electricity, which gestion and stomach gas. Then I by more persons than any other secu
Doe Io hanks, including certified and cashiers -hecks outstanding
8 00
tried Adlerika. One hottie brought lar ooet w ho ever existed. He is one
112.479 II
is also used for cooking.
Demand deposits .....................................................
788,948 35
Timo deposits ...................................... -............
complete relief."—Jno. B. Hardy.
of the immortal heritages of the race.
Adlerika relieves OAS and sour If you feel your knowledge of Virgil
>1.055.936 13
Total —.............................. -...............................
N. E. MOTHERS stomach in TEN minutes! Acts on is limited, come Into the Library and
State of Maine, County of Knox, ss :
BOTH upper and lower howei, re let us provide information for you on
I L 8. bevensaler, Cashier of the above-named hank do solemnly swear that the above
Know Its Value
moving poisons you never knew were the subject.
Statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
As a Family
’
L. S. LBVEXSALER. Cashier.
♦ • ♦ ♦
there. Don't fool with medicine which
Medicine
July. 1930.
Subscribed tad S#oru to before me tide '.'III day
cleans
only
PART
of
the
bowels,
but
Officials
of
the Kingston. Ont.
J. WALTER STROL’T, Notary Public.
(Seel)
let Adlerika give stomach and bow Public Library did not bother to eomCorrect—Attest:
Prepared by Norway Medicine Co .Norway,Me.
It. E IH 'NN
els a REAL cleaning and see how iSutfedhe amount due in overtime fines
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
PRANK P ELLIOT
good you feel! C. 11. Moor ,$• Co.. when H. P. . Robinson returned
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THE NEW rOBD TVDOB SEDAN

Check up on comfort, safety, acceleration, ease of control,
»
•
'
speed, power, reliability and economy and you will
know that the new Ford is a value far above the price
WHEN you see the new Ford you are

your own roads and plan to give

impressed instantly by its trim, sub*

the car a severe test. Check up on

stantial lines and beautiful colors.

every feature that goes to make a

As you watch it in traffic, on hills,

good automobile.

and on the open road, you get some

Then you will know, from your

idea of its quick acceleration, its ease

own experience, why so many mil

of control, and its speed and power.

lions of people the world over arc

In talking with owners and experi

buying Ford cars.

enced mechanics you hear enthusi
astic praise of its reliability and

economy.
But only by driving the new Ford

yourself can you fully appreciate

the value that has been built into the
i
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car and its satisfactory all-round per
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formance. You will particularly like

Three-window Fordor Sedan
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Convertible Cabriolet

its easy-riding comfort on bad roads

De Luxe Phaeton

and the safety of its fully enclosed

De Luxe Sedan

four-wheel brakes.

Town Sedan

See the nearest dealer, therefore,

and have him take you for a demon

stration ride in the new Ford. Select
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.411 price* f. o. b. Detroit, plu* freight and de
livery. Bumper* and tpare tire extra, at lot* co*t.

li’nirertal Credit Company plan of time pay*
ment* offers another Fo. d economy.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY

GREAT BRITAIN’S PROBLEM

had been “out on loan” for more th?n
50 years. The book, edited by J.
Frost, LL.D. and published in 1840
by Harper & Brothers, New York
came into Robinson’s possession a
year ago. Recently be discovered the
book had been borrowed from the
Midland District Circulating Library,
a forerunner of the present library.
• * * •
The limited autographed edition of
Lindbergh’s ‘“We” is reported as hav
ing reached >200 per copy at the Put
nam bookstore. It was published by
Putnam’s in July. 1927.

So Much Money Is Spent For Rum
That Bars Limited To Shorter
Hours
Great Britain is searching for an
answer to the problems caused by an
annual drink bill of nearly one and
a half billion dollars. A royal com
mission has been investigating since
last November and the evidence is
clear that the reduction in drunken
ness which American wets claim is
the result of “education” is due en
tirely to the fact that the British
government has reduced the hours for
the sale of liquor. Bars cannot open
before 10 a. m., close between 3 and
5 p. m. and close for the night at
10 p. m.
This is a form of prohibition wbielx
has reduced English drunkenness,
but even so the rate of convictions ior
drunkenness in London is almost
three times as great as mere arrests
for drunkenness in our own wet New
York City. English brewciy profits
increased from >50.000.000 to >122.000,000 since 1914.
London magistrates testify to an
enormous number of drunken wom
en; one police captain complained of
the number of helpless drunken
womqn his men had to pick up from
the streets. Sir Edgar Sanders, lib
eral minded toward liquor, told the
royal commission the only way to
deal with the prodilem of cocktail
drinking among youth was national
prohibition of the sale of any bard
liquor to anyone under the age of 25.
Proof enough that English youth are
drinking and not on account of pro.-^
hibition.
Drinking among women and girls
is increasing in certain industr
areas investigated by a well knoi
British economist, and there is no'
evidence of increasing total absti
nence.—From the ‘VV. C. T. U.

THE HOLIDAY’S TOLL
Firecrackers Killed 12, Automobiles
81, and There Were 57 Drownings
America paid its inevitable price in
human life July Fourth to celebrate
the 154th anniversary of its inde
pendence.
The dead numbered 178. Many
other hundreds were injured. Prop
erty damage was unusually high and
ran into m<ny thousands of dollars.
Deaths due directly to fireworks
totalled 12. This was the largest
number of such deaths recorded in the
three years the Associated Press ’has
been keeping a nationwide check upon
Independence Day fatalities. A year
ago there were seven deaths from
fireworks. In 1929 there were 11.
The automobile, however, took the
most lives—81. In the ipast three
years its holiday toll was steadily in
creased. In 1928 it took 54 lives.
Last year, 70.
There were 57 drownings. a decline
of 14 from a year ago and of 49 from
1928. This was attributable to much
cooler weather generally. The Fourth
of July two years ago was one of the
hot days of the year, heat alone being
responsible for 12 deaths that day.
This time, however, the water held
less attraction for the holiday mil
lions.
Your rug problems can be settled
with satisfaction guaranteed by call
ing The People’s Laundry Limero^k
street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your
rugs and return them promptly like
new.
124-tf

HOT El

ROOM WITH
PRIVATE BATH
for

$2.50
including
FREE GARAGE

Accommodations
A room with both bath
and shower $3.00, $3.50
Room for Two at
$3.50. $4.00, $4.50

VAST FARM FIGURES

J

A gasoline shortage is predicted
for the year 2000. By that time, how
ever. the cars will be ®o thick that
they can't move, anyhow, so it really
doesn’t matter.—Altoona Tribune.
J

All records for potato production in
Maine as well as carload sbipmentft
have been broken by ixist year's crop.
To date 61.309 carloads have been
shipped. The 1929 crop of apples in
the State is the largest since 1926. t'he
department rtiid. with a total car lot
shipments of 1,284 cars. The taj>u-!
lation of dairy production showed
that milk dealers and shippers pur- whole milk and 3.493.01
ehased 5.654.382 pounds butterfat. cream shipped to jhe p,
which included 11,991,462 quarts of during 1929.

